
The V6 Accord has it all and then some. From a potent 3.0 litre, V6 VTEC, 24 valve, 177kW alloy engine to advanced safety features, the Honda V6 

Accord is one refi ned piece of machinery. 5 Speed auto with drive by wire throttle control, Vehicle Stability Assist (VSA) and advanced traction control, 

double wishbone suspension, ABS, EBD and EBA braking technology, alloys, front and side SRS airbags, curtain airbags on L models, 5 star NHTSA 

frontal crash test rating, auto-off headlights, front fog lights, indicators on the wing mirrors, dual-zone climate control with separate temperature settings 

for both driver and front passenger, variable lumbar support for driver, 6-disc CD, steering wheel mounted cruise and audio controls, remote boot and 

window opener, green heat absorbing glass, external temperature display, electric sunroof and rain sensing wipers on L models, LEVII emissions 

standard, 0 to 100 in less than 8 seconds and a miserly fuel consumption of only 10.6l/100km, and you truly have everything but the kitchen sink.
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A
B Priced from $39,000 plus on road costs or monthly lease from $598 + GST. Full maintenance operating lease for 45 

months/55,000km. Honda Lease Direct credit criteria apply. Model shown is V6 Mugen. Make a truly informed 

decision and call 0800 255 666 for a no obligation test drive or visit www.honda.co.nz/v6accord

IT HAS EVERYTHING
MINUS THE FIXED WATER BASIN 
IN A CHEF’S PROFESSIONAL DOMAIN
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past meets present 
old + new = lifestyle

house: walls/floor/roof
home: see house + colour 
+ texture + detail + design

60 years of kiwi colour
tips for renovation – ladders, 
builders, paint and councils
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Multi-Finish Range
Ebony Clay™

N34-006-264

Tuna™

N39-008-260

Jimmy Dean™
B45-013-277

Shuttle Grey™
B52-008-257

Raven™

B58-009-256

Iron™

N86-002-236

Bastille™

B29-009-283

Gun Powder™
V42-016-285

Waterloo™

B58-018-281

Santas Grey™
B69-015-278

Freestyling™
B75-010-257

Ghost™

B82-009-280

Nero™

N25-001-046

Revolver™

V34-013-289

Mobster™

V49-015-294

Mamba™

V57-016-295

Grey Suit™

B69-016-281

Greywacke™
N82-007-288

P56

Multi-Finish Range

Cod Grey™
N31-007-245

Mine Shaft™
B37-009-239

Mako™
N46-005-209

Regent Grey™
B62-011-233

Geyser™
N85-004-213

Mystic™
N89-004-208

Black™
N24-000-098

Shark™
N34-007-264

Scarpa Flow™
N55-002-289

Grey Chateau™
N73-006-251

Gull Grey™
N75-008-229

Athens Grey™
N89-004-107

Jaguar™
B27-008-276

Baltic Sea™
N37-002-259

Trojan™
N59-004-237

Mischka™
B76-009-261

Surrender™
N80-002-228

Seashell™
N92-001-292

P55
Multi-Finish Range

Bokara Grey™
N28-005-068

Mondo™
BR43-014-073

Gravel™
N42-005-114

Montoya™
N58-007-117

Friar Grey™
Y62-010-086

Rakaia™
N80-002-054

Armadillo™
N42-004-127

Zeus™
N35-004-121

Chicago™
N49-005-116

Gunsmoke™
N60-005-127

Delta™
N69-004-123

House White™
N90-003-092

Woodsmoke™
N33-006-185

Possessed™
N36-005-147

Condor™
N49-005-149

Stack™
N65-003-154

Silver Chalice™
N76-003-139

Hint Of Grey™
N92-005-100

P54

Multi-Finish Range

Rainee™
G81-014-144

Bel Air™
G77-009-139

Pumice™
G80-011-123

Zumthor™
N88-007-210

Midwinter Mist™ N86-002-223

Designer White™ B90-009-260

Loblolly™
G81-008-181

Cut Glass™
B85-012-208

Pattens Blue™
B91-019-237

Tranquil™
B95-014-211

Solitude™
B94-011-264

Zircon™
N93-005-244

Alaska™
B81-021-266

Shinto™
B79-020-250

Link Water™
B87-014-263

Hawkes Blue™
B89-022-266

Confederate Grey™ B87-017-279

In The Mauve™
N84-005-286

P53

Multi-Finish Range

Aspiring™ G80-023-101

Orinoco™ G86-027-106

Moon Mist™ G85-017-101

Green White™ G90-013-103

Lime White™ G94-017-109

Black White™ N93-005-100

Tusk™ G90-044-104

Corn Field™ G95-040-097

Moon Glow™ G96-033-104

Ying Yang™ G89-025-104

Willow Brook™ G92-014-125

Saltpan™ N96-008-129

Tasman™ N83-007-142

Harp™ G85-009-126

Peppermint™ G90-019-134

Ottoman™ G89-013-129

Apple Green™ G93-011-153

Swans Down™ N91-008-155

P52
Multi-Finish Range

Thistle™

Y79-036-089

Zen™

G82-012-140

White Rock™
G87-023-095

Brie™

G90-034-091

Orchid White™
Y96-015-089

White Linen™
N93-007-073

Fawn Green™
G78-042-095

Mint Julep™
G88-043-093

Arrowroot™

G91-025-097

Bubble White™
Y87-016-090

Rum Swizzle™
G95-019-095

China Ivory™
G95-025-093

Copyrite™

G78-010-098

Tea™

Y81-019-081

Kangaroo™

G83-014-097

Celeste™

G87-012-103

White Pointer™
N89-007-087

Rice Cake™

G94-010-092

P51

1008 more reasons to paint

Multi-Finish Range

West Coast™
Y46-049-083

Planter™
G49-060-092

Grass Hopper™ Y56-083-090

Highball™
G64-082-094

Gingko™
G69-074-092

Iko Iko™
G75-060-093

Woodrush™
Y38-025-087

Camouflage™
Y41-032-088

Go Ben™
Y56-038-088

Bandicoot™
G62-029-097

Eagle™
G75-021-093

Green Mist™
G80-038-104

Karaka™
G31-010-106

Hemlock™
Y51-032-090

Wilderness™
G63-046-098

Avocado™
G67-044-103

Stone Age™
G76-041-095

Coriander™
G78-036-107

P20

Multi-Finish Range
Lucky™

G68-141-092

Alo Alo™

G81-186-095

Billy T™

G78-112-094

Somerset™

G88-090-099

Pale Prim™

G95-074-098

Shalimar™

G95-067-099

La Rioja™

G78-176-099

Bitter Lemon™
G85-156-100

Canary™

G90-130-100

Witch Haze™
G94-108-095

Milan™

G93-083-100

Lemon Twist™
G86-061-095

Neva™

G80-187-101

Las Palmas™
G85-144-103

Mindaro™

G90-106-105

Pine Glade™
G80-064-104

Deco™

G83-073-102

Rice Paper™
G86-049-103

P19

Multi-Finish Range

Hacienda™ Y61-127-083

Wazzup™ Y69-142-082

Hokey Pokey™ Y67-119-079

Dixie Chick™ Y69-144-078

Galliano™ Y75-169-081

Bright Spark™ Y83-168-082

Lemon Ginger™ Y62-115-090

Sahara™ Y70-143-090

Turbo™ Y84-198-087

Golden Dream™ Y85-164-089

Wild Thing™ Y87-145-086

Golden Fizz™ G87-162-094

Bird Flower™ G79-178-093

Gorse™ G90-165-091

Broom™ Y87-185-088

Sunflower™ Y80-181-090

Paris Daisy™ G92-140-093

Manz™ G86-120-095

P18
Multi-Finish Range

Horses Neck™
Y48-059-077

Bullwhip™

Y57-066-074

Muesli™

BR63-059-076

Teak™

Y67-065-075

Putty™

Y78-066-079

Hampton™

Y87-046-085

Tumbleweed™
Y40-031-082

Himalaya™

Y51-065-084

Stinger™

Y58-089-080

Laser™

Y75-084-080

Chenin™

Y82-083-085

Butter™

Y84-069-089

Punga™

Y41-034-083

Ventura™

Y60-078-085

Twister™

Y63-050-084

Gimblet™

G75-076-091

Tacha™

Y78-089-088

Yuma™

Y80-052-088

P17

Multi-Finish Range

Pirate Gold™ Y62-144-071

Coyote™
Y81-066-074

Dairy Cream™ Y87-045-077

Anglaise™
Y90-025-077

Solitaire™
Y90-023-077

Pearl Lusta™
Y94-018-087

Jandal™
Y66-106-071

Calico™
BR79-054-075

Smooth Operator™ Y80-049-076

Sidecar™
Y89-044-085

Barley White™ Y92-044-087

Pipi™
Y93-033-081

Alpine™
Y67-093-080

Bittersweet™ Y71-088-077

Twine™
Y68-078-073

Rob Roy™
Y79-097-077

Marzipan™
Y85-073-079

Oasis™
Y95-035-085

P16

Multi-Finish Range

Rusty Nail™ O54-092-068

Tussock™ Y69-089-073

Essential Cream™ Y80-079-077

Chamois™ Y86-052-079

Haystack™ Y84-041-077

Astra™ Y89-047-080

Hot Toddy™ Y62-116-072

Pizza™ Y69-114-074

Manuka Honey™ Y84-065-079

Splash™ Y89-056-080

Popcorn™ Y88-041-081

Gin Fizz™ Y94-028-083

Buttered Rum™ Y59-100-073

Apache™ Y77-086-077

Chalky™ Y84-066-081

Zombie™ Y83-063-082

Milk Punch™ Y94-033-084

Scotch Mist™ Y94-027-087

P15
Multi-Finish Range

California™
O74-175-067

Fuel Yellow™
Y71-143-074

Saffron™
Y75-119-075

Tulip Tree™
Y78-135-079

Golden Glow™
Y88-084-085

Buttermilk™
Y91-055-084

Buttercup™
Y74-173-075

Supernova™
Y80-171-077

Bardot™
Y84-104-081

Golden Sand™
Y78-113-077

Mellow Yellow™
Y88-063-089

Melting Moment™ Y90-060-085

Lemoncello™
Y76-143-076

Cream Can™
Y83-117-080

Kournikova™
Y85-122-085

Energy Yellow™
Y87-128-087

Sweet Corn™
Y90-097-090

Moonbeam™
G91-080-091

P14

Multi-Finish Range
Pizazz™

O69-171-062

West Side™

O73-180-064

Koromiko™

Y83-124-072

Harvest Gold™
Y80-087-073

Caramel™

Y90-061-074

Sazerac™

O92-029-069

Meteor™

O65-143-066

Golden Bell™
O68-140-067

My Sin™

Y80-148-072

Chardonnay™
Y87-090-075

New Orleans™
Y84-066-078

Cherokee™

Y87-076-078

Carpe Diem™
O73-146-069

Fire Bush™

Y75-123-070

Yellow Sea™
Y72-184-073

Casablanca™
Y82-108-073

Golden Tainoi™
Y85-127-077

Salomie™

Y89-090-080

P13

Multi-Finish Range

Root Beer™
O47-077-054

Chelsea Gem™
O53-095-055

Whiskey Sour™
O71-082-061

Manhattan™
O80-063-064

Flesh™
BR78-049-063

Sandy Beach™
O91-040-067

Bull Shot™
O45-068-053

Bourbon™
O60-096-058

Brandy Punch™
O67-108-065

Deja Vu™
BR79-056-068

Cashmere™
BR78-038-061

Bone™
O83-028-066

Korma ™
O48-077-059

Mai Tai™
O59-113-062

Porsche™
O76-093-066

Corvette™
O83-070-068

Tequila™
Y88-049-070

Frangipani™
Y90-057-073

P12

Multi-Finish Range
Trinidad™

O61-167-048

Chilean Fire™
O63-162-052

Sorbus™

O67-152-054

Crusta™

O74-119-052

Romantic™

O88-055-058

Tuft Bush™

O90-033-053

Tangerine™

O61-153-051

Hyperactive™
O66-167-055

Ecstasy™

O61-139-053

Smoke Tree™
O60-120-053

Tacao™

O81-079-061

Karry™

O92-031-064

Clockwork Orange™ O59-135-056

Gold Drop™

O65-156-058

Hero™

O67-157-064

Sunshade™

O77-145-066

Consuela™

O82-094-067

Negroni™

O86-045-064

P11

Multi-Finish Range

Pravda™ BR62-017-079

Stonehenge™ BR61-012-073

Schooner™ BR63-014-075

Perfect Taupe™ BR73-014-067

Serene™ BR78-015-067

Westar™ N86-007-080

Stonewall™ Y59-023-083

Cargo™ Y67-029-083

Craigieburn™ Y66-023-081

Nomad™ Y72-019-083

Ash™ G79-017-092

Fossil™ Y84-023-085

Clay Creek™ Y62-039-088

Chino™ Y75-038-086

Beachcomber™ Y80-035-085

Caraway™ Y82-022-085

Sugar Loaf™ Y82-023-083

Spanish White™ Y88-024-082

P50

Multi-Finish Range

Zorba™
BR68-016-056

Tide™
BR77-012-056

Swirl™
N86-008-064

Swiss Coffee™
N86-008-051

Pearl Bush™
O86-010-059

Urbane™
N88-005-036

Pale Slate™
N81-004-060

Flotsam™
N84-002-071

Spring Wood™
N92-008-062

Vista White™
N91-004-046

Merino™
Y91-009-076

Island Spice™
Y96-015-073

Moleskin™
BR76-029-058

Navarone™
BR74-035-076

Coral™
BR78-031-078

Alpaca™
Y82-024-071

Raffia™
Y84-040-077

Egg Sour™
Y93-031-074

P49

Multi-Finish Range
Blossom™

R79-028-015

Gelato™

R82-024-009

Cosmos™

R90-028-029

Twilight™

V84-018-339

Pale Rose™

R90-016-359

Blue Chalk™
V90-019-302

Sweet As™

R82-024-031

Dust Storm™
O87-020-041

Vanilla Ice™

R89-016-019

Wafer™

O81-020-048

Cold Turkey™
R80-015-023

Kidman™

R80-012-017

Mercury™

N87-001-005

Gallery™

N90-004-036

Sauvignon™

R94-008-031

Pot Pourri™

O91-014-043

Cest Le Vie™
O90-010-049

Ebb™

R90-008-030

P48

Multi-Finish Range

Bronze™ BR37-024-062

Oilskin™ BR46-016-062

Judge Grey™ BR46-018-071

Sandstone™ BR56-018-073

Cloudy™ BR75-009-070

Cloud™ Y81-011-082

Black Magic™ BR33-015-070

Jacko Bean™ BR36-022-069

Millbrook™ BR50-021-068

Soya Bean™ BR52-029-079

Pale Oyster™ BR67-030-079

Cougar™ Y73-019-081

Creole™ BR34-015-074

Space Shuttle™ BR39-015-069

Lisbon Brown™ Y45-027-086

Dragon™ Y50-022-083

Talisman™ BR50-017-077

Rockbottom™ BR71-014-077

P47Multi-Finish Range

Cafe Royale™
BR45-058-064

Dark Buff™
O57-078-063

Brown Sugar™
O54-063-064

McKenzie™
O56-071-068

Okey Dokey™
BR74-037-067

Soul™
BR76-034-067

Saddle Brown™ BR36-049-065

Shingle Fawn™
BR50-049-070

Authentic™
BR56-057-067

Muddy Waters™
Y66-069-072

Gold Coast™
O68-061-068

Rodeo Dust™
BR75-037-071

Deep Bronze™
BR40-031-071

Cement™
BR58-034-071

Mongoose™
BR66-036-068

Papier Mache™
Y69-066-074

Travis™
Y72-059-080

Blank Canvas™
Y86-033-077

P46

Multi-Finish Range
Mission Brown™

BR33-025-045

Milk Chocolate™
BR34-034-049

Irish Coffee™
BR43-046-058

Spice™

BR47-034-050

Leather™

BR58-043-054

Quasar™

BR62-046-060

Brown Bramble™
BR38-044-054

Cigar™

BR49-055-049

Cinnamon™

O47-079-055

Toffee™

O53-077-055

Kalgoorie Sands™
O68-060-059

Just Right™

O83-029-056

Jambalaya™
BR41-046-056

Palm Sugar™
BR50-051-061

Cape Palliser™
O47-063-054

Potters Clay™
BR53-053-057

Dusty Road™
BR62-033-063

Rickshaw™
BR69-031-063

P45

Multi-Finish Range

Dark Rum™ BR35-026-058

Cioccolato™ BR37-035-052

Brown Derby™ BR42-027-055

Roman Coffee™ BR53-028-056

Almond Frost™ BR65-023-059

Antidote™
BR76-017-065

Wood Bark™ BR30-013-056

Sambuca™
BR32-018-058

Woodburn™ BR35-025-061

Domino™
BR49-024-061

Kabul™
BR52-019-061

Bronco™
BR70-026-074

Bracken™
BR39-036-067

Dallas™
BR45-047-067

Tobacco Brown™ BR49-034-068

Sandal™
BR66-040-068

Sandcastle™ BR73-028-069

Sour Dough™ BR79-030-070

P44

Multi-Finish Range

Rebel™ BR34-020-035

Cedar™ BR36-018-038

Felix™ BR41-016-039

Buffalo™ BR52-023-041

Del Rio™ BR71-025-048

Milestone™ BR79-011-040

Kilamanjaro™ N34-005-036

Coffee Bean™ BR33-011-045

Saddle™ BR45-018-050

Hurricane™ BR62-012-045

Asteroid™ BR71-012-035

Bon Jour™ N89-005-037

Brown Pod™ BR30-029-042

Dakota™ BR50-027-048

Americano™ BR61-016-061

Otter™ BR62-021-052

Martini™ BR75-011-040

Dover White™ N83-006-043

P43

Multi-Finish Range

Rasputin™ V30-017-309

Grape™ V36-029-303

Fedora™ V47-018-310

Rum™ V53-018-308

Amethyst Smoke™ V66-022-308

Effortless™ V71-016-304

Warlord™ V40-019-295

Zulu™ N47-007-327

Salt Box™ V51-008-317

Monsoon™ N59-005-322

Shady Lady™ N71-004-335

Lola™ V77-015-313

Diesel™ N30-006-032

Matterhorn™ N90-003-175

Yasna™ V44-009-336

Innuendo™ V55-012-348

Nobel™ BR72-009-016

Alto™ N84-004-012

P42
Multi-Finish Range

Blackcurrant™ V28-048-308

Plum™
V29-048-323

Scarlet Gum™ V37-050-312

Centaurian™ V52-033-310

High Society™ V52-035-298

Ce Soir™
V64-054-308

Valentino™
V30-022-316

Tarot™
V30-030-315

Honey Flower™ V44-057-311

Harlequin™
V43-062-324

De Janeiro™
V57-040-320

Marionette™ V71-031-312

Blackberry™
V29-049-347

Sassy™
V43-099-337

Belladonna™ V41-091-332

Seance™
V42-081-321

Taffeta™
V62-058-317

Wonderland™ V75-040-318

P41

Multi-Finish Range
Blue Bell™

V38-095-294

Blue Gem™

V45-098-293

Blue Marguerite™
V57-089-289

Moody Blue™
V65-077-289

Lavender™

V72-063-292

Sonique™

V87-017-292

Windsor™

V39-097-300

Daisy Bush™
V47-100-299

Fuchsia™

V58-090-298

True V™

V64-080-297

Biloba Flower™
V76-058-296

Fog™

V87-030-296

Christalle™

V34-085-300

Blue Diamond™
V39-091-303

Kingfisher Daisy™
V44-095-303

Studio™

V53-093-303

Lilac Bush™

V64-080-301

Perfume™

V80-048-300

P40

Multi-Finish Range

Sonic Boom™
V29-043-293

Vortex™

V37-046-286

Dotcom™
B39-034-283

Enigma™

B46-040-283

Rhythm™
V60-034-285

Bauhaus™
B78-035-274

Tolopea™
V31-035-295

Cherry Pie™
V35-046-295

Victoria™

V47-065-293

Scampi™

V56-062-292

Deluge™

V62-049-292

Zappo™

V83-028-285

Violent Violet™
V30-051-297

Jagger™

V34-040-303

Meteorite™
V42-055-296

Butterfly Bush™
V54-057-295

Wistful™

B73-042-284

Heartbreaker™
B82-022-275

P39

Multi-Finish Range
Surfs Up™

B29-058-284

Lucky Point™
B32-055-280

Port Gore™

B41-060-278

Bay Of Many™
B40-052-275

Night Moves™
B45-048-275

Norwegian Blue™
B53-037-267

Bullitt™

V28-034-288

Storm™

B36-058-284

Decadence™
B37-091-284

Jacksons Purple™
V42-096-285

Magik™

B45-066-273

Perano™

B80-045-270

Paua™

V29-064-292

Wave Rider™
V42-060-286

Deep Koamaru™
V36-092-288

Governor Bay™
B50-095-281

Chetwode Blue™
B60-084-279

Portage™

B72-064-275

P38

Multi-Finish Range

Indian Ink™
B26-017-270

Outer Space™ B28-028-267

Licorice™
B35-028-263

Rhino™
B41-020-259

Neutral Bay™ B66-014-259

Oxygen™
B83-017-252

Valhalla™
V30-032-285

True Blue™
B37-037-270

Astronaut™
B44-042-265

Waikawa Grey™ B56-043-263

Ship Cove™
B66-039-263

Smokescreen™ B72-025-256

Haiti™
V28-016-289

Midnight Express™ B31-030-276

Biscay™
B37-033-264

Hammerhead™ B48-023-268

Tiebreaker™
B70-022-264

Echo Blue™
B77-030-264

P37

Multi-Finish Range
Madison™

B38-037-258

Spinnaker™

B41-046-245

Matisse™

B49-059-247

Wedgewood™
B53-043-247

Subzero™

B66-066-246

Oxymoron™

B81-044-248

Cobalt™

B39-058-260

Takaka™

B46-058-268

St Tropaz™

B47-069-266

Azure™

B54-064-262

Kashmir Blue™
B55-041-254

Comfort Zone™
B80-030-248

Black Rock™
B30-023-279

Bunting™

B32-030-265

Jasper™

B53-058-263

Delta Blue™

B71-053-258

Polo Blue™

B74-042-254

Time Out™

B82-036-253

P36

Multi-Finish Range

Wet N Wild™ B49-089-260

Bondi Blue™ B40-077-256

Endeavour™ B48-102-250

Curious Blue™ B62-098-238

Anakiwa™ B83-054-228

French Pass™ B85-035-223

Space Cadet™ B32-079-273

Resolution Blue™ B40-097-275

Mariner™ B53-094-264

Lochmara™ B55-104-244

Picton Blue™ B70-088-235

Malibu™ B76-074-233

Aviator™ B33-064-279

Torea Bay™ B49-093-279

Tory Blue™ B46-093-269

Havelock Blue™ B63-084-258

Jordy Blue™ B75-064-251

Sail™ B84-042-243

P35

Multi-Finish Range

Elephant™
B33-023-236

Prussian Blue™ B31-038-237

Arapawa™
B40-045-235

Blumine™
B46-053-231

Marathon™
B45-038-226

Norwester™
B58-044-223

Blue Charcoal™ B29-008-243

Ivanhoe™
B42-022-240

Escapade™
B61-029-247

Lynch™
B60-023-238

Tsunami™
B62-025-238

Longitude™
B77-012-244

Dark Knight™ B31-014-247

Tangaroa™
B32-025-247

Cello™
B43-028-245

Bermuda Grey™ B64-030-239

Nepal™
B72-023-237

Spindle™
B82-022-246

P34
Multi-Finish Range

Kitsch™

B50-093-205

Allports™

B51-085-212

Eastern Blue™
B59-088-212

Pelorous™

B65-086-212

Scooter™

B63-071-211

Spray™

B82-056-214

Orient™

B47-071-229

Astral™

B54-062-229

Jelly Bean™

B56-051-225

Hippie Blue™
B62-052-217

Toto™

B68-057-214

Charlotte™

B87-041-214

Venice Blue™
B46-066-241

Bahama Blue™
B46-084-237

Optimist™

B53-082-235

Endorphin™

B65-074-222

Shakespeare™
B67-062-229

Seagull™

B76-052-227

P33

Multi-Finish Range
Espirit™

B42-023-206

Casal™

B44-022-220

Streetwise™

B51-024-217

Gothic™

B63-029-222

Botticelli™

B74-022-222

Escape™

B81-028-221

Big Stone™

B38-015-234

Teal Blue™

B39-040-223

Bismark™

B53-034-224

Horizon™

B63-034-224

Moby™

B75-030-221

Onahau™

B91-028-220

Tarawera™

B35-028-231

Warrior™

B34-018-232

San Juan™

B47-022-236

Blue Bayoux™
B57-021-225

Bali Hai™

B70-024-230

Eskimo™

B77-018-230

P32

Multi-Finish Range

Dark Slate™
G46-012-198

Yucca™
G57-017-153

Blue Smoke™ G63-014-149

Pewter™
G70-014-150

Mantle™
G73-018-142

Tiara™
N81-007-165

Swamp™
G30-011-198

Atomic™
B42-016-232

Rolling Stone™ G59-009-202

Inside Back™ G66-009-165

Edward™
G73-013-158

Hermitage™
N79-008-173

Blue Bark™
B29-013-232

Gunmetal ™
B32-011-234

Balderdash™ B45-014-217

Tax Break™
B49-025-216

Bounty™
B70-011-212

Casper™
B77-010-230

P31

Multi-Finish Range

English Holly™
G36-028-166

Plantation™
G45-026-167

Stromboli™
G49-032-171

Cutty Sark™
G58-031-173

Ashanti™
G78-016-180

Nebula™
G83-012-165

Firefly™
G38-020-195

William™
G55-026-190

Juniper™
G65-022-193

Sea Nymph™
G73-026-181

Opal™
G80-021-180

Conch™
G77-013-193

Oracle™
G42-028-199

Green Meets Blue™ G47-020-192

Ming™
G54-043-204

Breaker Bay™
G56-035-195

Destiny™
G71-017-197

Sorrento™
G75-016-193

P30

Multi-Finish Range

Sea Green™ G47-057-197

Blue Stone™ G47-064-191

Surfie Green™ G54-080-191

Java™ G62-082-195

Paradise™ G68-038-188

Gulf Stream™ G73-046-187

Tiber™ G37-037-195

Atoll™ G55-058-200

Paradiso™ G58-045-200

Blue Chill™ G62-057-202

Half Baked™ B62-046-205

Ziggurat™ B71-029-207

Beatnik™ B42-040-206

Retro™ G40-052-203

Blue Lagoon™ G47-078-203

Hullabaloo™ G60-087-202

Fountain Blue™ B72-053-208

Morning Glory™ B84-035-208

P29
Multi-Finish Range

Aquamarine™
G42-049-178

Watercourse™
G49-088-170

Deep Sea™

G56-079-176

Keppel™

G73-068-178

Riptide™

G84-055-184

Mint Tulip™

G92-026-181

Deep Teal™

G35-039-188

Jackpot™

G40-057-180

Observatory™
G59-098-176

Lochinvar™

G62-054-186

Scandal™

G86-031-187

Jet Stream™
G85-015-183

Racing Green™
G30-012-182

Eden™

G47-051-181

Niagara™

G67-091-177

Tradewind™
G72-047-191

Aqua™

G83-045-187

Foam™

G92-017-201

P28

Multi-Finish Range

Burnham™
G37-035-168

Bush™
G35-028-166

Green Pea™
G45-060-159

Spring Green™ G60-047-150

Oxley™
G67-042-153

Paris White™ G84-013-147

Ivy Green™
G31-020-167

Sherwood Green™ G37-041-170

Alfresco™
G49-046-167

Padua™
G73-044-161

Summer Green™ G76-032-159

Edgewater™ G87-019-156

Holly™
G30-014-173

Celtic™
G36-020-170

Roulette™
G41-033-168

Homegrown™ G48-036-177

Patina™
G64-038-176

Envy™
G71-028-149

P27

Multi-Finish Range
Crusoe™

G44-089-153

Tree Frog™

G65-143-134

Wham™

G69-148-130

Groovy™

G66-104-132

Mantis™

G75-102-129

Feijoa™

G83-077-128

Camarone™
G47-094-150

San Felix™

G50-103-140

Japanese Laurel™
G52-109-141

Fruit Salad™
G65-103-142

De York™

G79-074-143

Madang™

G87-056-134

Kaitoke Green™
G38-056-160

Salem™

G53-099-160

Eucalyptus™
G61-094-163

Silver Tree™

G75-070-162

Vista Blue™

G83-050-162

Fringy Flower™
G88-041-149

P26

Multi-Finish Range

Midnight Moss™ G31-010-167

Forest Green™ G37-022-140

Palm Leaf™
G40-029-134

Mangrove™
G42-011-126

Tom Thumb™ G49-032-134

Gum Leaf™
G81-027-150

Gordons Green™ G32-012-152

Middle Earth™ G42-015-147

Cabbage Pont™ G46-019-125

Spanish Green™ G64-021-136

Xanadu™
G62-025-136

Ravine™
G65-012-125

Timber Green™ G37-020-157

Goblin™
G38-037-157

Parsley™
G45-052-147

Killarney™
G54-051-148

Hippie Green™ G61-055-138

Laurel™
G63-034-145

P25

Multi-Finish Range
Green Waterloo™

G31-009-105

Clover™

G43-044-119

Dingley™

G57-056-123

Woodstock™
G87-058-119

Soft Apple™
G83-040-117

Snowy Mint™
G93-032-132

Log Cabin™

G38-017-117

Olive Green™
G35-023-122

Dell™

G47-058-124

Highland™

G65-049-125

Norway™

G77-036-124

Pale Leaf™

G84-028-121

Marshland™
G31-008-123

Green House™
G48-055-134

Glade Green™
G58-052-133

Amulet™

G68-043-134

Spring Rain™
G78-030-137

Surf Crest™

G86-021-137

P24

Multi-Finish Range

El Paso™
G35-015-098

Flax™
G61-033-104

Finch ™
G58-030-104

Bitter™
G64-027-103

Terrain™
G75-016-103

Tana™
G78-019-095

Eternity™
G30-008-118

Waiouru™
G43-033-103

Woodland™
G51-034-107

Siam™
G53-028-105

Castle Rock™
G63-013-098

Bud™
G75-020-108

Black Forest™
G31-011-128

Scrub™
G37-020-109

Raptor™
G46-018-104

Panzano™
G50-020-119

Frontier™
G70-033-106

Green Spring™
G77-019-115

P23

Multi-Finish Range
Sushi™

G65-114-110

Limerick™

G70-137-111

Citrus™

G75-168-102

Bahia™

G77-161-103

Spritzer™

G85-183-105

Sublime™

G88-121-108

Christi™

G68-149-114

Lima™

G70-153-114

Atlantis™

G80-135-114

Happy Hour™
G79-120-111

Sulu™

G88-092-115

Reef™

G91-067-117

Bilbao™

G56-115-131

Limeade™

G62-123-120

Dizzy Lizzy™
G76-163-118

Wellywood™
G82-173-113

Conifer™

G84-124-113

Anise™

G83-084-125

P22

Multi-Finish Range

Saratoga™ G44-055-106

Rain Forest™ G52-095-101

Citron™ G64-120-102

Celery™ G78-108-104

Wild Willow™ G80-097-104

Jonquil™ G93-076-106

Turtle Green™ G39-033-115

Pacifika™ G53-083-102

Wasabi™ G64-096-105

Vermont™ G78-086-104

Hypnotic™ G88-080-108

Chill Out™ G92-038-108

Green Leaf™ G50-068-115

Awol™ G63-065-103

Green Smoke™ G71-064-106

Chelsea Cucumber™ G70-074-120

Caper™ G79-056-115

Geneva™ G89-055-110

P21

Multi-Finish Range

Fire™
O48-140-045

Rock Spray™
O52-125-048

Joie De Vivre™
O64-113-044

Japonica™
O67-095-041

Tonys Pink™
O77-064-040

Wax Flower™
O82-055-047

Vesuvius™
O54-109-052

Tuscany™
O58-086-050

Red Damask™
O65-099-047

Apricot™
O74-084-051

Florentine Pink™ O69-075-049

Beethoven™
O73-067-056

Rose Of Sharon™ O56-129-052

Hazard™
O54-116-055

Moroccan Spice™ O56-111-056

Christine™
O59-130-059

Tango™
O66-147-058

Roxy™
O70-111-059

P10

Multi-Finish Range
Moccaccino™

R36-045-033

Fahrenheit™
R38-068-033

Desperado™
O43-074-043

Prairie Sand™
R47-084-037

Hot August™
O51-086-040

Crail™

R55-079-038

Espresso™

R35-034-035

Hairy Heath™
BR39-056-044

Peanut™

BR46-059-042

Wild West™

O52-076-043

Bonanza™

BR66-051-040

Brandy Rose™
R68-042-037

Cumin™

O44-067-047

Paarl™

O49-069-046

Desert™

O56-079-057

Sante Fe™

O61-066-048

Toast™

BR61-045-045

Birthday Suit™
BR78-038-043

P09

Multi-Finish Range

Sepia™

BR28-011-034

Barista™
BR35-013-026

Woody Brown™
BR42-013-021

Falcon™
BR51-016-020

Spicy Pink™
BR60-014-007

Tonto™

N70-007-003

Cocoa Bean™
R36-024-030

Congo Brown™
BR45-023-034

Van Cleef™
BR38-024-028

Brunette™
R43-030-022

Opium™
BR64-019-019

Tom Tom™
BR64-013-030

Digeridoo™
R31-030-033

Redwood™
R38-041-036

Lumberjack™
R47-039-037

Buccaneer™
R48-025-024

Pharlap™
BR55-023-029

Thatch™
BR71-022-037

P08

Multi-Finish Range
Red Red Red™

R42-114-035

Moulin Rouge™
R53-117-034

Sunset™

R59-119-034

Jive™

R61-111-032

Geraldine™

R72-093-027

Cornflower™
R84-067-033

Lusty™

R40-092-032

Fusion™

R50-092-035

Apple Blossom™
R56-081-034

Mexican Red™
R51-100-031

Sunglo™

R62-098-035

New York Pink™
R71-075-036

Thunderbird™
R47-117-038

Whizz Bang™
R50-124-038

Grenadier™

O58-156-046

Daredevil™

O57-163-043

Oh Behave™
O57-119-040

Flamingo™

O66-143-041

P07

Multi-Finish Range

Avant Garde™
R35-050-023

Tosca™

R43-051-023

Merlot™

R41-061-021

Solid Pink™
R50-052-021

Turkish Rose™
R62-042-014

Careys Pink™
R75-032-013

Persian Plum™
R40-059-030

Ameile™

R51-066-028

Intrigue™
R48-054-031

Warhol™

R57-048-026

Coral Tree™
R62-052-031

Contessa™
R65-067-031

Mocha™

R42-062-037

Zinger™

R45-073-025

Cha Cha™
R47-077-027

Alter Ego™
R55-089-031

Petite Orchid™
R75-050-030

Cavern Pink™
R83-027-030

P06

Multi-Finish Range
Volcano™

R32-041-028

Lonestar™

R34-056-025

Burgundy™

R37-076-031

Hot Chile™

R37-084-027

Paprika™

R41-083-021

Raging Bull™
R42-095-035

Roadster™

R46-145-029

Bombshell™
R49-145-027

Candy Floss™
R46-132-022

Pirate™

R44-106-026

La Bamba™

R50-094-024

Mandy™

R62-111-025

Red Berry™

R37-107-030

Monza™

R41-126-033

Flash Point™
R45-141-035

Bright Red™

R44-148-034

Guardsman Red™
R47-148-036

Havoc™

R49-160-036

P05

Multi-Finish Range
Vanquish™

R35-062-019

Claret™

R38-078-014

Sensual Red™
R43-102-013

Hot Wired™

R38-078-010

Tapestry™

R64-050-002

Floyd™

R77-040-012

Burnt Crimson™
R33-062-027

Pohutukawa™
R36-087-023

Raspberry™

R41-088-016

Erotic™

R50-071-018

Hippie Pink™
R54-079-014

Can Can™

R72-049-007

Dynamite™

R37-085-029

Shiraz™

R40-100-021

Tall Poppy™

R42-092-032

Well Read™

R45-095-029

Afterburner™
R48-100-033

Aphrodisiac™
R54-078-026

P04

Multi-Finish Range
Lip Service™

R35-077-358

Lipstick™

R45-092-001

Disco™

R45-083-002

Rouge™

R54-078-001

Royal Heath™

R57-085-358

Bordello™

R51-068-358

Persian Red™

R30-047-016

Siren™

R38-063-007

Camelot™

R46-061-009

Cadillac™

R51-065-004

Vin Rouge™

R53-054-005

Viola™

R72-038-001

Geronimo™

R40-094-009

Night Shadz™

R51-086-012

Cabaret™

R62-100-011

Deep Blush™

R68-083-009

Illusion™

R77-059-001

Cupid™

R83-043-001

P03

Multi-Finish Range
Spitfire™

R27-030-010

Cab Sav™

R32-028-015

Arthouse™

R31-045-003

Black Rose™
R34-042-010

Wine Berry™
R37-035-008

Vintage™

R66-028-008

Aubergine™
BR28-018-018

Chocolate™
R28-028-016

Bulgarian Rose™
R33-036-020

Zibibbo™

R32-044-016

Bazaar™

BR61-023-024

Anticipation™
BR69-019-015

Pompadour™
V37-070-349

Highlight™

V46-063-354

Hopbush™

V67-072-354

Shocking™

V78-058-342

Classic Rose™
V88-028-347

Pink Lace™

R88-027-359

P02

0800 RESENE

www.resene.co.nz

The ink is drying on our largest colour range ever - the new
Resene Multi-Finish collection. Bursting with 1008 colours
for you to choose from including favourite Resene reds,
blues, greens, neutrals and much much more, it’s like having
a rainbow at your fingertips.

Come in and see the new Resene Multi-Finish collection -
coming to a Resene ColorShop near you!





 experience the world at your feet

BlackwoodKing CAV0086



 For more information call 0800 CAVALIER (0800 228 254) or visit www.cavbrem.co.nz

 Bring a world of beauty into your home with a range of carpets inspired by the unique colours and textures of nature. 

A beauty that is crafted into every strand of the fi nest 100% pure New Zealand wool carpet created by Cavalier Bremworth.  

Designed to last and be enjoyed, it’s not just carpet, it’s what you live your life on.

Featured carpets from top to bottom: 
Barathea Alder, Exemplar Whitney Museum, Astor Nephrite, 
Angus Tweed Lomond, Electra Emerald Glitz, Dupion Verdure and Nuance Boulevard.





welcome

from the editor
A couple of years ago, I put a new kitchen into my little 1950s home. 

The house is fairly typical of the time; an ordinary weatherboard box, 

built by a carpenter on one of Auckland’s state housing projects for his 

family to live in for the duration of his contract. 

The new kitchen, however, is charcoal and grey, with stainless steel 

fittings. It’s simple, functional and nice to come home to. It’s also a far 

cry from anything I might have imagined putting into the house had we 

done it 10 years ago, before my traditional instincts were exposed to 

today’s design opportunities.

And that’s the theme of this issue of Habitat – the meeting of ancient 

and modern. In fabrics, colours and homes, we take a look at how the 

past is informing the present, and how new ideas can be used to align 

yesterday’s spaces to today’s lifestyles.

We take a walk through a 19th-century villa and 1920s boot factory, 

which have been given new life through careful planning and sensitive 

refurbishment. We look at current directions in textiles, and how new 

treatments are updating timeless patterns. And we also come up with 

a few suggestions on how to take some of the pain out of getting your 

renovation signed off by Council.

On the people front, we catch up with ex-marathon runner Allison Roe. 

We also talk to the husband and wife couple behind the highly creative 

events management company, Orange Productions.

And, as always, we get practical. With summer on its way, we walk you 

through how to get the barbecue seriously clean, and offer some advice 

on when not to tackle your outdoor painting.

So, sit back and take some time out with Habitat. And, as always, do 

let us know if there’s more you’d like to see or if you have any specific 

colour or design questions we might be able to answer for you.

picture: Kallan MacLeod
make up and hair: Michael Ashton

from Resene
Who would have thought, when Ted 

Nightingale and his trusty cement mixer 

dabbled in making a cement-based paint in 

his garage, that it would be the first step to 

Resene celebrating 60 years? And yet, here 

we are, 60 years on, with a myriad of paints, 

coatings and colours used on a vast array of 

projects all over the place. 

Born in Wellington, New Zealand, the Resene 

waterborne manufacturing plant is based 

just a short car ride away from that first 

garage ‘factory’. And, as time has passed, 

the reins of the business have been handed 

from Ted to his son Tony, then on to Ted’s 

grandson (Tony’s son), Nick Nightingale.

Reaching 60 is a milestone, so thank you 

from the Resene team to all those who have 

supported us through the last six decades 

– your suggestions, compliments and 

complaints have continued to encourage 

us to deliver quality and innovative paints, 

coatings, colours and service. And a special 

thanks to the Resene team – without them 

we’d be lost. 

We’ve also got a second reason to celebrate  

this year. It’s the 10th anniversary of Resene 

gaining Environmental Choice approval. 

Today, well over 85% of the paint Resene sells 

is Environmental Choice approved. As Resene 

actively replaces old solventborne technology 

with new waterborne technology, more 

customers can enjoy quality paint that is safer 

for the environment. 

As we celebrate our 60th, we look forward 

to a colourful future, and what better place 

to start than in this issue of Habitat? Enjoy!
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Looking for a new habitat? Come in and take a look. 
We have the most properties listed by licensed real estate agents in New Zealand. 

Find a place you love at our place.



Blossom under Satinjet

Unfurl under a Satinjet shower and 
feel your senses blossom with every 
tiny drop. From the tips of your 
fingers to your littlest toe, Satinjet 
envelops your entire body with the 
softest touch, coaxing sleepy muscles 
into life and invigorating every inch of 
precious skin with a gentle, constant 
massage.  Give your skin back its glow 
and be renewed. Let tension melt 
away and energy flourish.

Blossom under Satinjet. Because a 
shower should be an awakening, not 
an alarm clock. 

Twin-jet technology

Eco-efficient luxury

Satinjet’s superior spray means you 
can save up to 40% on water and 
energy usage - you can run your 
shower as low as 7 litres a minute 
compared to conventional showers 
that can run up to 28 litres per minute, 
without compromising the luxurious 
feeling of a beautiful shower. 

Satinjet is available in Futura and 
Genesis styling, with a complete range 
of shower options to suit every home. 
Prices start from $169 at selected 

plumbing merchants nationwide. 

www.satinjet.com

NZ 0800 804 222

blossom every day

Satinjet 
Futura 
Handset

Satinjet showers’ 
twin-jet technology 
copies nature 
and uses droplets 
of water (like a 
gentle waterfall 
effect).
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step-by-step 
Making a mosaic

70

14
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alternative ideas for this 
interior on pages 20-23

words: Catherine Smith

settler meets 

 modern
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pictures: Elizabeth Goodall

When homeowners are developing the brief for their ultimate home, they 
usually expect to take some time over the process. However, they don’t usually 
have the luxury of 22 years to contemplate their section and make their plans.

Dunedin nurse Helen and academic John did just that. 

“We bought the section next door to our home 22 years 

ago. It had a derelict old house on it, which we demolished, 

and was full of rubbish, which we cleared,” recalls Helen. 

“We saved one old pohutukawa and a cabbage tree, and 

spent the years planting more natives.”

Now, the whole section is home to masses of birds: 

bellbirds, kereru, tui, fantails, warblers and tiny little wax-

eyes. Today, the urban plot at the edge of the city feels 

truly rural, which perfectly suits this outdoorsy couple’s 

lifestyle; when they are not gardening, they love hiking 

around their corner of the country. 

The pair had the luxury of time to observe their land – how 

the sun fell through the seasons, the best views, the worst 

winds – and planted around their ideal building platform 

accordingly. By the time they briefed their architect, Niko 

Young of Parker Warburton Team Architecture, they knew 

exactly what they wanted. It was to be a simple, very New 

Zealand shed, which was energy efficient, collected as 

much sun as possible, didn’t waste trees and fitted into 

their native section. In other words, a modern version of 

a house that settlers have been building in New Zealand 

for a century or more. 

“We didn’t want to make a big impact on the land. The 

way we’ve planted, the house is not easily seen and takes 

up only a small part of the section,” Helen explains. “We 

are very enthusiastic gardeners with New Zealand natives, 

and we didn’t want a lawn. The decking goes right out 

to the garden, with gravel paths and pavers outside the 

downstairs bedroom.”

Niko agrees: “The garden is so fabulous, the building 

platform just spoke for itself and for the sun. It was just 

ready for a house to go up there, protected from the 

wind, but letting the sun through. We knew exactly what 

we should do.”

With such a strong emphasis on a green building and 

using passive solar energy for heat, the two-level ‘shed’ 

with its double-storey void delivers exactly as much living 

space as the couple needed. Niko stacked two bedrooms 

and bathrooms on top of each other in one corner of the 

box, with a kitchen and open mezzanine study stack in 

the opposite corner. A cosy living room niche is tucked 

beneath the stairs and upper walkway, lit by a log burner, 

while the front of the living and dining space is open to 

two storeys of sun, views and garden. All this fits onto a 

tiny footprint of only 95sqm.

To get the metallic 
look, use Resene 
Enamacryl Metallic.  
See the Resene 
Metallics and Special 
Effects colour chart.

Resene  
Bunker

Resene  
Black Haze

Resene  
Shiraz

Resene  
Monza
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“This is not a big house, but we get a lot of living. It’s not a 

house that a family with children would find practical, but 

we love how open it is,” says Helen. “From the upstairs 

study, you can look through the top windows to the view 

and still be connected with the inside.”

The heart of the home for Helen and John is their kitchen, 

as both cook a lot. Helen is happy the kitchen is not flash, 

and its layout works very well – with a dash of spicy red 

Resene Monza to stimulate appetites and conversation. 

Guests do tend to congregate around the bar with a glass 

of wine, and even on winter days, the bi-fold doors can 

be flung open to the dining deck outside. 

The open, double-height living room gives into the 

aforementioned smaller niche, where chairs can be 

pulled up to the log fire in the winter – and the red does 

its warming job there too. The mezzanine study is any 

bookworm’s dream – lined with titles, but with gorgeous 

views out over the harbour and further to the hills. The 

upstairs bedroom also shares those views – just as Helen 

and John had imagined, as they cleared and weeded and 

planned their home on the hill. 

The kiwi pioneer palette of corrugated iron and concrete 

was given a burst of the modern with Niko’s suggestion 

of a blade wall bisecting the box from front to back, 

separating private bedrooms from public living. Helen 

and John readily embraced his suggested slash of colour 

– Resene Monza – which contrasts beautifully with the 

greens and dark trunks of the trees outside and the silvery 

views of the Otago Peninsula. Floors in a custom-mixed 

Resene Monza contrasts beautifully with the 
greens and dark trunks of the trees outside 
and the silvery views of the Otago Peninsula.

16 |
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Architect: Niko Young  
of Parker Warburton 
Team Architecture

Builder: OC Builders  
and Joinery

Joinery: Aluminium from 
Fairview Aluminium in 
powdercoat charcoal, 
and timber from OC 
Builders and Joinery

Cladding: Dimond 
corrugated charcoal  
and zinc

Kitchen cabinets: 
Formica Charcoal  
Dust Quarry

Taps: Methven

on the following pages,  
find two alternative  

style suggestions

Get the interior look 
with Resene SpaceCote 
Low Sheen tinted to 
Resene Shiraz, Resene 
Black Haze and Resene 
Monza.

Flooring: Concrete 
painted with Resene 
Uracryl 402 tinted to 
Resene Bunker

Stingray wall sculpture: 
Hana Otto

Resene  
Black Haze

Resene  
Monza

Resene  
Norwester

Resene  
Shiraz

Resene  
Bunker

dark charcoal collect the sun’s heat, which is held in layers of polystyrene 

insulation, and radiate it back into the house after dark.

“Niko clearly recognised our needs, but made it look a lot more attractive 

with colours and product ideas,” says Helen. “We agreed particularly readily 

to his colours. At night, with the lights on that red wall, it’s shining and warm 

and rich. Our art is mostly by New Zealanders like Gordon Walters, Claudia 

Pond Eyley and Joe Ogier, and we love to add bursts of colour with pieces like 

our blue skate from the Cook Islands.”

Colour is also found in the hand-painted tiles in the kitchen and bathroom, 

which are the work of a Christchurch-based artist. 

Niko’s attention to storing and using the sun’s heat in the less-than-balmy 

climes around Dunedin paid off. Even during one of the wickedest winters on 

record, the house stayed toasty. He ensured the angle of the roof collected the 

low winter sun, directing it to a southern back wall of concrete, which acts as 

another heat sink. The roof angle also shades the house in the summer, while 

fewer windows to the west minimises the baking late summer sun. There 

are only two tiny south-side windows – in the bathrooms – while the huge 

expanses of glass across the front are double glazed for a low-e rating. Louvres, 

and opening windows and doors control the flow of cool air in the summer. 

The couple have even found that they don’t need curtains for warmth, and 

they certainly don’t need them for privacy – the trees see to that. The doors 

and staircase are made from plantation-planted pine instead of native timber. 

The compact footprint, without any fancy shapes, the double volumes and 

borrowing space from the outdoors meant that Helen and John achieved an 

expansive-feeling house on a very cost-effective budget. 

“You do have to invest a bit more up-front on things like low-e glass, double 

glazing and extra insulation,” explains Niko. “But then your savings on bills 

mean it costs very little to run the house over its lifetime.”

“The house has achieved everything we’d hoped. I’m still happy to come 

home here every night,” says Helen. “My favourite thing is to walk around 

the whole house, not just one favourite room, and look out at the harbour all 

silver, with maybe snow on the hills. We’re very lucky.”  

Resene  
Lemon Grass

1 Entry
2 Living
3 Dining
4 Kitchen
5 Office
6 Bedroom
7 Wardrobe
8 Bathroom
9 Laundry
10 Storage
11 Deck

1

2

34
5

6

7

8

9

11

6

7

8

10
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 Enhance this open, contemporary 
space on a budget of $5000.

Resene  
Thorndon Cream

alternative solution

20 |



Celia Faris from Style Issue proposes this 
alternative scheme on a budget of $5000:

Subtle neutral tones and a circular theme enhance the 

open, contemporary bones of this space. Using Resene 

Bianca on all of the existing woodwork gives the room a 

modern edge, and a wood stain of Resene Waterborne 

Colorwood Rock Salt over the natural timber of the dining 

table and chairs creates a soft, blonding finish. Resene 

Cougar on the rear kitchen wall reflects the lush, earthy 

tones outside.

Three Norm 03 Danish lamps suspended from the ceiling 

complement the circular porthole mirror. The expansive 

floor is accented with a beautiful Avis Higgs rug. Full-

height, sheer fabric panels on the windows add a 

deliberate designer feel. Mounted on concertina/track 

panels, they can be stacked one behind the other or 

extended out to a width of 3.6m.

<
curtain fabric 
Création Baumann ‘Typo’

James Dunlop Textiles 
Auckland 09 638 6005  
Christchurch 03 366 8681 
www.jamesdunlop.co.nz

Celia Faris, Style Issue, phone 03 355 4279,  
email celia@styleissue.co.nz, website www.styleissue.co.nz

mirror

Eco Frames 
03 377 0223

lamps 
Norm 03

Global Piece 
Hastings 06 878 8181 
www.globalpiece.com

Resene Rock Salt

Resene Midwinter Mist

Resene Bianca

vases

Redcurrent 
Auckland 09 361 1003 or 09 520 5452 
Hamilton 07 834 0350 
Hawkes Bay 06 877 6770 
Wellington 04 803 34 32 
Christchurch 03 365 8040 
www.redcurrentathome.co.nz

Resene  
Cougar

<
dining chair and cushion fabric 
Leo: Cardinal

James Dunlop Textiles 
Auckland 09 638 6005  
Christchurch 03 366 8681 
www.jamesdunlop.co.nz

>
rug

When the Lights Go  
on Again by Avis Higgs

Dilana Rugs 
09 630 2337 or 03 366 5866

throw fabric 
Dandy 802

James Dunlop Textiles 
as above
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 Use colour to contrast  
and complement.

Resene  
Travertine

alternative solution
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Janet Scard from Janet Scard Design 
suggests this alternative design:

A contemporary look is created using a combination of 

bright and cool shades. Limey-green Resene Wasabi on 

the wall behind the kitchen brings in the colour of the 

trees from outside and contrasts well with the vibrant 

orange tone of Resene Oh Behave on the kitchen 

cabinetry. The remaining walls and ceiling are painted in 

Resene Travertine. 

Woven rattan or water hyacinth dining chairs and a pair 

of water hyacinth lounge chairs add texture and interest. 

On the floor, a large orange rug brings softness, and 

orange, green and red cushions on the leather couches 

and chairs tie in with the colours used elsewhere in the 

room. A large, square coffee table, with three chunky, red 

candles on it, anchors the seating area.

Janet Scard, Janet Scard Design,  
phone 09 535 8726, email jscard@woosh.co.nz

soft-back cushions  
Linnum in Tangerine

Warwick Fabrics 
09 479 6466 
www.warwick.co.nz

Resene Tussock

Resene Oh Behave

Resene Travertine

Resene  
Wasabi

artwork

Janet Scard Design 
09 535 8726

>
 chair 

Lawson Loungers

Maytime Marketing 
09 526 4274

cushion 
Shalimar fabric in Fudge

Warwick Fabrics 
09 479 6466 
www.warwick.co.nz

couch cushions 
Linnum in Tangerine, Shalimar in Lime

Warwick Fabrics 
09 479 6466 
www.warwick.co.nz

floor rug 
Shaggy Retro in orange

Rug World 
www.rugworld.co.nz

Milan dining chairs

Plantation Cane 
09 444 4642

coffee table

Maytime Marketing 
09 526 4274
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testpots

>

 for bach  
or bedroom
Brand new, the 10-piece Meluka 

range from Apartmento is crafted 

with your first home, bach, or 

children’s bedrooms in mind. Add 

it to that eclectic beach furniture 

mix – it fits so easily into your 

summer lifestyle. See the range at 

apartmento.co.nz, or call 09 309 7646 

or 04 473 5581.

Resene 
Wicked

<  multicoloured 
dreamcoat
For its 20th birthday, Resene’s Multi-

Finish range has been revamped to 

include a rainbow of more than 1000 

shades, showcased in a collection of 

56 palettes. It’s available in the popular 

Resene drawdowns, self-adhesives and 

testpots, while electronic colours can 

be found online in the Resene swatch 

library, Resene EzyPaint virtual painting 

software and the Resene AutoCAD 

colour books. View the new collection 

in store at your Resene ColorShp. Visit 

www.resene.co.nz or www.resene.com.au 

for more information.

Resene 
Cest La Vie

for control  >
Throw out your old remotes! The Control4 system is a simple solution that links all 

your electronic items to a control box, and runs them from one simple remote or 

an on-screen menu on your TV. Kidnap the remote, and the power of your home 

entertainment network, lighting, heating, home security and even your sprinkler 

system is yours! Check out www.beincontrol.co.nz or www.control4.co.nz.

Resene 
Norwegian Blue

<

 carpet combo
Planning to re-carpet but not sure what 

colours will work with your selection? 

Carpet One has simplified putting 

your room colour scheme together by 

providing Resene complementary colour 

suggestions to work with their carpet 

ranges, so now you can be sure your 

new carpet and freshly painted walls 

will complement each other. Visit www.

resene.co.nz/swatches/index.htm for 

the current Carpet One complementary 

colours list. For more information on 

Carpet One visit www.carpetone.co.nz 

or call 0800 CARPET.

Resene 
Birthday Suit
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cool wood  >
Fancy a black exterior wood stain on 

the house, but don’t want your timber 

suffering from sunburn? Try Resene 

Waterborne Woodsman Cool Colours, 

available in 10 colours. Like pigmented 

Cool Colours, Resene Waterborne 

Woodsman Cool Colours retain their 

normal visible shade, but reflect 

heat from the surface, improving the 

longevity of both timber and stain. 

They also minimise the build up of 

heat in the building, bringing down 

your airconditioning and cooling costs. 

Contact your Resene representative or 

Resene ColorShop for more information.

Resene 
Anticipation

<

 beyond the pale
Tired of pale shades? Check out 

the new range of fabrics from 

Madder & Rouge. See 100% cotton 

fabrics, milled in France, in strong 

colours like chartreuse, grape 

and sky blue stripes – very funky!  

Call Auckland 09 522 1062 or visit 

www.madderandrouge.co.nz.

testpots

>
 no boloni, this!

Brand new to the New Zealand 

market are custom-designed Italian-

designed Boloni kitchens. 

Get a taste of their style at the 

Christchurch Home Ideas Centre, 

37 Mandeville St, Riccarton, or 

go to www.boloni.co.nz for more 

information.

Resene 
Warhol

Resene 
Afficionado

<

 job made easy
Rockcote Systems has gone that step 

further in making its products easier 

to use, with the introduction of a new 

Technical Details CD Rom. Its succinct 

summing up of Rockcote’s plastering 

solutions specs is designed to make sure 

specifiers have accurate information 

on hand, along with easily formatted 

details for council compliance and site 

instruction data. Call 0800 50 70 40 for a 

copy or visit www.rockcote.co.nz.

no..B
A funky, denim-culture bed recently 

won Best in the Bedroom at this 

year’s Furniture Fashion Show, and 

took out the show’s Supreme Award 

from the Furniture Association of 

New Zealand (FANZ) for its originality 

and simplicity. It’s made from tawa, 

and includes accessories such as 

minibars that slot into the bedframe, 

and places to store phones, keys and 

magazines. Call 0800 337 446 or visit 

www.designmobel.co.nz.

Resene 
Bluegrass

Resene 
Aspiring
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>

 endless exercise
Swim forever with Endless Pools – just set the current to 

the speed that suits, from zero to hero, and start your 

workout. Opt for the easily installed full package or fit the 

Fastlane system to your existing pool. And voilà – Olympic-

length exercise in your courtyard or basement. Visit  

www.theswimclinic.co.nz or www.endlesspools.com for 

more information.

on cue  >
The decorating cues for 2007 can be seen in the new Resene 

The Range collection, The Range 2007. It’s a fresh choice of 

classic and contemporary colours and metallics, teamed with the 

next new thing in wallpapers. Look for an optimistic palette of 

warm, clear hues, expanding into traditional cools and neutrals, 

joined by exciting new ways of combining shades. We’re talking 

self-assurance, confidence, and quirky, personalised colour 

combinations. See the brochure Paint Colour Cues for 2007 or 

visit www.resene.co.nz or www.resene.com.au. The Range 2007 

is also available from Resene ColorShops nationwide, as well as 

in A4 drawdowns, self-adhesives and testpots, plus colour pencil 

and RGB formulations online.

Resene 
Breakwater



wet wise
Because your bathroom, laundry or 

kitchen may sometimes need a bit of 

extra help in the mould and bacteria 

departments, Resene SpaceCote Low 

Sheen is now available in a special 

Kitchen & Bathroom variant. Resene 

SpaceCote Low Sheen Kitchen & 

Bathroom combines the benefits 

of low sheen waterborne enamels 

with added anti-bacterial silver 

protection and the mould defence of 

MoulDefender. Environmental Choice 

approved, it’s a sensible choice for 

your bathroom, kitchen and laundry 

projects. Available exclusively from 

Resene ColorShops.

testpots

>

 bigger and brighter
Look out for LaHood Window 

Furnishings’ new showroom, offices 

and warehouse at 104 Mt Eden Rd, 

Auckland. Talk light and shade, the need 

for privacy, and the right combination 

of colours and fabulous fabrics for your 

home. Then sit back and watch the 

professionals do all the hard work! To 

find out more, phone 09 638 8463 or 

visit www.lahood.co.nz.

Resene 
Storm

smooth mover
Just available from Winstone 

Wallboards is new GIB Ultraline® 

with PearlcoatTM coated paper for 

the smoothest paint finish yet. 

For more information phone  

0800 442 4663 or visit www.gib.co.nz.

Resene 
Vintage

<

 small, but  
perfectly formed
Choose from more than 30 of the world’s 

top designer chairs at Auckland’s World 

Deluxe… in miniature. Manufactured and 

distributed by the Vitra Design Museum 

in Germany, each chair is a perfect, hand-

made 1:6 version of the original. Even 

every screw and bolt is a perfect 1/6th 

reproduction. Visit www.worldbrand.co.nz 

or call 09 366 1555.

Resene 
Party Mix



We were thinking of
people who like to 
entertain.

The new Electrolux E-Line large capacity oven.
All Electrolux ovens have a large capacity interior and 
adjustable shelves giving you more fl exible cooking  
space when entertaining.

www.electrolux.co.nz Share more of our thinking at www.electrolux.com

50402_eleovenb010 habitat.indd   1 8/9/06   12:07:25 PM



for the 
fussy. 
without
the fuss.
 This sophisticated machine has one very simple purpose. 

It turns great coffee beans into great espresso at the touch 

of a button. If you’d like to have your own personal barista 

on call 24/7, ring us on 0800 JURA NZ (587 269), go to 

www.jura.com or visit one of the stockists listed below.

Jura coffee machines are available nationwide 

at the following outlets; Milly’s, The Homestore, 

Epicurean Workshop, Kirkcaldie & Stains, 

Kitchen’ Things and Columbus Coffee Cafés.
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T 09 442 3780 / 0800 546 367
going live in september

www.linensandmore.co.nz

pure cotton bedlinen 

available from selected stockists 
throughout new zealand.

painting the  
town greener  >
Resene’s PaintWise paint and paint 

packaging recovery programme, 

the first of its kind, is spreading 

its wings. Following over six years 

of development, the scheme was 

launched in Auckland, Waikato and 

the Bay of Plenty in September 2005, 

providing 10 designated PaintWise 

Collection centres. In mid-July 2006, 

the service extended to include five 

additional Resene ColorShops in 

Auckland and one in Hamilton. It has 

since become available to most South 

Island residents with the assistance of 

local South Island councils. 

A PaintWise mobile truck service visits 

every PaintWise store to process your 

unwanted paint and paint packaging. 

Good-quality left-over Resene paint is 

provided free to community groups; 

waterborne paint is used for other 

applications, such as covering graffiti; 

solventborne paint goes through a 

solvent recovery program; and metal 

packaging is recycled. 

It’s managed by the Resene 

Foundation, a non-profit body that 

facilitates the PaintWise programme. 

Its activities are supplemented by 

contributions from Resene, a PaintWise 

levy of 15c per litre on retail paint 

purchases and a small charge on non-

Resene cans and paint returned, and 

on trade returns.

Community groups can apply for 

donations of paint from the Resene 

PaintWise programme online at 

www.resene.co.nz/paintwise.htm, or 

complete and return the Community 

Paint Registration Form available 

from Resene ColorShops.

You can take your unwanted paint and paint 

packaging to the following Resene ColorShops 

during normal opening hours:

Auckland

Albany, Cnr Tawa Dr and Rosedale Rd,  

09 414 6500

Henderson, 30 Paramount Dr, 09 836 2366

Manukau, Sharkey St, 09 262 1705

Mt Eden, 126 Valley Rd, 09 623 3950

Mt Roskill, 72 Carr Rd, 09 620 5714

New Lynn, 24 Clark St, 09 827 6877

Newmarket, Cnr Crowhurst and Teed Sts,  

09 529 4760

Onehunga, 260 Church St, 09 636 4105

Orewa, 39 Florence St, 09 427 9560

Panmure, 45A Mt Wellington Hwy, 09 570 4235

Pukekohe, 54 Seddon St, 09 237 1022 

Takanini, Cnr 228 Great South and Glenora Rds, 

09 296 1959 

Wairau Park, 8 Croftfield Ln, 09 444 4387

Bay of Plenty

Tauranga, 47 Waihi Rd, 07 578 4169

Waikato

Hamilton, cnr Anglesea, Hood and Knox Sts, 

07 839 9975

Te Rapa, 671 Te Rapa Rd, 07 850 5472

South Island

Addington, 351 Selwyn St, 03 338 1312

Ashburton, 327 Burnett St, 03 307 6510

Blenheim, Cnr McArtney and Redwood Sts,  

03 577 9200

Christchurch, 256 Cashel St, 03 366 7441 

Dunedin, 172 Crawford St, 03 477 6566 

Invercargill, 123 Yarrow St, 03 218 2385 

Nelson, 75 Haven Rd, 03 548 7110 

New Brighton, Cnr Oram Ave and Beresford St, 

03 388 8255 

Oamaru, 190 Thames St, 03 433 1211

Shirley, 38 Marshland Rd, 03 385 5082 

Timaru, 8 Elizabeth St, 03 688 4723

Tower Junction, Unit 8-9 Whiteleigh Ave,  

03 343 3990

Resene 
Spirulina

testpots





w w w . l a h o o d . c o . n z
P. 09 6388 463 or 0800 LAHOOD

104 Mt Eden Road. Mt Eden

< trés belle
The elegant new Axor Montreaux bathroomware collection is 

inspired by the cosmopolitan joie de vivre of the turn of the 20th 

century’s belle époque era. With its classical forms and traditional 

fittings, it is reminiscent of the hey-day of the European spa 

towns. See the suite at www.hydrotech.co.nz.

> flat white
Resene SpaceCote Low Sheen waterborne enamel (known 

formerly as Resene Zylone SpaceCote) is your premium 

interior paint finish for everything from dry and wet 

broadwall areas to trim and joinery. Its wider family includes 

Resene Enamacryl (gloss), Resene Lustacryl (semi-gloss) and 

Resene SpaceCote Low Sheen (low sheen). However, there’s 

a gap in the line-up for a flat waterborne enamel. Enter the 

new Resene SpaceCote Flat. 

Ideal for ceilings in open plan areas that extend through to 

roofed outdoor living, Resene SpaceCote Flat is available in 

1L and 4L, in Resene’s many white and off-white shades. 

Visit www.resene.co.nz, www.resene.com.au or your nearest 

Resene ColorShop for more information.

Resene 
Popstar

testpots



The new Swift
Everyone’s talking about it

Suzuki’s Real Value price includes 12 months registration, warrant of fi tness, 3 year/100,000km warranty, 3 year Suzuki roadside assistance and a full tank of fuel. 
Models illustrated may include extras not included in specifi ed price. *Fuel effi ciency fi gures from manufacturer testing for Swift 1.5 manual.
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54
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Here in New Zealand and all around the world, the new Swift continues to win high praise with 

motoring experts and drivers alike. With a 4-star Euro NCAP safety rating and fuel effi ciency 

that gets you 6.5L/100km* around town, you start to understand what they’re all talking about. 

To fi nd out more, test drive one of the world’s favourite superminis for yourself. From just 

$19,400 at Suzuki dealerships throughout the country. Wanna play?

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL 0800 92 93 94 OR VISIT WWW.SUZUKI.CO.NZ

2006  Fairfax/AMI Small Car of the Year 
– Autocar (NZ)

2006  Irish Car of the Year

2005-06 Japanese Car of the Year 
– “Most Fun”

2005  NBR Small Car of the Year

2005  Car of the Year – UK Car Magazine

2005  AMI/Driver Small Car of the Year

Special Achievement Award “Most Fun”



lights, helicopter, 
  action…

doing it words: Melanie Cooper
pictures: Kallan MacLeod

Semele and Stu Robertson 

Polystyrene, MDF and Resene house paints  
have helped event company Orange Productions 
set the scene for some of this country’s most 
spectacular product launches, corporate dos  
and movie premieres.



Event management is a little like interior design, only 

with much shorter lead-in times and far less permanence, 

according to Orange Productions company founder Stu 

Robertson. And on a slightly larger scale. 

The average interior designer, for example, wouldn’t 

be expected to kit-out and then pack-down six to 10 

spaces in seven days, but that’s a typical working week 

for Orange Productions. Based in a 900sqm warehouse 

in Onehunga, the company employs 12 full-time staff, 

who manage every event detail, from sound checks to 

circling helicopters.

One of the company’s most elaborate events to date was 

the opening of the Lumley Centre on Shortland Street 

in Auckland. An old flour mill had been transformed 

into a modern, high-rise office tower and the developer 

wanted to throw a party to celebrate. On the night, four 

different bands and an endless stream of performers 

entertained the 350 invited guests, on a series of stages. 

Gourmet food and wine flowed. Outside, stuntmen 

scaled the building, while helicopters hovered overhead 

with spotlights and cameras filming images of the guests, 

which were then vision-mixed live on site and played back 

on massive plasma screens around the venue.

For impact, though, hovering choppers and hi-tech 

screens pale next to some of the props that have been 

created from scratch by the team at Orange Productions. 

Including a carpenter, a scenic artist and prop designer, 

and a former Disney and Warner Brothers animator, they 

handcraft the props and backdrops that bring event 

concepts to life.

When the movie Charlie and the Chocolate Factory 

opened here, Orange Productions was asked to create 

and execute the concept for the premiere. They 

selected the scene of every kid’s dreams and, using 

Resene paint and colours on carved polystyrene and 

MDF backdrops, recreated Willy Wonka’s confectionery 

land, complete with a chocolate river, candy-cane trees 

and marshmallow mushrooms. Final touches included 

roaming Oompa Loompas, a chocolate scent being 

pumped throughout the venue and the handing around 

of actual outsized confectionery.

Other film events include the local premiere of Whale 

Rider. This saw the team create a massive underwater 

backdrop – once again using Resene paints and an 

incredible amount of artistic talent.

The company’s warehouse is overflowing with hundreds of 

other props ready to create just about any event concept 

imaginable. Massive cacti, logs and trees sit across from a 

towering paua and authentic ranch backdrops.

“We try to come up with original concepts and all the 

props to go with them, before they’re needed, because 

The average interior designer, for example, 
wouldn’t be expected to kit-out and then 
pack-down six to 10 spaces in seven days.
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lead times for production can be very tight in this 

industry,” says Stu. “Even so, we often work 16–18 

hours a day to prepare for an event that has a tight 

production deadline.”

Fortunately for the Orange team, work’s not a bad place 

to hang out. Aside from the visual appeal of all the props 

and backdrops, their offices are kitted out with lounging 

spaces, a jukebox, and a games room stocked with pinball 

machines, air hockey, arcade video games, and pool and 

ping pong tables. 

The people who work at Orange Productions also love 

what they do. Stu and his wife Semele began building 

the business – whimsically named for Stu’s favourite 

colour – five years ago, for a couple of reasons. They saw 

a demand for a company that could manage every aspect 

of an event and, more importantly, they wanted to bring 

their creative sides into their work lives.

“Everyone that works at Orange has that creative bent. 

They don’t just come to work and paint a prop; they’re 

living it whenever they can.”

So, when deadlines are tight, Stu says everyone from the 

logistics manager to the accounts manager will happily 

grab a chainsaw and paint to transform metre-high cubes 

of polystyrene into gigantic native ferns.

Creative talent, long hours and detailed planning have 

seen Orange Productions pull off thousands of events 

for top companies and organisations. While there are 

some key elements to a good event – top venue design, 

good food and entertainment, effective lighting and 

proceedings that flow – Stu says there’s no set process 

you can follow. 

“If you had a process that you always stuck to, then you 

couldn’t come up with the results that amaze people. 

And that’s what we’re aiming to do every time, regardless 

of whether the budget is a few hundred or a few hundred 

thousand. Instead, it is a creative and collaborative 

process, where the Orange team gets together, we call 

on past experiences and what we have wanted to design 

and produce for a particular event or theme in the past, 

and then move to looking at the budget and how we can 

make it work.

“Once we have done that, we look at the lead time and 

wonder how we are going to pull it off!” 

And when everything’s in place, what’s the measure  

of success?

“In event management, organisation and experience 

count for an incalculable amount of how well the evening 

goes. If we do our job right, everybody has a great time 

and nobody gives a moment’s thought to what went into 

the event to make it happen.”

That’s not a complaint, either. 

“The satisfaction you get from seeing all the different 

elements come together is huge. It’s a great thing to love 

what you do.”  

This page (from left): 
Props in the factory, 
life-size toy soldier at 
Orange offices and the 
set for Charlie and the 
Chocolate Factory.

Resene  
Carpe Diem
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It’s plain to see – pattern is back. And not 
just in fabrics. Wallpapers, too, have joined 
in the triumph of luxury and glamour over 
hard-edged minimalism.

in the picture

advertising feature
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We’re talking papers experimenting with contemporary 

plays on traditional ideas, created to add a flourish – subtle 

or dramatic – to both domestic and commercial interior 

design. They feature fresh graphics and colourways, 

and simple sculptural shapes with an emphasis on fine 

proportion and symmetry. 

It’s a controlled application of pattern, though, not some 

retro-Victorian overdose, says David Abbotts, design 

manager for Vision Wallcoverings.

“That said, we are seeing a revisiting of vintage patterns, 

from paisley to baroque, but these have been reinvented,” 

he says. “Fusty florals have morphed into modern 

botanicals. There’s an emphasis on silhouette, rather than 

realism. There’s detail, but it doesn’t go overboard. Motifs 

tend to be highly stylised, resulting in an abstract quality.”

Where once we were selecting repeat patterns of country 

flowers or delicate leaves, we now have the option of 

big, bold images designed to make an impact. And some 

of these large-scale graphics border on artwork, lending 

themselves particularly to statement walls.

Alternatively, we can choose a more gentle approach, 

based on texture and understated impressionism. This is 

the option to go for when pattern needs to provide a 

background rather than a feature.

The best way to acquaint yourself with the range of Vision  

Wallcoverings’ designs is to visit www.visionwalls.co.nz. 

Or, to get your hands on patterns on paper and to take 

away samples to consider at home, investigate the 

collections held at your local Resene ColorShop.  

Facing page: Crushed 
Gala. Top and above: 
Brocante Collection.
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beginner’s guide to…

the material

From top: Palm House 
from Instyle; Juliet (in 
Magenta) from Textilia; 
Moire (in Vino) from 
James Dunlop.

words: Rachel Macdonald
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Walk into any good textile showroom and it’s like wandering into Aladdin’s 
cave; a rich and varied treasure trove of colours, textures and shapes.

The world of fabric is an ever-changing kaleidoscope, 

evolving sometimes subtly, sometimes dramatically, from 

year to year. It’s partly driven by our preferences and 

lifestyles, but at the same time, it constantly broadens 

and educates those same tastes.

Talk to those in the game, and colour-wise they’re 

seeing more vibrancy mixed with neutrals in the next 

seasonal releases.

“In our homes, we’re really starting to mix it up – to display 

more eclectic tendencies in response to the minimalism of 

the past few years,” says Craig Wyllie, sales and product 

manager for Instyle. “We still want it easy to live with, and 

continue to prefer a simple palette, but we want to show 

personality at the same time. This often means injecting 

some traditional elements into our modern environments. 

Your suede lounge suite, for example, might be accented 

by a lush velvet on a classic chair.”

He also sees a strengthening swing towards natural fibres, 

such as silks and wools. Certain synthetics that don’t use 

toxic components in their making, and draw on fewer 

products to keep clean and looking good, are gaining 

popularity in this era of environmental awareness as well.

And what about the patterns coming through in and on 

fabric – what are the developing trends there? Textilia’s 

creative director, Kristine Boyle had a look around the 

trade show circuit in Europe earlier this year.

“There are some really strong pattern themes showing 

up, but rather than setting new directional trends as they 

did last year, they’re really a maturing of last season’s 

concepts,” she says. “So, in both upholstery and drapery 

we’re continuing to see lots of over-scaled classic medallion 

motifs. They’re traditional shapes, but their scale makes 

them more architectural, more contemporary.”

Over-scaled paisleys are also gaining a keen following; 

again, it’s a case of the concept having another year 

to become more mainstream, she says. These and the 

medallions, both drawn initially from natural forms, have 

been around a very long time in design, but are now 

receiving a whole new, modern treatment.

Probably the newest trend Kristine saw overseas was the re-

emergence of florals, but again simplified and over-scaled.

“These are the kinds of elements that I think will translate 

well into our environment, which is really what we’re 

looking for in the ranges from Italy and Belgium, for 

example,” she points out.

pictures: Lucent*Media

world

“There are some really strong pattern themes 
showing up, but rather than setting new 
directional trends as they did last year, they’re 
really a maturing of last season’s concepts.”

Resene  
Bonanza

Resene  
Half Pearl Lusta

Resene  
Dynamite
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James Dunlop director, buyer and designer Lynette 

Rayward also comments on the prevalence of paisley, 

observing that its new form offers a different means of 

using colour.

“Traditionally, we used to see paisley en masse, but what 

we’re seeing now is a single shape – perhaps a teardrop 

with paisley in it – or paisley updated with a stripe. In other 

words, we’re not seeing whole fields of colour as we once 

did, but less cluttered patterns that use features, accents, 

contrasts and combinations of textures in their design.”

She sees the same influence, even further simplified, in 

other designs.

“We found the whole fleur de lis thing wasn’t terribly 

well received here – it was too formal for our lifestyle. 

In contrast, more natural, flowing vine themes with a 

stylised leaf are enormously popular.”

Lynette also sees the trend towards retro patterns 

continuing into next season, but in a less severe form.

“Again, it’s a case of evolution from past to present. 

We’re seeing retro designs used more loosely, so there’s 

room for the background and texture. These are not as 

structured as the originals; they are transitional designs 

that will match both traditional and modern decors, and 

whose flowing designs are easy to live with.”

She is also seeing pattern having an effect on the makeup 

of the fabric itself, especially as designers experiment 

with mixing media to create products with a new edge 

to them.

“We’ve got some prints coming in – printed in foil. Imagine 

a range of linen, but with a metallic film over it. It’s still got 

the linen texture, but with a subtle, coloured sheen to it. 

Amazingly, it doesn’t affect the way the fabric handles,” 

she says. “It’s shine without the glitz. It introduces a 

modern metallic element, but softly and opulently.”

Lurex is also being used delicately to introduce just a hint 

of shine to design.

“There was a big swing away from prints,” she explains. 

“The fabric houses are now reintroducing them, but have 

to make them look the dollar!”

Her last word?

“We are so incredibly lucky when it comes to the fabrics 

on our market. The variety available to us is streets ahead 

of our neighbours in this part of the world, because we 

have no duty restrictions. And there is such an awareness 

now of the value of a beautiful display for the buyer.”

Hence Aladdin’s cave.  

From top: Resia (in 
Stone) from James 
Dunlop; Diva (in Fuchsia) 
from Textilia.
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words: Melanie Cooper
pictures: Kallan MacLeod

Andrew is one half of the husband and wife team behind Urbis Construction, 

a company that renovates heritage housing to make it sympathetic to today’s 

living, while trying to preserve its classic features. So, a square-fronted villa 

built in 1897, coupled with a 1920s boot factory complete with its own WWII 

history, was too good to pass up.

“Before I came across it, I’d spent a while looking for a semi-commercial 

property with high-studded ceilings and that industrial, warehouse sort of 

feel. And then this villa with a factory on the back comes on the market for 

the first time in 50-odd years,” says Andrew.

Situated in Leighton St, in Auckland’s city fringe suburb Grey Lynn, it was the 

property’s potential for outdoor living that sealed its appeal, Andrew says. The 

other drawcard was the unique opportunity presented by having a second 

building on the 481sqm site – something that couldn’t be recreated under 

today’s building restrictions.

It took his wife Ella a little longer to share the vision. 

“At first it was really hard to visualise. It just looked like a lot of hard work. 

The building out the back was full of a lifetime of junk: birdcages, car parts, 

old suitcases.”

The buildings were also in a shocking state, but Andrew couldn’t shake the 

idea of creating a flow that would draw the two structures together and shape 

the perfect indoor-outdoor living area. Then, after resolving to go ahead with 

the project, it was a question of deciding what to keep and what to change 

with the help of architect Greg Jones of Jones Architects.

“The overall plan was based around a courtyard style, orientated to the northern 

aspect, and with a good visual link between the house and the studio.”

Jones says they worked within the existing structures, but concentrated on 

opening up all the spaces.

A dilapidated villa sharing a section with  
a disused boot factory might not sound  
like your average dream home, but  
Andrew Wilson had an idea that it could be.

something old

newsomething
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“The second building was probably the best asset. It 

helped create the sense of enclosure and, with two living 

spaces set one each side of the courtyard, creates a feeling 

of activity in that area, says Greg. “When we first visited 

the house, it was one of those places you couldn’t wait 

to leave, but it had the right elements and we are really 

proud of how it came out.”

First things first, though. Incredibly, the villa had no indoor 

toilet, instead making use of a lean-to at the back that 

offered signposted facilities, one for “Men” and another 

for “Girls”, which Andrew believes were originally used by 

the boot factory workers. Modern living demands the loos 

move inside, and the lean-to was relegated to the scrap- 

yard, making way for an addition to the back of the villa.

Transforming a factory that once produced boots for WWII 

soldiers into the studio Andrew envisaged also required a 

number of changes. The 82sqm building’s concrete-lined 

walls and floors gave the space great soundproofing and 

insulation and were retained, but the rest of the structure 

underwent an extreme makeover.

The studio now has an upstairs loft space, and its own 

bathroom and potential kitchenette. The ground floor 

opens out to the outdoor living space via large French 

doors. The finishing touch is the pergola that frames 

the factory and was made using cedar beams from the 

original building.

The villa, now 183sqm, features three spacious bedrooms, 

two bathrooms and a stunning modern kitchen, but it’s 

the living area that Andrew originally pictured that makes 

its visitors covet this house. 

“Before, there was absolutely no flow between the two 

buildings,” says Ella. “In fact, you didn’t even look out to 

that space at all.”

Nothing could be further from the truth with the new 

design. Along the back of the villa, 2.7m-high glass doors 

slide back into the wall to leave a 6m-wide opening. From 

the doors, it’s a seamless transition out to the concrete-

tiled courtyard, which is level with the villa floor, and 

the 7m in-ground pool beyond it. Indoor-outdoor flow 

even extends to the entertainment system, with outside 

speakers connected to the stereo and television for 

perfect poolside lounging.

“Andrew couldn’t shake the idea of 
creating a flow that would draw the 
two structures together and shape the 
perfect indoor-outdoor living area.”
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Landscaping is another pivotal element in the cohesive feel 

of the property – right down to the symmetrical patterns 

of the retaining wall, which were repeated in the pergola.

“Andrew is a perfectionist by nature, and early on, he 

saw a kind of symmetry developing in the plans and he 

used that,” says Ella. “He spent night after night figuring 

out how to get the space perfect and it worked – the 

horizontal and parallel lines of the design draw your eye 

around the property.” 

Landscape architect Ron Dykman worked with the couple 

to create an environment that Andrew describes as having 

an oasis feel. Garden lighting, nikau palms and the existing 

wall of trees bordering the property all combine to make a 

very secluded spot, despite its proximity to the city.

Creating the mood inside the house was Ella’s area.

“We all have such busy lives, raising families and working, I 

think we’re too busy to be surrounded by too much strong 

“I always love green in a house; 
it seems to fit in with the local 
colour scheme.”

alternative ideas for this 
interior on pages 50-53
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Architect: Greg Jones, 
Jones Architects

Interior designer: Ella 
Wilson, Interior Motives

Landscaping: Ron 
Dykman Landscapes

Builder: Urbis 
Construction

Paving: Sunbather 
Systems

Get the exterior look 
with Resene Sonyx 101 
tinted to Resene Buffalo 
and Resene Milestone.

on the following pages,  
find two alternative  

style suggestions

Tiles: Heritage Tiles

Flooring: Ian Hunt 
Flooring, Cork & Timber 
Company

Furniture: Interior 
Concepts

Artworks: Barely Blue by 
Elizabeth Thomson and 
Bless the Beast by Gavin 
Hurley, both from Anna 
Bibby Gallery

Get the interior look 
with Resene SpaceCote 
Low Sheen tinted to 
Resene Napa.

Resene  
Milestone

Resene  
Double Napa

Resene  
Buffalo

Resene  
House White

Resene  
Eternity

Resene  
Powder Blue

colour every day. The home is your retreat and I feel, particularly in the living 

spaces, you need serene shades.”

Ella’s colour choices reflect that with a focus on Resene’s warm neutrals, 

including Resene Napa, as well as shades of green. 

“I always love green in a house; it seems to fit in with the local colour scheme,” 

she explains.

Another reason for a more neutral colour selection, Ella says, is that it acts as 

a sort of backdrop for the artworks that hang on the walls and the decorating 

components that go into each room.

For the main bedroom, Ella selected taupe and black furnishings, including 

a rich Italian floral duvet. The two other bedrooms were dressed with blues, 

taupes and browns.

“We always hire furnishings when we’re ready to sell one of our houses. Most 

people don’t have the vision to imagine what a room will look like once it’s 

furnished or even to picture if their own things will fit. The furnishings give 

them a starting point and a feel for how big the space is,” she says.

One room that required no guesswork for prospective buyers was the kitchen. 

With a dining area on one side and an inviting lounge with a gas-fire on 

the other, this open-plan space is the new owner’s favourite room in the 

house. Apart from its strong tie-in with the surrounding areas, the kitchen is 

beautifully finished, from the terrazzo-style quartz-composite benchtop to the 

slim edging of stainless steel around the cupboards and drawers. 

Looking back, Andrew says the 18-month project wasn’t without its challenges. 

Site access was difficult and the state of the buildings was worse than they 

initially thought. And at one stage during the development, they lost a digger 

to the in-ground pool and had to get the street closed temporarily while they 

brought in a crane to retrieve it.

Council consents were also a headache, according to Andrew. Now it’s all 

over, he can almost see the humour in the fact the property required special 

fencing because they labelled the building out the back a studio instead of 

calling it a pool house. Despite the problems, though, the finished product 

was everything they had hoped for.

While the Wilsons never planned to live in the house long term, Ella says their 

philosophy when they are renovating is always to treat it as their own. 

“Some developers say that you shouldn’t let yourself get your heart involved, 

because that’s not the way to make money, but I think it’s the only way to 

make a beautiful house that someone else will love.”  

Resene  
Napa
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alternative solution

<

 A focus on window treatments 
adds warmth to this room.

Resene  
Caraway
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Peter LaHood from LaHood Window 
Furnishings proposes this alternative 
scheme:

The layering of window treatments creates a warm and 

welcoming feel in this living space. On either side of the 

fireplace, Roman blinds are installed from ceiling height, 

serving to widen the room visually. Cedar blinds inset into 

the window frames are painted Resene Quarter Caraway 

to match the walls. On the left-hand wall, invert-pleated 

drapes are installed on a Warm Walnut square track. 

The chunky styling of this curtain rail complements the 

solid-edge coffee table, bringing elements of strength 

and solidity to the décor. The fireplace is painted in the 

reddish-brown tones of Resene Digeridoo – a similar 

shade to the floor rug. On the sofas, a beautiful faux-fur 

throw and an assortment of retro and taffeta cushions 

add warmth and colour.

Resene Quarter Caraway

Resene Ventura

Resene Moroccan Spice

<
James Dunlop Oriana drapes in russet  
on Warm Walnut square track

LaHood Window Furnishings 
09 638 8463 
www.lahood.co.nz

>
cushions  

Sphere in Mochaccino, plain  
taffeta in Sequoia and Taupe

LaHood Window Furnishings 
09 638 8463 

www.lahood.co.nz

Peter LaHood, LaHood Window Furnishings,  
phone 09 638 8463, website www.lahood.co.nz

Roman blinds 
James Dunlop Oriana in russet

LaHood Window Furnishings 
09 638 8463 
www.lahood.co.nz

>
coffee table

Cuchi Ltd 
09 377 0980

Resene  
Digeridoo

>
cedar blinds 

painted Resene Quarter Caraway

LaHood Window Furnishings 
as above

>
fur throw

LaHood Window Furnishings 
as above
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alternative solution

<

 Colour and furniture add  
a masculine twist to the space.

Resene  
Double Sea Fog
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Julie Ashby from julie@shbydesign 
suggests this alternative design:

This design reflects sophisticated elegance with a 

masculine feel to create a contemporary Chesterfield 

look. A twist on the black-and-white theme, the colour 

scheme is softened with the pale-grey tones of Resene 

Inside Back and Resene Copyrite. Elaborate curves and 

decorative floral elements offset the black and white and 

contrast with geometric shapes in the rug. A curved Loop 

recliner with an open basket weave introduces further 

contrast and texture through light and dark shadows. The 

black and white theme is continued with a big, padded 

black leather lounge suite, while the ash flooring adds a 

clean, light element. An unusual clock above the fireplace 

creates an interesting focal point, while custom-designed 

artwork on the walls ties the whole scheme together.

Resene Copyrite

Resene Urbane

Resene Condor

<
sofa 
Shadow in Black 

Danske Mobler 
09 625 3900 
www.danske.co.nz

>
chair 

Loop recliner

Real By Design 
0800 660 330

>
rug 

Cube Black wool

BoConcept 
09 630 0557 

www.boconcept.co.nz

Julie Ashby, julie@shbydesign,  
phone 021 434 060, email jaashby@ihug.co.nz

>>
coffee table 
Occa – 1098

BoConcept 
09 630 0557 

www.boconcept.co.nz

Resene  
Inside Back

>
cushions

Julie Ashby 
021 434 060
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Our 35,000 year old 
swamp kauri scrubs up well.

We have an obligation to create beautiful furniture 

when working with 35,000 year old swamp Kauri.

Our skilled craftsmen use traditional methods to bring 

to life all the richness and beauty of timber that predates 

the ancient Greeks and Romans by many millennia.

Choose from a range that will sit well in any home 

from classic to contemporary. 

Create your own family heirloom, we’ll give you a 

35,000 year headstart.



colour trends words: Robyn Yousef
pictures: courtesy of Alfresco magazine

years of kiwi colour60
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The first factory – in an old stable on Wellington’s 

Tinakori Rd – produced a basic range of about six colours 

in Stipplecote, a cement-based paint. Today, with two 

Wellington-based factories, a string of Resene ColorShops 

throughout Australasia and its Resene Total Colour System, 

the palette on offer is almost endless. 

And this Total Colour System delivers an elegant product, 

which is “right up there with the world’s best,” according 

to Resene technical director, Colin Gooch. Describing 

himself as a “Ten Pound Pom”, who arrived in this country 

in 1963 knowing “squat-all about paint”, Colin has been 

a major player in the company’s development. 

After working in the related field of resin manufacture, he 

joined Resene as chief chemist in 1970, and within three 

years, was promoted to his current position; a role that 

covers all the technical aspects of the paint production. 

“I provide the technical basis, so that the colour designers 

can produce the Resene shades. For example, we need to 

know if a new red paint will cover an existing blue wall 

in two coats, or if it will fade or still be true to colour in 

seven years’ time.”

In the very early days, whites and off-whites reigned over 

the charts, along with some lead-based yellow pigments, 

and maybe a couple of reds and a blue. 

“You were very fortunate if the colour on the wall looked 

like the one on the chart, and no one expected anything 

different,” Colin laughs. 

Resene colours look great at 60. A veritable kaleidoscope of amazing shades, 
from the stately traditional to the fabulously funky modern, has dominated the 
history of New Zealand’s homegrown paint company, which has always raced 
ahead, pushing the limits with colour style and production.

In the very early days, whites and  
off-whites reigned over the charts.

Resene  
Billy T

Resene  
Fruit Salad

Resene  
Lipstick

Resene  
Ce Soir

colour trends
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Your personality Our expertise

Make yourself at home when you visit a Jennian showhome. Why? Because we believe a house only becomes a home 
when you add a bit of your personality to it.  So a visit to Jennian Homes is a bit like trying a home on for size - a test 
run to see where you can tweak things to better suit your family. And if it feels right, we’ll combine your personality 
and our expertise to plan a home that you can really make your own.

A home you can really 
make your own

COL7238A

For more information or to find your nearest showhome visit www.jennian.co.nz or call 0800 JENNIAN 0800 536 642.
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However, the Flower Power days of the Swinging ‘60s 

changed all that, prompting a huge burst of colour 

across the kiwi landscape. 

“The ‘50s had been about rationing, as we hadn’t thrown 

off all the shackles and restrictions of the war years. In 

the 1960s, this shroud was discarded and the colour 

range just blossomed and blossomed. And there’s been 

no turning back.”

Colour really does rule at Resene. Or, as Colin sums it up: 

“Resene produces paints, but the emphasis is definitely 

on colour”. He sees the work of the late Tony Nightingale 

– son of the company’s founder and father of the current 

managing director – as having a huge influence on the 

company’s reputation as a leader in colour. 

“Tony saw the power of colour,” he explains.

In 1969, Resene introduced the British Standard 

Specification colour range (BS2660) as a paint range 

to New Zealand. This gave New Zealanders, who 

were used to safe pastels, their first foray into strong 

colours. It was followed by the ColorShop concept, 

which Tony launched in 1975, with shops opened in 

Auckland, Hawkes Bay, Hamilton, Christchurch and 

Dunedin that year. 

The introduction of the BS2660 was received with open 

arms by the country’s leading architects, who were eager 

to inject the verve of the sizzling ‘60s into the buildings 

they were designing. “We were exceedingly pleased”, 

is how well-known award-winning architect, Gordon 

Moller, sums up their reaction.

“We were aware of these colours through the British 

Standard Range and Resene was the first company to 

introduce them here. It was a balanced selection, which 

worked well with the direction that architects were taking 

at that time,” he adds.

Gordon points out that many colours of the range – 

particularly 3-039 Sepia, 3-044 Cinnamon, 3-037 Coffee, 

1-024 Burgundy and 6-068 Holly – were in keeping with 

the New Zealand environment. 

“Back then, Resene knew how to identify and relate to 

architects, as it continues to do today.”

He recalls using many of the colours across the BS2660, 

BS4800 and BS5252 ranges (the two later ranges, 

incorporating even stronger hues, were launched in 1973 

and 1976). 

“They were important in relation to our work, and 

architects became very familiar with the colour names 

and numbers.” 

The impact of the introduction of the Total Colour System 

in 1985 was also an event Gordon remembers well. He 

used the range in new offices for a leading accountancy 

practice, with dramatic effect. 

“I offered to paint all the walls out if they didn’t like it, but 

it was a great success,” he remembers.

And interestingly, he noticed that staff reacted positively 

to the range of shades used, by wearing more vibrant 

colours themselves.

“Resene has consistently responded to the design 

directions of the time, which is reflected in the new range 

introduced each year,” Gordon says. 

He explains the changes that have evolved in colour in our 

market, from the use of lots of saturated shades in the ‘70s 

through to our preference today for more recessive tones 

– colours that are lighter, with more clarity and warmth. 

“This is probably related to the direction that 

architecture has taken recently. In the ‘70s, there was 

a romantic use of colour, with lots of craft-based rich 

shades, but today there is a more contemporary and 

closely clustered group of analogous tones with vibrant 

and powerful contrasts.”

The influence of the environment on colour is 

demonstrated in the palettes used throughout the world 

– from the sombre shades of Northern Europe to the 

sizzling vitality of the tropical countries. The Australian 

paint charts feature more reds and yellows in earthy and 

ochre shades, while New Zealand predictably enjoys a 

plethora of greens.

Many of Resene’s colours echo this country’s environment, 

but they are also right up there with the latest in global 

trends. As Karen Warman, who has been working as 

marketing manager for Resene for the last six years, 

points out, the company has always been a trendsetter. 

“We focus on offering customers fresh colour choices 

each year, backed up by a wide selection of colour options 

“Resene produces paints, but the 
emphasis is definitely on colour.”

colour trends
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At AMI we understand how much your home and belongings mean to you. 

For most of us they’re our most precious assets. So it’s really important to have 
your place properly covered, and have a policy that really suits you.

For the last 80 years, we’ve been fi ne-tuning our range of insurance options to 
provide you with a comprehensive choice. Our Premier House Cover will ensure you 
can rebuild your place to ‘as new’ condition. With Advanced Contents Cover you’ll be 
able to repair or replace most household items, no matter how old they are. 

we understand how attached you can get

Terms and conditions.  1. Each house and contents quote obtained from AMI Insurance Limited (AMI) during the promotion, where the caller quotes "Harvey Norman prize draw" will be eligible for the prize draw. 2. The promotion ends 
on January 31, 2007 and the winner will be notifi ed by telephone. 3. AMI's decision will be fi nal and no correspondence will be entered into. 4. AMI staff and agents and their immediate families do not qualify for the prize draw. 5. AMI 
reserves the right to terminate this prize draw without notice at any time.  6. Standard AMI policy criteria apply. 7. This offer only applies to quotes for new policies. 8. Prizes are not transferable and cannot be exchanged for cash.

With 70 branches nationwide, we understand your neighbourhood too. You can 
deal one-to-one with a local person, so any claims will be handled quickly and 
personally. It’s all part of providing you with the best customer care available. 

To see how that compares with your current insurance provider, call us now for 
a free house and contents quote. Refer to this ad quoting 'Harvey Norman offer' and 
you might win some new favourites, with $5000 to spend at Harvey Norman.

So call now on 0800 100 200 for the cover your favourite place deserves.

call for a free house and contents quote and you could win $5000 to spend at Harvey Norman
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from other colour charts. Our technical team also works 

hard to keep ahead of the trends,” she says.

Resene led the way in the development of environmentally 

friendly products in this country – from the innovation of 

waterborne paints through to the removal of lead from 

paints in the late ‘60s – well ahead of other manufacturers. 

The company reinforced this stand in 1996 by joining the 

Environmental Choice Programme and launching the 

Resene PaintWise paint recovery programme in 2004. 

The Range fashion fandeck was introduced in 1999 with 

The Range 2000 collection. The Range 2007 collection 

has just been launched, and work is already underway on 

The Range 2008. 

“New Zealanders are generally very courageous with 

colour and we now have more then 3000 colours available 

in testpots to help them experiment,” Karen says.

She is also constantly surprised at the creative ways in 

which people use paints. 

“A perfect example is a recent customer who wanted 

a quality screen to project multimedia onto. He ended 

up painting Resene Hi-Glo Aluminium on the wall, with 

brilliant results.”

Resene’s forecast for 2007 is built on an optimistic, fresh 

palette of warm, clear colours, expanding into traditionally 

cool colour families and neutrals. In conjunction we’ll see 

exciting new ways of combining colours. The current love 

affair with bling will continue, with the use of metallics 

such as Resene Chicane and of course Resene Bling Bling, 

along with predominantly darker woods, with gold and 

silver working in harmony.

“Individual choice is the key, and is typically achieved 

through often quirky personalised colour combinations, 

rather than customised individual colours. It is how one 

combines the colours to fit lifestyle and taste that drives 

individuality and expresses personal style,” Karen sums up.

Internationally, Resene has a strong presence in Fiji, 

servicing the South Pacific market, and in Australia. 

The Total Colour System is also available under license 

in China, India, South Africa, the Dominican Republic, 

Germany and Poland.

So, Resene at 60 years of age can look back proudly at a 

history that has played a major role in how our country 

looks today. It can also look forward to an even more 

colourful future on the world stage.  Resene  
Turbo

Resene  
Oh Behave

Resene  
Long Shot

Resene  
Lima

colour trends
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Raindance® Allrounder
The innovative 3-in-1 shower system

HYDROTECH SANITÄR LTD
Showroom open 

Weekdays 8.30am – 5.00pm

Saturdays 9.00am – 12.00pm
HYDROTECH SANITÄR LTD

42 Lunn Ave, Mt Wellington, Auckland

Ph: 09 527 2276

Fax: 09 527 1809

www.hydrotech.co.nz

Its unconventional exterior is only the first indication 
that the Raindance Allrounder is an innovative, 
multi-functional shower system.  It is hand, overhead 
and side shower in one – 3-in-1, and very easy to 
use:  Hooked into the Allrounder, the Raindance E 150 
AIR 3jet, with its 53 cm wall clearance, can be used as 
a height-adjustable overhead shower.  With the Rain 
AIR mode, the water flows centrally and all over you 
from above.  One movement and the overhead shower 
becomes a side shower, especially useful when combined 
with the massage function Whirl AIR for showering 
the back.  Simply screwed onto the wall, the Raindance 
Allrounder can be modified any time and is flexible for 
new shower applications, as it can be exchanged with 
existing hand showers.

Come and see working models of the full Raindance 
range of slide showers, overhead showers and shower 
panels in our beautiful Mount Wellington showroom.

002067 hydrotech sanitar.indd   2-3 8/30/06   11:47:15 AM
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www.aquatica.co.nz

NEW LINEN              
FINISH AVAILABLE
IN COMPACT,        
TITAN & 
CARIBBEAN SINKS

LAUNDRA TUBBIE

AQUATICA NZ LIMITED

9 Saunders Place, Avondale, Auckland, NZ

Telephone: 09-828 2068 • Facsimile: 09-828 2069

Email: info@aquatica.co.nz

Auckland • Wellington • Christchurch

Contact us for your nearest Aquatica stockist

INNOVATIVE NEW IDEAS FROM AQUATICA
From Italian designer, Mauricio Duranti, comes Love Me - Aquatica’s newest 

range. This collection consists of low, tall or concealed basin mixers for the 

kitchen, and shower mixers, bath spouts and bath filler/shower mixers for the 

bathroom. There’s even a stunning bath/shower column. This whole range has 

an eye-catching, contemporary shape and will complement any home where 

the architectural lines reflect a similar design. Winner of the 2005 Good Design Award and permanently

exposed at the Chicago Athenaeum, Museum of Architecture and Design.

Hey Joe is a new range of highly polished, chrome-plated tapware 

from Italian designer, Maurizio Duranti. It is manufactured in Italy 

and imported into New Zealand by innovative company, Aquatica. It

is an eye-catching, contemporary shape with a simple design, a high 

quality finish and advanced technology.

The Hey Joe range consists of low and tall basin mixers, wall-

mounted vessel mixers, concealed shower mixers, shower columns 

and bath spouts and all the tapware has a 5 year warranty.

• Extra thick and robust long-life powder 

coated galvanised steel cabinet (up to 

20% thicker than other cabinets)

• Reiforced door to prevent door wobble

• Pressed seamless laundry tub with   

anti-drip

• Single lever mixer for easy mixing of water

• Metal tap handles (not plastic)

• Door storage basket

• 2 Meltica shelves for storing laundry items

• Reversible door

• Flowing soap dispenser

QUADRATO
BASIN
MIXER

HEY JOE
BASIN MIXER

HEY JOE BATH
SPOUT WITH
SHOWER MIXER

HEY JOE
SHOWER
MIXER

HEY JOE
BATH SPOUT

CUBIT
BASIN
MIXER

LOVEME
FLOOR STANDING
BATH FILLER

LOVEME
TALL BASIN
MIXER
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bathrooms, laundries, kitchens and gas... 
it’s what we know 

PWP12769H

bathrooms, laundries, 
kitchens and gas...
it’s what we know!
Whether it’s for the kitchen, laundry, bathroom or 
your home comfort, at a Plumbing World store you 
not only find an outstanding selection of products, 
you also find staff who really do know what 
works best where. And are happy to share that 
information with you.

For a free copy of Plumbing World’s latest ‘bathrooms’, 
‘kitchens & laundries’ and ‘gas’ catalogues 
phone 0800 106 943 or call into your nearest branch
www.plumbingworld.co.nz

PWP12769H 3 Cat. Ad for Habitat.1   1 8/10/06   12:38:21 PM

The 1912 hall had seen tenants of every stripe. It was built for the 

Loyal Oranges, was then used by the Ancient Order of Foresters, 

and later the Free Masons, before falling into shabby grandeur. 

When Fiona and Ross bought it to house their blended families, 

they fancied the idea of apartment living with no garden. Better 

still, the previous owners had done the hard renovation work.

“The bones of the place were fantastic. The previous people had 

renovated it for apartment style, making the most of the seven-

and-a-half metre stud height,” recalls Fiona. “But we never liked 

the kitchen or bathroom, especially when you looked from the 

open plan living straight to the loo. And the vinyl floors were 

particularly unattractive.”

When the children moved out to university, Fiona and Ross 

briefed designer Debra DeLorenzo to transform the spaces, then 

promptly took off skiing to Canada while the place was gutted. 

The couple had already installed a tiled shower bay, so Debra 

needed to work her design around that. And they were adamant 

that the finishes reflect the Edwardian detailing of the building, 

but didn’t want any “pretty Laura Ashley country” as Fiona puts it. 

Debra’s response hit the tone of classic they were after, with 

enough timber and tiles to give it a modern edge. And the toilet 

is now tucked out of sight!

“Bathrooms are getting bigger.  
They are now a sanctuary; a place  
to escape.”

When Fiona Abbott and Ross Parker 
bought their converted hall in 1999, 
the Wellington coastal suburb of 
Petone was just starting to come into 
its own, with city folk snapping up the 
turn-of-the-century houses, and the 
delis and cafés following.

bathroom
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“I used blackwood on the bench to relate to the timber in the 

rest of the hall, especially the grand staircase,” explains Debra. 

“The Victorian-look brick tile is actually a slightly more modern 

proportion, but still gives the feeling of age. The vintage bath was 

positioned so it’s the first thing you see if the door is open.”

Debra designed a vanity to look like a vintage piece of furniture, 

repeating the style of the adjoining kitchen cabinets. To the 

delight of Fiona and Ross, she also found light fittings, mirrors 

and other trims with an Arts and Crafts feel – but at bargain 

chain store prices. 

After years of making do with the old bathroom, the couple 

also wanted easy-to-clean space with the comfort of under-floor 

heating. Debra went one better with marbled tile floors. 

She also worked on bringing light into the room, as the only 

windows are small and high. The light-reflecting white tiles are 

complemented by a feature wall of Resene Sisal behind the bath 

and Resene Black White on the ceilings and woodwork. 

“Bathrooms are getting bigger. They are now a sanctuary; a place 

to escape,” explains Debra. “People are travelling more and want 

to have that same kind of luxury spa experience at home.” 



Architect/Designer:  
Debra DeLorenzo

Vanity cabinetry:  
Custom-made by Mother 
Hubbards Cupboards

Blackwood top: King’s IV 
Generation

Bath: Plumb-Line

Basin: Catalano,  
Plumb-Line

Taps: Paini Cox

Get the look with Resene 
SpaceCote Low Sheen 
Kitchen & Bathroom 
tinted to Resene Sisal 
and Resene Black White.

Toilet: Durvit Happy D

Flooring: Tiles Rame 
40W 400 x 400, Italian 
Ceramics

Wallcoverings:  
Tiles Maverand matt 
white 400 x 100,  
Italian Ceramics

Lighting: Lighting Plus

Accessories: Metrix 
Metivo towel ladder. 
Custom mirror with 
demister pad

Resene  
Nero

Resene  
Quarter Sisal

Resene  
Sisal

Resene  
Black White

Resene  
Brownie Points

Resene  
Gargoyle

Here are 10 tips to consider when it comes to making sure your 

new bathroom will work for the whole family and be easy on 

your housework time:

1.  When setting a budget and choosing the products you’ll be using, 

remember that installation will soak up around 50% of your costs.

2.  What are you going to be able to fit into your new bathroom and 

what products will offer you the best use of space? Do you need to 

consider a wall-hung vanity and wall-hung furniture to free up the 

floor area and make the bathroom look bigger?

3.  Have a think about who will be using the space. Family bathrooms, 

for instance, have to cope with a lot of traffic. This may affect the 

finishes you choose. Tools such as the Clearlite bathroom planner 

can help steer you through the choices.

4.  Make sure that the shower and bath etc that you select can be easily 

cleaned without the need for special maintenance products or lots 

of elbow grease, especially if they’re not manufactured specifically 

for our market.

5.  If you’re going to theme your bathroom – creating, for example, a 

French or Italian look – check that accessories such as furniture and 

shelving will be OK in heat and damp as well as delivering the image 

you’re after.

6.  Ensure your ventilation, heating and insulation are up to the job 

of minimising moisture build-up and condensation on the walls 

and ceiling. 

7.  Install an extractor fan of the right capacity for the room size and vent 

it to the outside. Window joinery with passive vents is another idea.

8.  Use a water-resistant lining, such as Gib Aqualine®, on the walls 

and ceiling as a base for paint, tiles, or wallpaper. When renovating, 

removing and replacing linings allows framing to be checked, 

insulation to be installed, and plumbing to be relocated if necessary.

9.  Use Resene SpaceCote Low Sheen Kitchen & Bathroom with anti-

bacterial silver protection and MoulDefender to inhibit mould growth if 

painting, or a solid vinyl applied over Shur-Stik® latex size if papering.

10.  An emergency floor drain is a good idea in case of overflows.

Fiona and Ross recommend people use a designer for complex projects like 

bathrooms and kitchens. However, they say, find one you trust. Debra was 

the only designer from a number they called who came to the house, and 

who won them over by sharing their enthusiasm for the unique space. That 

her partner Tony could run the project management meant the couple could 

confidently be away while their home was transformed. 

“And I love the way I don’t get sick of being in the bathroom,“ enthuses Fiona. 

“I know it is timeless, and exactly to our personal taste.”  
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Bathrooms that
  refl ect our lifestyle

The Cashmere Range. Contemporary, Functional, Simplistic Design  
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Vanities
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Available at all leading bathroom stockists.

For more information or to request 

a free brochure visit www.clearlite.co.nz or phone 09 444 3780.
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You’ll need: 

monflex glue, tiles, 1 x tile nippers, 2 x glass and  
tile cutters, wire and buttons for hanging, polystyrene 

ball, 2 x ice cream sticks, 2 x small plastic containers, 
1 x ice cream container (or similar), 1 x spatula,  

1 x Kemgrout Flexible grouting

We also recommend using safety glasses,  
and a dust mask if you’re sensitive to dust.

< Step 1
Draw your design on the  

polystyrene ball. 

Step 3 >
Cut the mirror using the  

glass and tile cutters.

Step 4 >>
Glue and place tiles, mirror etc.

making mosaics

Step 2 >
Cut your tiles into the appropriate 

shapes using the tile nippers.

step-by-step words: with thanks to Toni Mason, Mosaica, www.mosaica.co.nz
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<< Step 5   
This is the decorated ball  

prior to grouting.

< Step 6
Apply grout, using the spatula to push it 
into the gaps between the tiles. Do not 

use too much grout and continuously 
wipe away any excess, so there is only  
a thin layer of grout over tiles. Leave 

until grout is dry.

Step 7  
Polish off excess grout on  

the tiles with a soft rag. 

Step 8 > 
Your complete mosaicked  

garden ornament.

Resene  
Blue Jeans

Resene  
Wild Thing

To create your own tile colours, paint the tile your 
chosen Resene shade and seal with Resene Uracryl. 
Allow to dry and then cut the tile into pieces.

pictures: Lucent*Media
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I am tasteful, gracious and sensitive. I’m critical and difficult to please. I don’t 

place much hope in dreams. I should get party-hard hazel contact lenses 

because I prefer George Clooney to David Beckham. I totally renounce the 

world, am selfish, demanding and unpredictable. Ummmm…

Actually, after an afternoon on the internet exploring the world of colour 

personality quizzes, I seriously worry that I am a total schizophrenic. Luckily, when 

I check my hair-colour personality, it turns out I am a redhead at heart; just as well, 

since I was born a ginga and coloured my hair for the first time when I was 48!

There is something in human nature that loves to classify and simplify the 

complexity that is the human personality. Be it by birth date or astrological sign, 

leadership style, hair colour or even, apparently, the colour of your motorbike, 

reducing all the gorgeous contradictions and quirks of each person somehow 

makes the world a more manageable place. And that’s before we examine 

our chakras or the personality of our pets by their colour.

Enjoy the glories of reveling in the shades 
that seem right and make you feel happy.

We do have some serious data on colour and how it can affect us – blue 

lowers blood pressure, red stimulates appetite, for example. From what I can 

gather from those quizzes, though, the rest is hypothesis and can vary so 

wildly it’ll do your head in worrying about it.

So, release yourself from fretting about what your favourite colours say about 

you. Enjoy the glories of reveling in the shades that seem right and make 

you feel happy. Forget the old-fashioned notion of beige, taupe and charcoal 

being good for decorating because they are “safe” or – god help you – “good 

for re-sale value”. Feel free to change the colour of your world every year. 

Heck, every season if you have the energy – all it takes is a can or two of paint 

and a couple of afternoons.  

colour 
personalities

words: Catherine Smith
pictures: courtesy of TRANZ

OK, so I like golds and other strong colours – what does that say about me?

If you still want the  
low-down on your colour 
personality, take the quiz 
on the Resene website: 
www.resene.co.nz/
colourpersonality.htm.

Resene  
Whizz Bang

Resene  
Raging Bull

Resene  
Dynamite

Resene  
Red Red Red
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With ever increasing energy prices you can reduce your hot water bill by 66% with a
Rheem Heat Pump water heater.The Rheem HP 3.25 is the most energy efficient water
heater on the market.A heat pump uses energy from the surrounding environment to
provide great savings. But the best part is a heat pump provides these savings whether
the sun is shining, it’s cloudy or even raining. Call Rheem 0800 657 336 or your plumbing
merchant for full details.

INSTALL A RHEEM AND SAVE UP TO 66% ON WATER HEATING.
RHE4025C

4025 RHE 210x275 Cuisine  19/4/05  1:00 PM  Page 1



advertising feature

Although they have only been in kiwi kitchens for a few 

decades, we’ve come to rely heavily on our dishwashers. 

They work hard for us every day, but we tend to take this 

indefatigable appliance somewhat for granted. 

However, the new dishwasher from Italian appliance 

designer Smeg is impossible to overlook. In designing the 

905 Horizon Dishwasher, Smeg has given the standard 

dishwasher an extreme makeover – improving not only its 

shape, but the way it washes, too. 

Although half the height of a normal dishwasher, the 905 

is 90cm wide and holds 12 full place settings. Ergonomic 

design is one of its star features. Its extra width means the 

basket-loading surface is 48cm from the floor, eliminating 

the need for bending when loading and unloading. And, 

because the basket pulls right out, loading right to the 

back is easy. When open, the door extends just 36cm 

out from the dishwasher – compared to the 60cm of a 

normal dishwasher door – offering great space savings for 

apartment kitchens. There’s also the option of installing it 

either under the bench or at bench height.

Inside, the interior (including the basket) is all made from 

durable stainless steel. This means that, unlike plastic 

interiors of some dishwashers, it won’t absorb food 

odours. The large, single pull-out basket has an anti-

splash tray to protect your clothes when you open the 

door mid-cycle to load that forgotten coffee cup or plate. 

And when interrupted, the Smeg Horizon dishwasher will 

pick up exactly where it left off – no more waking up the 

following morning to find a load of half-washed dishes.

The Smeg Horizon Dishwasher has 10 different wash 

options and features a special turbidity sensor that 

measures the amount of soiling on your dishes and 

decides whether or not a pre-wash cycle is required. 

Its orbital spray system has six spray arms, all operating 

simultaneously so that 86% of the water in the dishwasher 

is active, resulting in better efficiency and water economy. 

It also gives you the option of running a different wash 

programme for each side of the dishwasher, varying the 

water pressure needed to clean your glasses and crockery 

on one side and dirty pots and pans on the other. 

As for hand-washing your oversized serving platters, 

there’s no need with collapsible plate racks. Large platters 

and 320mm-diameter dinner plates fit effortlessly into 

this workhorse, as do long-stemmed wine classes and 

champagne flutes. 

Other features include a high-efficiency, low-consumption 

internal light, a four-stage flood system to prevent 

leakages, and an optional alarm that lets you know when 

the dishwasher has finished its job. That’s because, at 

just 43 decibels, this dishwasher is whisper quiet so you 

probably won’t even know it’s on.

The Smeg 905 and 903 Horizon Dishwashers are available 

from Kitchen’ Things, G2 and Betta Electrical stores. For 

more details, visit www.smeg.co.nz.  

The new Smeg Horizon Dishwasher pushes the limits of dishwasher design with 
its ultra-wide shape, superior functioning and advanced features – all designed 
to save you space, effort and time.

all washed up?  
far from it
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kitchen words: Catherine Smith

It’s been a while since Chris Pemberton was a professional chef 
– 16 years in fact – but she hasn’t lost her old work habits.

colour
cooking up
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So, when she briefed designer Sandra Grummitt for the kitchen in her very 

contemporary new home, she knew exactly what would work for her and her 

teenage son.

“With the proper layout in a functional kitchen, you don’t need a big space,” 

Chris explains. “I wanted a good work area, where I could stand at the 

bench and get to the fridge and the dishwasher. The walk-in pantry is also 

to hand.” 

And Sandra quickly got the message that stark white would not do for 

Chris. For a start, the house is black cedar with silver joinery and polished 

concrete floors, so Chris wanted the contrast of colour in her favourite 

room. Together, they looked at pictures of kitchens in strong blues, with 

contrasting orange or aubergine and beech, and Sandra quickly knew what 

would appeal to her client. 

“People have to understand that colour will override the rest of the design,” 

explains Sandra. “A lot of clients want to be conventional, with neutrals, but 

using colour can dominate and create a high-impact focus. The rest of the 

house was neutral, so we could afford to draw attention to the kitchen.” 

Sandra quickly got the message that stark 
white would not do for Chris.

The palette of Resene Groovy and Resene Resolution Blue, which they settled 

on together, sings against the Resene Half Tea walls. Even the fridge is a 

sculpture of blue in its integrated cabinet next to the pantry. Sandra then 

added beech techno-ply to the front of the bar and the countertops, as a 

warm counterpoint to the concrete floors and the glossy lacquer and stainless 

steel of the working areas.

pictures: Kallan MacLeod

out with the old air
No doubt that chicken korma you cooked for dinner last 

night smelled and tasted delicious. However, when the 

aroma is still lingering throughout your house the next 

day, it’s not quite as appealing.

And with the modern home-design trend for open-plan 

kitchens and living areas, installing the right extraction 

system is more important than ever.

Mark Jones, owner of Applico Group, which imports and 

distributes Italian Smeg appliances, says there are many 

misconceptions about rangehoods and ducting. 

“It’s an area of kitchen design that people often don’t give 

much consideration to – frequently it’s a bit of an after-

thought and that can be a mistake,” he says. “As soon 

as you attach more than 1.5m of ducting to a rangehood, 

you significantly reduce its extraction performance. The 

same is true when you have bends in the ducting.”

What’s more, when it comes to extraction, size really does 

matter and bigger is definitely better.

“Hot air and steam don’t just go straight up, so your 

rangehood should always be wider than your hob,” says 

Mark. “If you have a 60cm hob, you should put in a 

90cm rangehood. If the hob’s 90cm, you need a 120cm 

rangehood.”

Mark has noticed a real shift in the local market toward 

the 120cm-wide hoods, which is in line with the new 

European look for very long or even round extraction 

systems. Appliance manufacturers are also responding to 

consumer demand for better performance and smarter 

products with more functions.

“Most of the latest Smeg rangehoods have six speeds and 

extraction rates of more than 1000 cubic metres of air per 

hour. They also incorporate features such as a timer, and 

a light that tells you the filters need cleaning,” he says.

So what about aesthetics? It would seem we’ve come full 

circle and that the latest look is for concealed rangehoods, 

rather than the canopy hoods that were popular five years 

ago. The styling is also much slimmer now, to complement 

that of the kitchen cabinetry. 

Mark advises those renovating or planning a new kitchen 

to factor in their extraction and ducting right from 

the start. That way, you’ll ensure your rangehood is as 

efficient as possible, and friends coming over for brunch 

won’t instantly know what you had for dinner last night.



Designer: Sandra 
Grummitt

Drawers: Metabox on 
Blum runners

Benchtops: Brushed 
stainless steel

Resene  
Half Tea

Double flap mechanism: 
Salice

Cabinetry: MDF

Island back panel and 
toe-kicks: European beech

Handles: Forma in silver

Tap: Tower Tech

Light: Elektra

Utensil rail: Hettich 
Linero in aluminium

Splashback: Everlasting 
from Graphic Glass

Sinks: Franke

Resene  
Groovy

Resene  
Resolution Blue

“Chris is a vibrant, fun, smiley person. She wasn’t going to go with conventional 

colours,” says Sandra. “When the house was finished and she unpacked all 

her collections of Pacific blue and green, then the kitchen really was her. She 

loves those colours, and all her friends and family give her pieces to add to the 

collection, so the kitchen is her personality. And I love the high impact.” 

Chris enjoys baking, spoiling her son by always having treats in the tins, and 

also spends her time stirring up pots of relishes and chutneys. So Sandra 

zoned the pantry as an accessible space, using open shelves and incorporating 

plenty of benchspace and electrical points, so Chris could leave appliances like 

the bread maker, mixer and food-processor plugged in and ready to go. Chris 

did not want a commercial cooker, but insists that her large Fisher and Paykel 

Titan oven is used to full advantage.

“The rest of the house was neutral, so we  
could afford to draw attention to the kitchen.”

The kitchen opens through French doors onto a covered courtyard that Chris, 

now working as a landscaper, is planting and shaping with railway sleepers. 

She loves to open the bi-fold windows into the barbecue area, which, with its 

north-facing aspect, is a great spot to catch the morning sun over breakfast. 

In the evenings, friends tend to congregate around the bar with drinks while 

Chris cooks – bar stools are next on her shopping list. 

“I’ve had functional kitchens in my past houses, and they’ve all been good, 

but now I’ve got exactly what I want,” she says. “This kitchen is my place 

and I just love it. I’ve got friends who say they wouldn’t be brave enough, but 

others go ‘wow’. I love that it’s me.”  

Get the interior look 
with Resene SpaceCote 
Low Sheen tinted to 
Resene Groovy, Resene 
Resolution Blue and 
Resene Half Tea.

Resene  
Clockwork Orange
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Without a doubt, cleaning the oven has to be one of 

the most hated household chores. Clad in rubber gloves, 

you’re down on your hands and knees, trying not to 

breathe in the fumes as you wipe filthy, oozing foam from 

the inside of your oven. It’s little wonder this odious task 

is always at the bottom of the to-do list. 

Rather than smelly chemical cleaners, Italian appliance 

manufacturer Smeg recommends using hot soapy water 

at full temperature for 30 minutes to make cleaning 

your oven easier.

But if you can’t afford to pay someone to do the dirty 

work for you, or you’d rather just do away with the whole 

oven-cleaning business altogether, Smeg has developed 

a range of affordable pyrolytic ovens that retail in New 

Zealand from just over $2000.

For the uninitiated, pyrolysis is an automatic high-

temperature cleaning process that causes dirt to 

dissolve. At temperatures of around 500ºC, the dirt on 

the oven walls carbonises turning into a light ash that 

can be easily wiped away with a damp cloth. The result 

is a completely grease-free oven interior with virtually 

no effort on your part.

The process takes from 90 minutes for a lightly soiled oven 

to 180 minutes for heavy soiling. But the cleaning cycle 

can be programmed to take place while you’re asleep or 

out of the house.

The oven door is programmed to automatically lock while 

the pyrolytic cleaning function is in action, so there’s no risk 

of someone opening the door and burning themselves. 

The door lock only releases once the temperature inside 

the oven drops back down below 300ºC.

Smeg offers a choice of three different stunningly 

designed 60cm pyrolytic wall ovens, the SCP111 linear 

series oven, the FP160X classic series in stainless steel, and 

the FP171X highly polished Piano Series oven. Each has 

10 or 12 functions, including fan-forced cooking to allow 

you to cook several different dishes at a time, fan bake 

for cakes and desserts, rotisserie cooking, and defrosting, 

depending on the model. All Smeg pyrolytic ovens are 

covered by a two-year parts and labour warranty. There is 

a range of Smeg cooktops, rangehoods and dishwashers 

to match these new ovens.

Smeg is available from Kitchen Things, G2 and Betta 

Electrical stores. For further information please visit 

www.smeg.co.nz.  

Up until now, self-cleaning ovens have been out of reach in terms of price  
for most New Zealanders. But Smeg is changing all that with the introduction 
of a range of new affordable pyrolytic oven models.

never clean  
the oven again!
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step-by-step words and pictures: with thanks to The BBQ Factory

You’ll need: 
gloves 

wire brush 
scraper 
sponge 

warm water 
dishwashing liquid 

paper towels 
cooking oil

After cooking

  Step 1
Turn the barbecue onto High  
for five minutes to burn any  

food residue to ash.

Step 2 
Scrub down cooking surfaces  
with a wire brush to remove  

any solid debris. 

Step 3 >
Wipe away any residue  

with paper towels.

cleaning the 
barbecue
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<< Step 4
Wash cooking surfaces  

with sponge, warm water  
and mild detergent.

< Step 5
Dry surfaces with a paper  

towel and coat with cooking  
oil for protection.

Step 7 > 
Scrub burners with soapy  

water, and brush with wire  
brush to clean out ports. Replace  
and dry by lighting each burner.

Annually season your non-enameled cast iron hotplate to protect against rust, add flavour 
and retain a non-stick coating. Super-heat your dry, non-oiled hotplate, then cover with a 
layer of salt. Continue heating the hotplate while stirring the salt every few minutes until 
it turns a cinnamon colour. Remove salt and apply a light coating of oil.

For more barbecue tips see www.bbqfactory.co.nz.

Every six months

< Step 6
Remove burners and check  

burner necks for spider  
webs or insect nests.
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going green words: Sue Reidy
picture: courtesy of TRANZ

low impact design: 
creating a habitat
Low impact design (LID) is a phrase you’ll increasingly hear mentioned. 
In broad terms, it means bringing nature into an urban environment.

“We need to do a better job of co-existing with 

nature,” says ARC stormwater action team leader 

Earl Shaver. “All of Western society is based on 

consumption. We need to change that philosophy 

to protect the environment for our kids. We have 

to change our approach to land use away from land 

development, which is based on consumption, to 

one that is more aimed at protection, preservation 

and enhancement.”

The Auckland Regional Council’s Low Impact Design 

Manual for the Auckland Region defines low impact 

design as ‘a design approach for site development 

that protects and incorporates natural site features 

into erosion and sediment control and stormwater 

management plans’. 

LID is a philosophy that reflects a shift in thinking. 

Instead of fitting land to suit a development, an 

LID approach fits the development to suit what the 

land can tolerate. Stormwater impacts, for example, 

might be a determining factor in site development. 

For instance, a pole house might be designed for a 

very steep site, rather than cutting into the earth. 

Ideally, such factors should be integrated early in the 

site planning process. 

So, when planning a new home, those thinking LID 

look carefully about how they can incorporate the 

natural features of the site, and how they can be 

protected from erosion and from stormwater run-off. 

And they study this to a greater degree than is currently 

required under the various codes of compliance.

“If you have a site, think in terms of creating a 

habitat,” says Shaver. “Try to protect the natural 

features, such as a nice piece of bush or a wetland. 

They provide value to the downstream area. 

Wetlands filter pollutants. Trees, because of their 

evapo-transpiration, also reduce run-off.

“Most of us live in fairly sterile environments, where 

the landscape is dominated by buildings, streets, 

footpaths and other impervious surfaces. We are, 

for the most part, disconnected from nature. Only 

by preserving something of the natural environment 

can we retain a sense of place, an identity with the 

land, and have a distinctive sense of being part of 

our region.”  

For more on LID and the part it plays in urban design 

in New Zealand and Australia, visit: 

www.landcareresearch.co.nz/research/urban/liudd/.
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Pilkington brings the latest 
innovation, technology and 
environmental solutions to 
all your design needs.

environment

quality

innovation

Technical and General Enquiries 0800 808 060
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take a different look at travel
Fascinating destinations, fabulous food, good wine, great company and wonderful experiences which 
remain etched in your memory forever.  We believe these are the components of good travel. 

For unique travel destinations in 2007,    www.viaggio.net.nz

viaggio
l i fe s t y l e  va ca t i o n s

1800 683 028

portugal . italy . africa . dubai . north america . america’s cup . monaco grand prix . spa vacations

viaggio the experience the lifestyle the company

p   .   0800 100 799



words: Melanie Cooper
pictures: Sara Ormeprofile

Takapuna beach on Auckland’s North Shore is a world away from where Allison 

won the Boston and New York marathons, but it’s where she’s preparing for a 

whole new campaign. Last time, it was a largely individual performance; this 

time, she is part of a much bigger team focused on making New Zealand a world 

leader in health.

The team, which includes medical professionals, a researcher, a strategist and 

passionate individuals like Allison, is lobbying for an integrative approach to 

health that considers the bigger picture and takes into account the role of 

nutrition and environment. Driving a shift in the country’s current approach to 

health practice is a huge task, but Allison says a successful athletic career has 

put her in a unique position to be able to help.

“Clean air is dear to my heart and so is  
the ability to get outside and run around.”

“People come to me about all sorts of health problems they’re facing, like the 

fact they’re breathing in the toxic sprays being released into their environment. 

It’s not something one person can solve, but if I can deal with one small bite of 

the problem and perhaps raise the profile, then we’re that much closer.” 

Thinking back to how she won two of the world’s most prestigious running 

events, Allison says it started with the realisation that all her competitors had 

the same credentials as her – two arms and two legs. 

“There was no reason I couldn’t do it.”

Now, she is just as matter-of-fact about creating a healthier place to live.

breathing  
it all in
Breaking a world record in the New York City marathon is nothing 
next to the challenge Allison Roe has set herself now.
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“We have every right to know what is going into our food 

and that the air we breathe is free of contaminants. These 

issues need to be addressed at a high level, but it starts 

with us and what we’re already aware of.

“With my running, I was fortunate enough to travel 

around the world. I visited third world countries and saw 

the horrific conditions people were living in, and I visited 

highly developed countries like the US, where I saw the 

seedier side of places like New York, with rats as big as 

cats and kids sniffing drugs in the street.

“When I came back, it made me really appreciate what 

we had here. However, since then, the health of this 

country has really spiralled downwards.”

It’s a desire to see that standard of living restored, and the 

belief that health is our most precious commodity, that’s 

behind Allison’s commitment to integrative medicine and 

projects like the annual Run to Heal fundraising series. 

“It wasn’t until I had my first child that I realised how 

important health and wellness was. I hadn’t really 

considered mortality before or what it would mean not 

to have your health, but when my daughter was a baby 

she got a nasty chest infection and, probably like all new 

mothers, I worried that she might die.”

Allison now has two healthy teenagers – Jordan (16) who 

survived the chest infection and Elliot (13) – but the idea that 

health is everything is still at the heart of how she lives. 

After 10 years in the country living in Coatesville, the family 

made the decision to move to the city to be closer to school 

and work, but they quickly ruled out apartment living.

“Clean air is dear to my heart and so is the ability to get 

outside and run around. Where we are now in Takapuna, 

we have access to the beach and we get the sea breezes. 

It’s a luxury to get that beach living and still be in the 

middle of a very busy city.”

Set one house back from the beach, Allison describes 

her home as having a casual elegance that makes it easy 

to live in. With a fairly neutral colour palette of creams 

contrasted against dark wooden floors, and an abundance 

of natural light from large windows, it has another quality 

that Allison loves – a spacious, uncluttered feel.

To date, the house is largely unchanged from how it was 

when they bought it. They’ve simply added small touches 

to make it their own.

“I love my artworks and I always have fresh flowers in 

the house. Even when you’re in a new house and you 

haven’t quite figured out where things should go, a 

couple of bunches of flowers always make it look like 

a home.”

Despite finding the good life in the midst of a busy city, 

Allison hasn’t quite relinquished country living. Every 

weekend, following Saturday morning sport, the family 

escapes to a second home, 50 minutes north of Auckland 

and surrounded by 130 lemon trees.

Up north is where the family keeps its ‘comfy furniture’, 

its toys and gear, and an endless supply of bedrooms 

to house the friends and family that regularly come to 

stay. It’s also where Allison indulges her love of antiques. 

Moving from a high-studded house to a more modern 

home meant she had to curb her collector’s eye, but she 

has shifted her favourites into the Point Wells house, 

including a French Louis XIV chest with a marble top, and 

an antique hallstand.

Christmas holidays and special occasions are also spent 

up north and you get the impression that this is the real 

family home – a great place to recharge mind, body and 

soul for the challenges that lie ahead.  

“Even when you’re in a new house and 
you haven’t quite figured out where things 
should go, a couple of bunches of flowers 
always make it look like a home.”

Resene  
Ashanti

Resene  
Kitsch

Resene  
Norwester
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In all our 110 years as international carpet makers, no one has ever been able to make a luxury wool carpet quite like this.
Victoria Carpets’ totally new Cassini range for the first time gives you the lifestyle benefits of traditional cut pile carpet with the fashion
look of textured loop pile – in New Zealand grown wool. And unlike normal wool carpet, Victoria Cassini comes with a 10 year warranty.

Cassini. Exclusively Victoria Carpets. Exclusive to Flooring First.

Eight inspired fashion shades        ★ ★ ★ ★ ★ ★
Independently rated 6-star maximum Extra Heavy Duty including stairs.

Yesterday, a luxury carpet like this was not possible.
Today it’s available exclusively from Flooring First.

0800 46 47 48 www.flooringfirst.co.nz

Furnishings by Danske Mobler www.danskemobler.co.nz

C a s s i n i   C o l l e c t i o n
The best of wool for the best of life

NORTHLAND: Whangarei Floorcraft Flooring First AUCKLAND: Manukau Flooring First, Takapuna Carpet Time, Whangaparaoa Flooring First, Warkworth Flooring First WAIKATO: Hamilton
Selecta Carpets, Otorohanga Murray Hunt Furnishers, Te Awamutu Collins Flooring First, Taumarunui Country Carpet & Furniture, Thames On All Floors, Tokoroa Footes Carpet & Upholstery
Centre  BAY OF PLENTY: Rotorua Focus Flooring, Taupo Midway Carpets, Whakatane Read’s Trading Co.  TARANAKI: New Plymouth Classic Carpets, Inglewood Drakes Furnishers,
Waverley E.C. Dallison WANGANUI: Wanganui Furnishers HAWKE’S BAY: Hastings The Original Carpet Warehouse, Waipukurau Brookers Furnishers PALMERSTON NORTH: Lew’s
Creative Floor Company  WAIRARAPA: Masterton McKenzies Flooring First WELLINGTON: City Floor Store, Petone Ridley & Cutting Flooring First, Tawa Embassy Flooring First MARLBOROUGH:
Blenheim Hubbers Furnishings  NELSON: Hubbers Furnishings, Richmond Flooring First CHRISTCHURCH: Carpet Kingdom, Hubbers Furnishings, Rangiora Hubbers Furnishings TIMARU/
OAMARU: Washdyke & Oamaru Don Simpson Carpets OTAGO: Dunedin Dunedin Carpet Company, Cromwell Cromwell Carpets & Drapes, Wanaka Lakeland Flooring SOUTHLAND: Gore
Thompson Flooring & Window Furnishings, Invercargill H&J’s Carpet World, Hubbers Furnishings, Winton Winton Flooring Specialists WEST COAST: Westport Bradleys Furniture  8/06



Just what makes the ideal painting day? It’s important to 

get it right or chances are you’ll be less than satisfied with 

the results. “Ideal” is a tough concept, though – like most 

things, you’re best to aim for moderation.

Take temperature, for example. We typically have two 

types of paints to worry about – solventborne enamels 

and a wide range of latex-based waterborne paints. How 

does cold affect them?

All paints get thick (or more viscous) in the cold and are 

much harder to use, especially solventborne enamels. 

One answer is to add thinners, but this has the side-effect 

of reducing film build and therefore appearance. A better 

solution is to stand the paint in warm water, which makes 

it much easier to apply and helps get that smooth, brush 

mark-free finish that you want.

Cold temperatures can really slow down the drying time  

of solventborne enamels, but can also be totally catas-

trophic to the drying of waterborne latex paints. The plastic  

particles that make up the latex binder will harden in the  

cold to the extent that they can’t fuse together to form  

a film. This can result in cracks forming and even,  

sometimes, the whole paint film drying to a powder.

Crank the temperature up too high, however, and a new 

set of problems surfaces. There are not any real issues 

with the solventborne systems, but waterborne systems 

can just dry too fast.

When waterborne paint dries too rapidly, it doesn’t have 

time to flow out into a smooth, consolidated film. Also, 

the paint dries so quickly in the brush itself that it becomes 

almost impossible to clean.

What’s more, temperature always has to be looked at it 

in combination with atmospheric moisture. We’re not 

talking rain, here – it’s pretty obvious that you can’t paint 

outside in the rain. We’re talking humidity. 

Humidity is the amount of moisture in the air. If the air is 

full of moisture (i.e. humidity is high) it is slow to accept 

more water into it and waterborne paints will be very 

slow to dry. This will lead to easy application – beautiful 

flow – but there is also a risk of water-sensitive materials 

accumulating on the surface.

Low humidity means the air is thirsty for moisture and will 

grab it, fast, from anywhere – such as a paint film. Low 

humidity, high temperatures and – additionally – a porous 

surface will lead to ultra-rapid loss of water and ultra-fast 

drying. So fast, in fact, that the particles in the film won’t 

have time to arrange themselves properly. 

To help overcome this, hot weather additives, which can 

slow things down a bit, can be added to the paint. And 

if the surface is porous, it can be pre-wetted with water 

before the application of waterborne paints.  

the perfect day  
for painting
The brushes are bought, the roller lies in wait in its tray, and 
the paint tins are just tempting you to lift the lids and unleash 
the colour inside… but first, take a look at the weather.

beginner’s guide to… words: Rachel Macdonald

Resene  
Resolution Blue

Resene  
Tangerine

Resene  
Cherry Pie

Resene  
Alo Alo

Resene  
Turbo
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pictures: courtesy of TRANZ and Lucent*Media

So, what is ideal? 15-20°C, 
humidity 70-80% and a very 
gentle breeze. In the absence 
of the ideal, the following  
is a useful checklist:

>  Is the washing on the line drying? If it’s not, neither 

will your paint.

>  If water spilt on a concrete path doesn’t dry out, leave 

your painting until it does.

>  If a thin coat of water applied to the substrate has not 

evaporated in 15 minutes, leave your painting until 

it does.

>  A light breeze is ideal for drying your paint. If it’s too 

windy, your paint will dry too fast, so move operations 

to a more sheltered side of the building.

>  Don’t paint in direct sunlight or in extremely hot 

weather. If you’re pushed, paint the shady side of the 

building or wait until the temperature drops.

>  Cloudy or overcast conditions are ideal for painting… 

provided it’s not raining and rain is not expected.

>  Read the label on your paint tin. If you follow its 

recommendations, you’ll reap the full benefit of the 

protective capabilities and finishes of your paint.
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Foldback® Bifold EurosliderTM EurostackerTM

Available from:

For your nearest Fletcher Aluminium fabricator
contact 0800 55 11 00 or visit

www.fletcheraluminium.co.nz

C
C

33
45

Don’t mind your step

Flat Surfaced Sill
Unique to the Foldback® Bifold, EurosliderTM and EurostackerTM, the 
fl at surfaced sill creates a smooth transition from indoor living to the 
outside areas. The fl at surface sill design positions all operating gear 
at the top leaving a fl at area for easy cleaning and continuous even 
operation of the doors and windows.

The integration of the internal fl ooring and outdoor surfaces into the 
sill to create a fl ush appearance leaves a low profi le for panel guide 
movement and weathering requirements. An added feature of the fl at 
surfaced sill and the top rolling mechanism, is the adjustability control 
for the life of the joinery.
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builder

choosing and using a… words: Sue Reidy
picture: Scott Rothstein, Dreamstime.com

When you’re planning a small home renovation, finding a reputable, 
reliable builder who does quality work, is available and who doesn’t 
charge the earth can seem a daunting task.

If you’re anything like me, you’re probably terrified of 

getting it wrong. The spectre of leaky buildings, crooked 

walls, poorly hung windows, or a project going way over 

budget is enough to make most of us quake in our boots. 

If you’re embarking on a larger project, an architect or a 

project manager will manage the process for you, but if 

you’re running a small-scale project yourself, here are a 

few tips to make the undertaking easier.

Do your homework first

>  Look for someone who builds or renovates houses 

within your price range.

>  A builder’s reputation is vital – talk to any friends and 

associates who have recently had building work done 

and are happy with the results. Begin to compile a list 

of referrals. Bear in mind, too, that a builder will usually 
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use their own set of preferred tradespeople – plumbers, 

drainlayers, tilers, sparkies, etc.

>  Credentials – is the builder a Registered Certified 

Builder or a registered member of the Master Builders 

Federation? To find out more about registered builders 

and construction companies in your area, visit either 

www.certified.co.nz or www.masterbuilder.org.nz, 

or www.masterbuilders.com.au in Australia.

>  Proven experience – how many years has your builder 

been in business? 

>  Ask to see references – and do more than just checking 

them by phone. If possible, ask to visit one or two 

previous projects and look at the quality of the work. 

Try to do this without the builder present, so you can 

ask the homeowner some frank questions: Did their 

project run smoothly? If not, why not? Were there any 

hold-ups in their job? Was there a budget blow-out? 

If so, why?

>  Obtain a written quote – ensure that it’s itemised, so 

that you know everything has been included. You don’t 

want to be landed with any hidden extras at the end 

of the job.

>  Get an estimate of a likely timeframe for your project 

– how available is your builder? How many other jobs 

do they already have booked in? What size is the 

construction team? How much time will the head 

builder personally spend on site? If problems occur, you 

need someone who will be readily accessible.

Alarm bells should ring if the builder

>  Isn’t someone you instinctively like and trust, and will 

enjoy working with. Remember, you may be dealing 

with them for many weeks or months.

>  Doesn’t listen to your questions or concerns, or give you 

straight answers to reasonable enquiries.

>  Doesn’t return calls or generally follow up.

>  Doesn’t do what they say they are going to do.

>  Isn’t helpful with solving problems.

>  Is culpable of the obvious – unacceptable delays, ridiculous 

excuses, fobbing you off with cheaper products that 

don’t meet your specs.  

once you’ve selected  
a builder
Unless you’re dealing with a really low-budget 

renovation, do give serious consideration to 

getting an architect or a project manager to 

manage the undertaking. If you’re doing it 

yourself, though, remember, you’ll need a 

signed contract before work begins. 

The main issue is to make sure your legal 

liabilities are identified, and that your builder 

will take responsibility for addressing them. 

This means ensuring that the necessary building 

or resource consents, and a building code 

compliance certificate, are obtained. Failure to 

comply with construction standards and tick off 

the right paperwork is highly likely to affect the 

sale of your house further down the track.

Finally, don’t forget that you can consider 

holding back a percentage of the payment 

until the last construction details have been 

dealt with to your satisfaction – such retentions 

can be mentioned in your contract. Once your 

builder has left the site, it can be really difficult 

to persuade them back to fix any problems.

Resene  
Takaka

Resene  
Cordite

In New Zealand, there are various types of 

building contracts available, depending on the 

nature of the project: 

>  Architects use: the NZIA (New Zealand Institute 

of Architects) provides a range of contracts to 

suit the scale of individual projects. 

>  Project managers and engineers use: NZ3910 

contracts produced by the New Zealand 

Standards Association. 

>  Other: both the CBANZ (Certified Builders 

Association of New Zealand) and the Master 

Builders Federation provide a range of 

standard contracts for their members that 

vary according to the type of project.
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These days no one wants to mess around with water. That’s why in the vulnerable wet 

areas of your home you should specify the “green board” – GIB Aqualine®.

GIB Aqualine®’s special water resistant wax polymer 

core is specifically designed to help protect 

against damaging steam, condensation, leaks and 

splashes. In fact it’s the professionals choice, with 

GIB Aqualine® used in over 300,000 wet area rooms in NZ in the past ten years. 

Fiberglass reinforcing helps make GIB Aqualine® a solid and reliable tile substrate too.

A dry bathroom is a good bathroom. So specify the extra protection 

the experts demand. Look for GIB Aqualine®. Look for green.

For a demonstration of GIB Aqualine®'s special properties

or a free Renovation guide go to www.gibaqualine.co.nz

Help protect against steam and moisture damage with NZ’s #1 wet area lining.

Renovating a bathroom, kitchen or laundry? 
Look for GIB Aqualine

®

Look for green.

GIB Aqualine®

Look for Green

WIN748/HAB/FP SUGAR
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Conditions: Competition is open to New Zealand 
residents only. All employees, and their immediate 
families, of Resene Paints Limited, Jones Publishing 
and their advertising agencies, are ineligible to 
enter. Prize may not be exchanged or redeemed 
for cash. Competition closes 5pm, Friday  
24 November 2006.

Hirepool

We have 20 x 

$50 Hirepool hire 

vouchers to give 

away, so now’s 

your best chance 

to finish all those 

odd jobs. Hirepool, hire the experience.  

www.hirepool.co.nz.

Just write ‘Hirepool‘ on the back of 
an envelope with your contact details 
and be in to win!

The Bean

The Bean is a four-in-one workout 

machine that takes the pain out of 

exercise and with regular use gives killer 

abs in as little as two weeks. It’s a versatile, 

ergonomically correct workout bench 

that is safe and effective for all ages.

To be in to win one of five Beans, 
valued at $99.90 each, write ‘The 
Bean’ with your contact details on 
the back of an envelope. 

Blackmores 10 Day Detox

Use Blackmores 10 Day Detox Programme 

– to give your system a quick tune-up!

In today’s hectic lifestyle, it’s often 

easy to overlook the fact that many of 

our bodies could do with a good old 

fashioned tune up.

We have 6 Blackmores 10 Day Detox 
Programme Kits with an RRP of 
$84.95 each to give away. Just write 
‘Blackmores Detox’ and your contact 
details on the back of an envelope 
and be in to win!

Resene

Win one of 14 Resene $100 paint 

vouchers and the latest The Range 2007 

fandeck and splash the latest colours 

around your place.

To be in to win simply write ‘Resene’ 
and your contact details on the back 
of an envelope.

Pure Blonde Lager

After a long day building the wife’s 

gazebo, relax with a well-earned Pure 

Blonde Lager as a reward for your 

exceptional DIY skills – in fact, have a 

couple, because with less carbs than 

normal beer, there is less impact on your 

waist-line!

To be in to win one of 12 cases simply 
write ‘Pure Blonde Lager’ and your 
details on the back of an envelope.

We have 60 fantastic prizes to 
give away – all you have to do 
is write contact details with the 
name of the item you’d like to win 
on the back of an envelope.

Remember to include your name, email 

address, address and a daytime phone number.

Entries should be posted to: 

Win with Habitat competition 

Jones Publishing 

P O Box 91344  

AMSC 

Auckland 1142

Magic Bullet

Revolutionise your 

kitchen with the 

Magic Bullet – a 

must have for kiwi 

kitchens! You can 

chop onions, mince 

garlic or grate 

cheese – all in 10 seconds or less. 

To be in to win one of three Magic 
Bullets valued at $199.95 each, simply 
write ‘Magic Bullet’ and your contact 
details on the back of an envelope. 

competition
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“Player is about creating the sleep environment that suits you and having fun doing it. Modern day living means that 

our lives, jobs, and roles are constantly changing. Player responds to this by providing a palette of options that allow 

you to personalise your sleep environment, and keep re-personalising it to keep pace with the changes in your life.”  

             

For your local stockist and further information visit
 www.dm.co.nz/player.html or call NZ: 0800 337 446,

 AU: 1800 553 312 Player brochure available.
 New range of Bodyfi t mattresses and overlays out now!

LET’S play…

Helen Jones – Designer   

     

60732 - DM Player ad Habitat dps1   1 8/2/06   11:12:30 AM



new range instore now!

FRAMES          +          LEGS          +          HEADBOARDS          +          ACCESSORIES 

= 

Over 500 combinations to choose from. 

Visit your local stockist to create your ultimate Player bed!
Available through selected stockists only.

60732 - DM Player ad Habitat dps2   2 8/2/06   11:13:12 AM



WallaceCotton FP Habitat 8/10/06 11:59 AM Page 1 

Shop online at www.wallacecotton.co.nz
To order a catalogue phone 0800 222 122 or visit www.wallacecotton.co.nz

NEW STORE OPEN NOW at 7B Enterprise St, Birkenhead, Auckland



four looks
one bedroom

The bedroom is a very personal 
space. It’s a place of rest, 
relaxation and romance, and 
a room that probably reveals 
more about who we are as 
individuals than any other 
room in the house.

That’s why, when it comes to decorating or 

redesigning your bedroom, it makes sense to create 

an environment that reflects your personality and 

provides an appealing and inviting retreat. 

A focal point of any bedroom is the bed itself. 

And by combining bed linen, throws, pillows 

and a handful of accessories, it’s easy to 

create a mood and tone that suits your 

individual style. 

To help inspire you, we’ve created four 

distinct bedroom looks. Each uses 

the same basic elements: a native 

rimu, queen-size platform flexi-slat 

base and matching single-drawer 

bedside tables from the Design 

Mobel Player range.

beginner’s guide to… words: Deirdre Coleman
pictures: Kallan MacLeod
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dramatic
Black and white creates a dramatic contrast in the bedroom, and it’s a colour 

combination that provides the perfect base for your own personal touches. 

Kept simple, a monochromatic scheme has a modern, sophisticated look; but 

it can also be softened with warm neutral shades, or brightened with bold 

tones such as red, lime, orange or fuchsia. 

In this bedroom, the white duvet cover, with a basket-weave pattern and 

matching Euro pillows, is accented with a black sheet and standard pillows. 

On top of these are a 45cm x 45cm square cushion and a 30cm x 50cm 

breakfast cushion. This layering of different-sized pillows in alternating black 

and white adds depth and interest to the bed setting. A black faux-mink 

throw anchors the end of the bed and balances out the black top sheet. 

To match the strong statement made by the black and white linen, the bed 

features solid block legs and an extended headboard. Accessories on the 

bedside tables continue the black-and-white theme and include a picture 

frame, and a stack of black and white towels. A vase of pink summer lilies 

and an ornamental fuchsia elephant liven up the room with a bold splash 

of colour.

Bed: Player with  
block leg and matching 
bedside tables,  
Design Mobel  
0800 337 446 
www.designmobel.co.nz

Duvet cover: Dolce set 
from the Domani Range, 
Icon Home Ltd  
09 574 3200

Elephant, black picture 
frame and sequined 
heart and star: 
Redcurrent Auckland, 
Hamilton, Hawkes Bay, 
Wellington, Christchurch 
www.redcurrentathome.
co.nz

Cushions: Domani Dolce, 
Icon Home Ltd

Polycotton sheet and 
pillowcases: Design Plus, 
Icon Home Ltd

Three-photo picture 
frame: Ezibuy 
0508 500 500 
www.ezibuy.co.nz

Flowers: Vida Flores 
09 523 5454

Faux mink blanket: H&I, 
Icon Home Ltd

Turkish cotton ribbed 
towels: MK Pure, Icon 
Home Ltd

Curtain: Collingwood 
(in Nero) from the Belle 
range, Icon Home Ltd

Resene  
Caffeine

Resene Quarter 
Spanish White

Resene  
Tea

Resene  
Popstar

Resene  
Dixie Chick

Resene  
Soul
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Bed: Player with plinth 
leg and matching 
bedside tables,  
Design Mobel 
0800 337 446 
www.designmobel.co.nz

Serenade paisley duvet 
set and pillow cases: 
Wallace Cotton 
0800 222 122 
www.wallacecotton.co.nz

Book: Redcurrent 
Auckland, Hamilton, 
Hawkes Bay, Wellington, 
Christchurch 
www.redcurrentathome.
co.nz

Walnut cambric sheet  
set and pillowcases: 
Wallace Cotton

Velvet/silk quilt in Moss: 
Wallace Cotton

Slippers: Wallace Cotton

Bottled bath salts:  
Mor Cosmetics 
www.morcosmetics.com

Flowers: Vida Flores 
09 523 5454

Resene  
Palm Sugar

Resene  
Pearl Lusta

Resene  
Sanctuary

Resene  
Joanna

Resene  
Twister

Resene  
Milk Chocolate

modern romantic
Many women dream of creating a romantic, feminine décor in the bedroom, 

but it’s not always a look that appeals to the guys. However, romantic doesn’t 

have to mean frilly, flouncy bed linen and heart-shaped pillows in pink and white 

satin. It’s possible to achieve a subtle romantic feel with a more understated 

palette and simple accessories, which won’t scare away the boys.

This setting uses earthy tones of moss and milk chocolate, teamed with a 

pure-cotton percale duvet set in a fresh paisley design, with matching 

pillowcases. A subtle feminine detail is introduced through the embroidered 

cuff on the walnut sheet set. The reversible moss-coloured quilt has soft pure 

silk on one side and textured cotton velvet on the other. It is paired with 

matching rectangular cushions. Texture and visual interest is introduced in the 

spiral patterns embroidered on the pillows and quilt.

Although layered for a soft, luxurious feel, the pillows at the head of the 

bed are grouped in an ordered fashion. They are intentionally kept to smaller 

proportions so as not to overpower the standard panel headboard. 

Feminine touches on the bedside tables include a small white ornamental 

birdcage with a curved top, which complements the pattern on the duvet. A 

vase of cream stock and a bottle of bath salts add texture and interest to the 

other bedside table. 

The result is a rich, inviting bedroom with an upmarket romantic feel that 

appeals to both genders.
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Bed: Player with 
continuous leg and 
matching bedside tables, 
Design Mobel 
0800 337 446 
www.designmobel.co.nz

Pure-cotton Seville  
sheet and pillowcase  
set with embroidery and 
pintuck detail: Ezibuy 
0508 500 500 
www.ezibuy.co.nz

Belle Brooklyn Charcoal 
Ready to hang curtain: 
Icon Home Ltd 
09 574 3200

Savoy quilted bed cover 
in champagne: Ezibuy

Candlesticks: Valencia 
glass candle holders: 
Ezibuy

Wooden scented 
flowers: Redcurrent 
www.redcurrentathome.
co.nz

Flowers: Vida Flores 
09 523 5454

Resene  
Haystack

Resene  
Albescent White

Resene  
Maxwell Smart

Resene  
High Country

Resene  
Melting Moment

Resene  
Afficionado

minimalist masculine
When it comes to the bedroom, most men would happily dispense with 

frills, flounces and fluffiness in favour of a more understated, fuss-free style. 

Mountains of pillows on a four-poster bed swathed in fabric are enough to 

give most guys nightmares. 

This Zen-inspired bedroom design has a certain simplicity that appeals to the 

male psyche. With its clean, uncluttered lines, it is at once uncomplicated and 

minimalist, but with a calming, restful atmosphere.

Two pillows lie flat at the head of the bed, accentuating its dimensions. The 

champagne quilt, in a light, silk-look polyester, is stitched with a strong grid 

design. Fitting snugly on the bed, it covers the mattress, but doesn’t obscure 

the warm tones of the rimu bed base. The bed’s continuous metal leg provides 

a modern touch with a very masculine edge.

A linear element is introduced in the form of a striped chenille curtain behind 

the bed. The white pure cotton sheets and matching pillowcases feature 

a pintuck detail and four stitched lines in shades of champagne, caramel, 

bronze and chocolate, to subtly complement the quilt. 

While incorporating the same simple styling as the bed linen, accessories on 

the bedside tables feature curved forms to offset the strong linear elements in 

the rest of the room. An unadorned round glass vase holds a fruit-salad leaf, 

and a pair of clear glass candleholders sit on the other table. The only floral 

accents in the room are two scented, carved wooden flowers with a definite 

masculine feel.
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White Deco duvet and 
silver Deco sheet set: 
Thread Design 
09 302 1710

Blue Cathedral 
candleholder set: Ezibuy 
0508 500 500 
www.ezibuy.co.nz

Quilted Euro pillowcases, 
white Oxford 
pillowcases: Thread 
Design

White and silver peacock 
cushion: Thread Design

Roma wooden 
candleholders and 
scented candles: Ezibuy

Flowers: Vida Flores 
09 523 5454

Resene  
Urbane

Resene  
Tonto

Resene  
Ashanti

Resene  
Night Moves

Resene  
Half Sea Fog

Resene  
Indian Ink

clean and contemporary
Crisp white sheets give a bed the luxurious feel of a five-star hotel. They’re 

inviting and expensive-looking, and an ideal basic element to which you can 

add your own personal touches. 

White bed linen can also be accessorised to suit the season. In summer or 

spring, add fresh shades of citrus, lime and aqua; during autumn and winter, 

warm up the white with bronze, plum or chocolate accents.

This bed setting takes the clean, contemporary look of white bed linen and 

gives it an elegant and contemporary twist, thanks to a subtle silver theme. 

The sheet and matching pillowcases feature a delicate Art Déco-inspired 

motif in silver stitching on the cuff. The same square, self-coloured pattern is 

repeated in the matching duvet. 

Quilted square-shaped Euro pillows, propped up against the extended headboard 

and teamed with white Oxford pillows, create an opulent layered look. The 

most eye-catching item on the bed is a rectangular white cushion with a silver 

peacock on the front. This decorative piece adds interest to the all-white colour 

scheme and introduces a shiny texture that offsets the matte finish of the white 

bed linen. The cylindrical steel bed legs continue the silver theme.

Blue-toned accessories were selected for the bedside tables, to complement 

the white-and-silver theme. These include a set of three cylindrical candle 

holders, a sapphire-blue glass vase holding an arrangement of proteas, a 

white picture frame and two wooden candlesticks with a distressed-white 

Resene Paint Effects finish.  

Bed: Player with cylinder 
leg, extended headboard 
and matching bedside 
tables, Design Mobel 
0800 337 446 
www.designmobel.co.nz
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step up
Most of us need to use a ladder at some time or another, whether to wash  
a window, trim an overhanging tree, or simply to clean the gutters. However, 
taking on even a simple chore on a ladder can result in serious injury, unless 
you adopt a few commonsense safety procedures.

responsible renovating words: Sue Reidy
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We have traditionally been a nation of do-it-yourselfers. 

We tend not to use a tradesperson if we think we can 

tackle a job on our own. However, if you’re not good 

with heights and you’re not confident about climbing up 

a ladder, let alone setting up and then venturing up an 

extension ladder – then DON’T. 

If you can’t afford to pay someone to climb up the 

ladder and do the job for you, then think laterally about 

exchanging your own services or skills to get the job done. 

An offer of an evening’s babysitting or a casserole as a 

swap with a friend or neighbour for clearing the leaves 

from a second-storey guttering? Why not?

So, remember:

>  Don’t be afraid to ask for help if you need it. Get 

someone to hold the ladder in position while you climb. 

>  If you’re using a new ladder, read the manufacturer’s 

instructions first.

>  Inspect the ladder:

 – Check for any loose screws. 

 –  Check that the ladder rungs are dry before stepping 

on them. 

 –  Ensure your metal ladder has slip-resistant feet.

>  Use the right ladder for the job. Plenty of accidents are 

caused by someone using a ladder that’s too short.

>  Place the ladder on firm, level ground and ensure that 

the safety locks are engaged, so the ladder doesn’t 

slide out of position.

>  Keep the area around the bottom of the ladder free 

of clutter.

>  Ensure that the ladder is well clear of power lines and 

electrical equipment.

>  Wear slip-resistant shoes.

>  There should only be one person on a ladder at a time.

>  Face the ladder when climbing up or down.

>  Keep your weight evenly distributed. Climb in the 

centre of the ladder, hold the side rails with both 

hands and keep your belt buckle within the sides of 

the ladder.

>  Never leave a raised ladder unattended. 

Extension ladders

>  Extend an extension ladder at least a metre beyond 

the top surface the ladder is resting on.

>  Don’t place the ladder at too extreme an angle – three 

up, one out is safe.

DON’T 

>  Don’t use a damaged ladder. It’s not worth the risk.

>  Don’t over-extend your reach. 

>  Don’t climb onto the top step of a ladder.

>  Don’t use a step ladder as an extension ladder.

>  Don’t use a ladder in high winds or in an electrical 

storm.

>  Don’t use a ladder as a seat between your chores – it’s 

not designed to carry your weight for long periods.

If you fall off a ladder

Don’t panic. Evaluate the situation as calmly as you can 

and decide if you’re hurt. If you don’t think that you’ve 

broken any bones, get up slowly. Even if you are mobile, if 

you have hit your head, go and get yourself checked out 

as soon as possible. If you believe an injury has occurred 

that stops you from standing or walking, shout for help. 

If you have a cellphone handy call 111 in New Zealand 

or 000 in Australia, or contact a friend or neighbour for 

assistance. In fact, always keep your cellphone handy if 

you are using a ladder when there is no one else around. 

To find out more about using your ladder safely, visit: 

www.consumeraffairs.govt.nz/productsafety/

consumerinfo/laddersafety.html 

or email: ladders@nacl.co.nz.  

pictures: Lucent*Media

Resene  
Bleach White

Resene  
Hot August
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abode aroma >
Diffusers are a clean, smoke-free alternative  

to candles or incense. Distributed by 

Linens & More, Abode Aroma diffusers 

contain 90% fragrance oil and come in  

a range of scents to suit all tastes

0800 546 367 

www.linensandmore.co.nz

off the shelf
< pure and simple
Launched at the recent Milan 

Furniture Fair, the Axor Massaud 

bathroom suite combines organic 

and geometric forms in a blend 

of natural aesthetic and modern 

design, where each fixture becomes 

a ceremonial sculpture

www.hydrotech.co.nz
Resene 

Gargoyle

off the shelf

< colourlicious
For towels in the most luscious 

range of gelato summer colours, 

go no further than Country Road. 

You’ll find super-luxurious large 

beach towels in sea blue, bright 

green, coral and accents of red 

www.countryroad.com.au

Resene 
Popstar
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< true colours
See the true colour every time you  

look at a Resene colour chart. Resene 

grey isolators now come with two 

handy view holes ideal for viewing 

colour chips of various sizes. Free from  

Resene ColorShops

tiki time 

<

From leading Pacific textile designer, 

Ataahua, come lamp and pendant 

shades with a distinctly NZ flavour

Available from top design stores

< lounge around
How’s this for a sun-lounger that’s 

barely there? See yourself cradled 

weightless in its organic leaf form

www.domo.co.nz

Resene 
Anise

Resene 
Wot Eva

Resene 
Lime White

Resene 
Afficionado



little dazzler 

>

By popular demand, Resene has 

created the Art Action range of 

80ml Resene Metallics, offering 

80ml of dazzle and shine in a range 

of 12 hues from the current Resene 

Metallics & Special Effects Chart

Available from Resene ColorShops 

nationwide

bathroom fashion >
Brand new from the Platinum Series 

comes the Marbello washstand: three 

granite top colours, contemporary bar 

handle, modern open shelf, woodgrain 

options, and glass drawer detail. Styley!

www.clearlite.co.nz

off the shelf

Resene 
Iko Iko

Correctly answer these three questions and you’ll be in the draw to win  

a fabulous Smeg Horizon Dishwasher. 

1.  When open, how far does the Horizon dishwasher’s door extend?

2.  What percentage of the water in the Horizon dishwasher is active 

during the wash cycle?

3.  What two options do you have in installing the Horizon dishwasher?

Simply write your answers, along with your name, address and daytime 

phone number on the back of an envelope and send it to: 

Horizon Dishwasher Competition 

c/o Jones Publishing 

PO Box 91344 

Auckland Mail Centre 

Auckland 1142

Entries must be received by 28 February 2007. The winner will be notified 

by phone.

Conditions: Competition is open to NZ residents only. All employees, and their immediate families  
of Resene Paints Limited, Jones Publishing and their advertising agencies, are ineligible to enter.  
Prize may not be exchanged or redeemed for cash.

win a Smeg dishwasher!



play on 
<

Revamp the vinyl in perfect style with 

this retro turntable from The Limit

09 358 2726 

sales@thelimit.co.nz

outdoor essence
New to New Zealand, Thomas Rose  

Design is synonymous with innovative  

outdoor art and design, both created 

in-house and sourced internationally. 

These are artworks and installations 

with that exclusive difference

www.thomasrose.co.nz

Resene 
Blue Smoke

summer seashells 

<

The fine texture of these fragile-looking 

vases from Maytime Marketing makes 

them perfect for display against a 

white wall or somewhere where the 

light can shine through them

09 526 4274

Leathersworks NZ Ltd
6 Patrick St, Auckland 1006

Ph 09 636 0633, Fax 09 636 0933
bespoke@cerissi.cc
www.cerissi.co.nz

Cerissi use the finest 
leathers and be-spoke 

techniques to apply leather 
to a variety of surfaces 
including tables, desks, 

consoles, furniture 
and interiors.

bespoke@cerissi.cc
or Ph +649 636 0633

001851 cerissi leatherworks.indd2   2 8/31/06   12:49:06 PM

cotton pickin’days 

>

It’s walnut season at Wallace Cotton, 

with new walnut sheet sets and 

European pillowcases joining the 

extensive range of cotton, silk and linen  

duvet covers, quilts, sheets and accessories

Call 0800 222 122 for a catalogue 

www.wallacecotton.co.nz



words: Melanie Cooper
pictures: Kallan MacLeodchez moi

furnishing family history Martin Bell Director

“Good furniture lives in a family’s home for years and 

each piece ends up with its own special history that’s tied 

in with all the memories,” he explains.

Local furniture business Rose & Heather has been 

developing its own story for 30 years, since Martin’s 

in-laws Tim Heather and Lucille Rose realised their 

Warkworth tearooms were doing a rapid trade in Tim’s 

handcrafted wooden coffee tables. They switched cake 

for kauri and a successful furniture business was born.

Martin and his wife MaryJane (daughter of Tim and Lucille) 

now manage the day-to-day running of the company. 

These days, they employ more than 40 staff, spread across 

retail outlets in Melbourne, Sydney and Auckland, and in 

the manufacturing workshop, which has recently grown 

by 30% to keep up with the growth. Ensuring supply 

keeps pace with demand isn’t always easy in the face of 

the company’s steady expansion, exacting standards and 

the fact all the furniture is crafted in its own workshop by 

their skilled staff. However, Martin believes in keeping the 

manufacturing in-house.

“It all makes a difference to our customers. They’re not 

going into an outlet to buy a piece of furniture; they’re 

buying from us and they know that we made it. We have 

Rose & Heather director Martin Bell reckons the best furniture is the kind 
that has a story attached to it.

Get the stained timber 
look outside with Resene 
Kwila Timber Stain or 
Resene Woodsman.
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people who bought their first piece of furniture from us 

25 years ago and who are still coming to us. And now 

we’re even getting the second generation buying from us 

because Mum and Dad did.”

Rose & Heather furniture is crafted from ancient kauri, 

which is valued for its consistent high-quality density 

and grain, and its intense colour. Mined from Northland 

swamps, it results in finished pieces featuring rich cognac 

shades, rather than the more golden tones found in 

traditional kauri. 

“Some of the kauri we’re looking at can be up to 43,000 

years old. We don’t know how much ancient kauri there 

is down there, but we know it can’t be an endless supply, 

so our customers are getting something really special,” 

says Martin.

While some of its original pieces were based on early 

Colonial designs, it has since shifted to a more classic style 

to suit a wider range of homes and tastes.

“We learned that the simpler the product, the harder it is to 

date, and the hallmarks of our work are found in every piece. 

We are influenced by Swedish design, particularly from the 

1780s, and by the work of American architect Frank Lloyd 

Wright, but the overall effect is clean and simple.”

The company’s four signature ranges – Trenail, Eden, 

Tumblehome and Newport – also owe some of their 

design features to the founding family’s love of all things 

nautical. Tim, an ex-naval officer, took inspiration from 

16th century boat design, and Martin, a keen yachtsman, 

says the curves on some of the pieces mimic the shape of 

a boat’s hull. The Trenail range was actually named after 

and built using a traditional boat construction technique, 

where a wedge is driven into an exposed dowel to secure 

the timber instead of using nails. 

And consultants from the Auckland store are currently 

managing the interior design for a 24-berth boat, selecting 

everything from the furniture to the cutlery and the carpet. 

For a boat-lover, that’s a dream job, but Martin says that, 

special projects aside, he loves the furniture business.

“I think it’s so cool that people trust us with something that 

they’re probably going to have in their home forever.”

In Martin and MaryJane’s own family home in Ponsonby, 

it’s not all Rose & Heather furniture, but it all tells a story. 

Taking pride of place is the dining table, which came out 

of an old naval vessel on which Tim Heather once served 

as an officer. Their home – and those of their relatives 

– also houses a lot of Rose & Heather prototype pieces.

“Prototypes are fraught with faults, because of all the 

perfecting that goes on and the detailed hand-finishing, 

but they’re so labour intensive, and because they’re the 

original piece, they generate a history from the time 

they’re created. They’re just one of those charming 

things,” says Martin.

And the family home serves as a great testing ground for 

furniture too. 

“Every item in our home has to stand up to the rigours of 

everything our two boys can throw at it!” 

The ability to stand up to life’s hard knocks was also a 

factor when it came to deciding on the home’s colour 

scheme and flooring. The house, which is a double 

square-bay villa with a return verandah, is finished in dark 

grey on the weatherboards, with white detailing.

Inside, silvers and greys feature strongly. Resene Black White 

is used for the trim and ceilings throughout the house, while 

the charcoal Resene Jimmy Dean, with a silver paint finish, 

lends a point of difference to the ceiling detail in the formal 

sitting room. The kitchen and library feature the lighter 

tones of full- and half-strength Resene Craigieburn.

“I think your home is your sanctuary, and its colours and 

interior themes should reflect that. It makes me laugh 

when I hear people talking about overcapitalising on their 

house – if it makes your family feel happy and secure, 

then I don’t think you need to worry,” says Martin.  

Resene  
Half Craigieburn

Resene  
Craigieburn

Resene  
Jimmy Dean

Resene  
Black White
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Resene  
Yabbadabbadoo

Resene  
A B Sea

Resene  
Get Ready

Materials:

PVA glue

Resene testpots in colours from 

the Resene KidzColour range – we 

used Resene Surfs Up, Resene 

Chaos, Resene I Spy, Resene Grass 

Stain, Resene Frenzee and Resene 

Wet N Wild

1 little squeegee bottle per paint 

colour (or you can apply the paint  

by brush, but make sure it goes  

on VERY thickly)

Funnel

Spoon

Clear plastic bag

Picture to be painted, or design  

to be painted

Your Very Own
WindoW decorations

Download me from www.resene.co.nz. 
Colour me in or use me as a stencil.

Resene JeePeRs CReePeRs

Resene  
I Spy

Resene  
Neva



words: Henrietta Vaughan
pictures: Lucent*Media

1
2

3

Resene  
Sherbert

You’ll find me on the Resene  
KidzColour chart or download me 

 from www.resene.co.nz.

Resene GeT ReADY

Download me from www.resene.co.nz. 
Colour me in or use me as a stencil.

Resene YABBADABBADOO
Resene  

Banana Split

4

Method:

1.  Mix the glue and desired colour together in the bottle or on a plate. 

You need to mix 1 part paint to 2 parts PVA glue.

2.  Place picture inside the plastic bag and lie flat.

3.  Choose a colour and paint the desired area.

4.  It is best to leave this to dry before using another colour. You can 

continue on straight away but the colours may blend together.

5.  Choose the next colour and apply to the picture. Make sure you 

overlap the colours, so that when you pull your glue painting 

off the bag it will all come away as one piece of art.

6.  Once complete, you can add detail such as an outline in black.

7.  When completely dry, carefully peel the design off the plastic bag.

8.  These can be stuck onto windows and mirrors for fun, funky  

and effective original art.



10% off
Get 10% off the recommended retail price 

of any cork tiles in the Cortiça range when 

you present your Resene ColorShop Card.

0800 33 26 75  

www.corkconcepts.com

Offer excludes installation and may not be used  
in conjunction with any other promotion.

the ultimate decorating card  
just got better!

Resene ColorShop Card special offers

As well as the discounts on purchases at Resene ColorShops, you 

can now present your Resene ColorShop Card elsewhere and enjoy 

discounts on a range of products and services from furniture, 

artwork and tiles through to vacations. Simply present your Resene 

ColorShop Card or quote your card number to take advantage 

of these great offers. Offers are valid until 31 March 2007 and 

are not available in conjunction with any other offer, discount or 

promotion. All companies reserve the right to amend or update 

their offers at any time. 

For more information on all these great offers see  

www.resene.co.nz/colorshopcardoffers.co.nz.

Offers are valid in New Zealand to Resene ColorShop Cardholders only until 31 March 2007 and are not available in conjunction with any other offer, discount or promotion. All companies reserve the right 
to amend or update their offers. See www.resene.co.nz/colorshopcardoffers.co.nz or your Resene ColorShop for full details.

discounts
Get a discount off Glengarry’s extensive 

range of quality wine, beer and spirits  

every time you shop.  

0800 733 505  sales@glengarry.co.nz 

www.glengarry.co.nz

Discounts vary by alcohol type and are not 
available in conjunction with any other offer.

15% off
Get 15% off the recommended retail price 

on any purchase (includes custom framing). 

0800 10 10 15 

artforartssake@xtra.co.nz

Offer excludes sale or already discounted items,  
Art for Art’s Sake loyalty cards and gift vouchers.

Epicurean Workshop
Everything but the kitchen sink at  

www.epicurean.co.nz

Receive 4 Spanish Tapas dishes valued  

at $28 on orders over $100.

Quote your Resene ColorShop Card number.

Dish

25% off
Subscribe to Dish, New Zealand’s 

Supreme Magazine of the Year 2006, 

(four issues) for only $24.95.

0800 782 347 www.dish.co.nz

Offer starts with next available issue. Quote your 
Resene ColorShop Card number. 
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$500 
Viaggio vacation voucher is yours for FREE 

by just visiting our website and answering 

a few simple questions.

www.viaggio.net.nz

Conditions do apply – full details to be found  
on our website.

$250 
off
$250 off a custom made Quarella Quartz 

or Platinum Granite Benchtop. 

0800 buy tiles or 0800 289 845 

www.tilewarehouse.co.nz

Offer must be presented at time of quotation  
and may not be used in conjunction with any 
other promotion. Offer only valid for purchases 
over $3000.

Offers are valid in New Zealand to Resene ColorShop Cardholders only until 31 March 2007 and are not available in conjunction with any other offer, discount or promotion. All companies reserve the right 
to amend or update their offers. See www.resene.co.nz/colorshopcardoffers.co.nz or your Resene ColorShop for full details.

Resene ColorShop CardResene ColorShop Card special offers

Purchase a Design Mobel PAUSE bed from 

Bedpost and receive the mattress for half price. 

For more info on PAUSE and details of your 

nearest Bedpost stockist visit dm.co.nz or 

call 0800 BEDPOST.

Offer available only from participating Bedpost 
retailers until 31 March 2007. Offer may not be used in 
conjunction with any other retail promotional offer or 
discount. Resene ColorShop Card must be presented 
on purchase. Offer applies to the PAUSE bed only.

TopGear NZ

25% 
off
Subscribe to TopGear NZ, the local version  

of the biggest-selling car magazine in the  

UK. One year (12 issues) for only $74.95.

0800 782 867 www.topgearnz.co.nz

Offer starts with next available issue. Quote your 
Resene ColorShop Card number.

The Limit

specials
Smoby Babymobile $230

Smoby Small Adjustable Slide $150

www.thelimit.co.nz

These special prices are inclusive of GST  
and delivery NZ wide.

The Limit

specials
Crosley Super Bomber AM/FM Radio $200

CD and Cassette Player with AM/FM 

Radio on record storage stand $450

Metro Star Celebration Cake Server 

– plays 3 tunes and 10 second recording 

for your own message $65

www.thelimit.co.nz

These special prices are inclusive of GST  
and delivery NZ wide.

no interest
no repayments
Carpet Court offers no interest  

and no repayments for six months  

on purchase of carpet.

www.carpetcourt.co.nz

Credit and contract conditions apply, excludes 
close outs and seconds, available at participating 
stores, check availability with other promotions.

free clean
Free deck or path clean up to 20sqm 

with every house wash.

0800 JT WASH (0800 58 9274) 

www.jtpropertywash.co.nz

Available to Resene ColorShop Cardholders 
only. Not available in conjunction with any 
other offer.
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painfree  
paperwork
You could say a council is to a renovation what a dentist is to a 
great smile – a necessary evil. However, by being organised and 
knowing exactly what your rights and obligations are, it needn’t feel 
like pulling teeth. Manukau City Council’s booklet, Doing it Right, 
starts us off with this advice:

hard truth words: June-Ann Russell

“Do it right and the project will go smoothly. Taking short 

cuts and ignoring the rules will cost you more in the long 

run. It may mean risks, delays, complaints and disputes. 

These can lead to loss of insurance cover, future loss of 

value, lawsuits, enforcement and abatement orders, fines 

and even prosecution. Do it right, and in the long run 

you’ll spend less and save more.”

Depending on how extensive and complex your renovation 

is, you may prefer to let your design professional deal with 

the council. If you decide to project manage it yourself, 

though, you’ll save money and learn quite a lot in the 

process, says architectural designer Merv Sandford of 

Sandford Design. 

“The key is to do as much homework as possible and 

follow a realistic timeline, bearing in mind that building 

consent applications can take between 10 and 20 

working days to approve, and resource consents can take 

longer,” he says.

“Firstly, visit your council and talk to a planner about what 

you want to do. They can advise you on issues such as 

zoning, height in relation to boundary rules, and drainage. 

This ‘pre-planning’ exercise will pinpoint what you’ll need 

to provide when lodging your consent applications. 

And at this initial visit, request documentation such as 

your property’s certificate of title and a LIM report if you 

haven’t already got them.”

Merv adds that if council hasn’t got the original plans – 

which can sometimes be the case, especially if the house 

is more than 100 years old - this is the time to either carry 

out the necessary measurements or consult your designer. 

As a specialist in house alterations and additions, he says 

his golden rule is always to apply for a project information 

memorandum (PIM). 

“A PIM will uncover very early on all the information the 

council holds that is relevant to your building project, such 

as the location of underground services and whether you 

need to apply for a resource consent. These can be factored 

in sooner rather than later, when drawing up plans.” 

A thorough approach will minimise confusion, delay and 

cost, and help ensure the building consent application is 

processed more rapidly. Merv says not supplying certain 

information will mean returning to the drawing board over 

and over again. For example, if the home has unauthorised 

works, have they been added to the plans? Have all the 

engineering aspects of the proposal been included – a 

geotechnical report, a flood risk assessment, drainage, pipe 
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pictures: courtesy of TRANZ

and stormwater reports? If you plan to use a new material 

or product, have you included a producer statement?

Dealing with council doesn’t end once you’ve got the 

building consent. The Building Consent Authority will 

inspect the work at specific stages identified in the building 

consent, and again at completion. Peter Moloney, team 

leader of building compliance with Manukau Building 

Consultants, says his team frequently comes across issues 

that can delay the building process and, ultimately, that all-

important council blessing; a code compliance certificate.

Making sure work complies with consent documentation 

at each stage of the renovation process is critical, especially 

if you have a strict deadline. Peter highlights, in particular, 

four ‘hot spots’ that home renovators should be prepared 

for when a building inspector calls. 

Plumbing and drainage work: A registered member 

of the Plumbers, Gasfitters and Drainlayers Boards 

must carry this work out and it requires a building 

consent. The building inspector will want to know the 

company’s name and registration number, and sight 

the tradesperson’s membership card. Prior to lining 

the walls, hot and cold supply and waste pipes will be 

checked, along with any connections to drains – expect 

these to be tested at inspection.

Smoke detectors: It’s now mandatory to install smoke 

detectors, not only throughout new homes, but where 

there are alterations and additions. Locations should be 

shown on the plans and an on-site inspection will be 

carried out to ensure detectors are the right type and 

have been installed correctly. 

Safety glazing: There are stringent rules regarding 

glazing and safety, with bathroom glazing regarded 

as particularly high-risk. Some imported glazing does 

not necessarily meet New Zealand Standards (NZS), in 

particular the requirement for all panels to be permanently 

and legibly etched with NZS markings. If this is the case 

with a product you plan to install, contact the Glass 

Association of NZ (GANZ), which can organise individual 

testing. This will be needed to satisfy the inspector that 

your glazing complies.

Flooring: Flooring in wet areas or places prone to 

splashes must be impermeable – this means that an 

additional damp-proof membrane (DPM) must be applied 

to timber floors. A building inspector will need verification 

that the DPM under any tiling meets the minimum 

15-year durability requirement and carries a five-year 

workmanship warranty. 

Once your renovation is complete, you can organise a final 

inspection and apply for a code compliance certificate. 

Again, if you’ve taken the time to get all your ducks in a 

row, it should be a breeze! The next problem? Probably 

how often your mother-in-law decides to stay, now that 

you’ve got that spacious new ensuite…  

“Do it right, and in the long run 
you’ll spend less and save more.”

Resene  
Bluegrass

Resene  
Desperado

Resene  
Dark Knight

To order a copy  
of Manukau City 
Council’s booklet, 
Doing it Right, go to 
www.manukau.govt.
nz/forms.htm.
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words: Sue Reidygarden

a touch of the

tropics
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A family visit to Queensland provided  
the inspiration for Jo and Craig Howe’s 
garden and pool, on their lifestyle block  
an hour’s drive south of Auckland.

pictures: Lucent*Media

Their brief to the landscape designer was unequivocal. 

“We wanted a low-maintenance garden, a pool with a waterfall, a spa and 

barbeque area, lots of palm trees and a bure,” says Jo Howe. 

The couple have two children under four and love to spend time with 

family and friends. They needed a garden and pool that would provide an 

entertainment and recreation area to suit their lifestyle.

The resulting design was a response not only to Jo and Craig’s brief, but also 

to the rural setting. The materials reflect this: rustic timber and rocks. The spa 

area is screened on three sides by rocks and plants and the barbeque was built 

into a big schist fireplace.

The house, the garden, and the 10m x 5m rectangular pool take up one acre 

of the Howe’s 12-acre property. The pool and surrounding landscaping were 

completed over a five-month period. One dozen Highland cattle have the run 

of the remaining 11 acres of the property. 

The section is very exposed, so the plants needed to be hardy. The Howes 

were concerned about the wind, so mounds of earth were created on the 

western side, from the soil that was excavated for the pool. Once the garden 

matures, these raised planting beds will provide an effective wind buffer. Their 

home is also built on a knoll overlooking the surrounding countryside. The 

mounds around the pool reflect this, encasing the design and creating a visual 

association with the house. 

Jo and Craig wanted a resort-style look. Accordingly, the garden contains 

mass plantings of hardy sub-tropicals and big, grouped mixtures of different-

textured leaves and colour variations. 

The designer specified Queen palms (Syagrus romananzoffiana), Washington 

palms (Washingtonia robusta), Pygmy date palm (Phoenix roebellinii), Sago alternative ideas for this 
exterior on pages 124-127
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palm (Cycas revoluta), Ponytail palm (Beaucarnea 

recurvata) and yukkas. Carpets of clipped star jasmine 

have been used as a groundcover to soften the effect of 

the spiky leaves. The plant is naturally a climber and 

requires pruning to retain the flat effect the designer 

was after. There are few natives in the garden, although 

it does feature Griselinia lucida, with its bold, tropical 

leaves, and Griselinia littoralis, used as a hedge to 

conceal the pool fence, and as a second barrier about 

the immediate spa surroundings. 

The garden and pool connect well with the three-year-

old house, which is constructed from Hinuera stone. The 

lounge looks out over the pool and garden, while a half-

circle concrete deck leads to a winding path running about 

10 metres down to the pool, which can be accessed from 

two sides. The lawn in the pool area features oversized 

stepping stones to provide a crossing to the paving. The 

designer was keen to minimise the expanse of hard area 

and keep the surroundings soft, with plenty of greenery.

Sited at one corner of the pool, the bure or gazebo 

conveys the impression that it is floating on the water. 

Inspired by the Howe’s visits to Fiji, its thatched roof 

provides shade in the summer and shelter in the winter. 

Materials for the kitset bure and thatched roof panels 

were sourced from Brustics by a local supplier. The pool is 

fenced with brushwood on two sides of the garden, with 

a coated steel fence, front and back. The rear fence is 

already screened by trees. 

Sited at one corner of the pool, the bure 
or gazebo conveys the impression that it 
is floating on the water.

a few tips  
on pool care
1.  Regular servicing of your swimming pool motor 

and pump will ensure good water circulation 

and help prevent nasties from growing in  

the water.

2.  Review filter cartridges or filter grids on a 

frequent basis and make sure filter baskets are 

kept clean. It’s also important the pool filter runs 

for the right amount of time each day for your 

climate and pool size – it’s hard to keep pool 

chemicals balanced in nutrient-rich water.

3.  Regular vacuuming will also help keep unwanted 

material out of the pool.

4.  Swimming pools like consistency in the battle 

against pool algae. Keep a constant eye on 

the pH of the water and the level of sanitising 

product required.

5.  It takes only seconds for a child to drown. 

Even though your pool fence will be regularly 

inspected by your local council, make sure it is 

well maintained between inspections, and that 

all gates close and lock securely.

6.  Make sure you’re not stacking firewood or 

compost, or anything else that could be 

climbed by young feet, close to a pool fence. 

Keep overhanging tree branches well trimmed 

back too.

7.  Make sure even older children are fully 

supervised when using pool toys or buoyancy 

aids. It is easy for them to become so confident 

they exceed their swimming capabilities or play 

too roughly, inviting accident.

8.  Ensure pool surrounds – stone, concrete or 

decking – are kept mould-free with a product 

like Resene Moss & Mould Killer to stop them 

becoming slippery when wet. Just make sure 

any chemicals you use don’t get into the pool 

water, as they will affect its balance.
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Pool: Frontier Pools

Builder: Mike Farrell

Rockwork: Rod Freeman

Pool equipment: 
Wateroo NZ

Pool heating:  
Hot Water Heat Pumps

Pool sanitisation:  
Ozonz NZ

Bromeliad

Yucca

For a non-skid finish 
on pool surrounds, use 
Resene Non-Skid Deck 
and Path. See the Resene 
Decks, Paths, Driveways 
and Recreational Areas 
colour chart.

Resene  
Warrior

Resene  
Escape

Resene  
Geneva

Resene  
Indian Ink

Resene  
Alfresco

Frontier Pools installed the pool, which includes two striking features: a rock 

wall in one corner and a waterfall. 

“We created the pool in such a way that it would support the rocks,” says 

Frontier Pool’s Neil Runciman. 

The pool has a durable quartz finish. It was plastered first, then acid-etched 

to provide texture and colour. 

“The plaster finish in Diamond Brite’s Onyx gives it a black, natural look, which 

ties in with the planting” says Runciman. “Onyx is a very popular colour and 

black is great for heat retention.”

Craig and a builder friend, Mike Farrell, built the retaining wall and the 

brushwood fences, erected the bure and did all the planting. Rod Freeman 

built the rock wall, the waterfall and the fireplace. Craig gave the designer’s 

planting plan to two different specialist nurseries, who sourced and delivered 

the plants according to the specifications. Rocks were brought in from the 

Bombay quarry and placed around the garden by Craig.

Timber sourced by a demolition friend from an old railway bridge was 

sandblasted to remove the red paint, and used to form the retaining wall 

across the back of the pool. The wall is raised 300mm above the water, 

creating an edge for the planting. The old railway timber is also featured 

across the front of the fireplace. 

“Doing the labour ourselves and using our own contacts helped to keep the 

cost down a little bit,” says Craig. “And we’re very pleased with the outcome 

– we’ve got exactly what we wanted.”  

on the following pages,  
find two alternative style 

suggestions for this garden

Resene  
Warlord
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alternative solution

<

 Use a few simple choices to draw 
this space together.

Resene  
Double Concrete
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Tony Collins from GreenGables Landscape 
suggests this alternative design:

A simple palette of plants and materials gives this space 

unity and cohesion. Plain ground-and-sealed concrete is 

a cost-effective option for a high-quality finish around 

the pool. A block-and-plaster wall with a planter encloses 

the space, with Balmain panels allowing a visual link to 

surrounding outdoor areas. Shade comes in the form of a 

galvanised steel cabana with a roof of Zincalume and open 

rafters, while an outdoor fireplace set into the wall provides 

warmth in the evenings.

The planting offers minimal maintenance and year-round 

visual appeal. The reds of Iresine lindenii, Cordyline 

fruticosa and Libertia ixioides complement the grey 

cabana, concrete and fireplace. A Lady palm and 

philodendron give subtle texture, while the lush dark 

green of viburnum provides an effective screen. A small 

section of lawn balances the hard surfaces.

Resene Concrete

Resene Hot August

Resene Escapade

<
Philodendron ‘Xanadu’ 
 
 
 
 

>
lounger

Xteriors Off Broadway 
09 529 5102 

www.outdoorfurniture.co.nz

>
Jetmaster gas outdoor fire

Jetmaster 
0800 843 347 

www.thefireplace.co.nz

Tony Collins, GreenGables Landscape,  
phone 0800 259 4905, email tony@greengables.co.nz, 
website www.greengables.co.nz

<
Viburnum ‘Emerald Lustre’

<<
Libertia ‘Taupo Blaze’

Resene  
Talisman
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Resene  
Double Pearl Lusta

alternative solution

<

 Regular forms add structure  
and symmetry.
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Stewart Stevenson from CGC Landscapes 
proposes this alternative design:

Vertical elements and rectangular forms create a sense 

of structure and symmetry in this pool area. Two square 

archways made from honed-block columns with a stained 

timber cross-member define the fireplace area, while a 

third over the water feature ties the whole scheme 

together. Rectangular Italian stone tiles are laid across the 

space to draw the eye to the pool and to mirror the block 

pattern in the perimeter wall.

The plant selection of hardy evergreens won’t drop leaves 

into the water. Around the walls, a hedge of Corokia 

‘Geenty’s Green’, with its light foliage, complements the 

natural-coloured blockwork. Cypresses are planted at 

intervals to reinforce the vertical lines. Liriope muscari covers 

the ground beneath the cypresses and hedging. The edges 

of the water feature are softened with Buxus sempervirens.

Resene Tomahawk

Resene Cargo

Resene Beachcomber

<
Hunza up/down lights 

Lighting Pacific 
0800 707 270 
www.lightingpacific.co.nz

>
Corokia ‘Geenty’s Green’

 

 

>>
Cypress

Stewart Stevenson, CGC Landscape Company Ltd, 
phone 07 577 6444, email stewart@cgclandscapes.co.nz,  
website www.cgclandscapes.co.nz

Buxus sempervirens>
pool fencing

Metro Frameless Glass Systems 
09 622 2643 

www.metroframeless.co.nz 

 

>
Italian tiles

Italian Stone Company 
09 827 8633

Resene  
Epiphany
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C-clamp

While they may look like medieval torture devices,  

C-clamps or G-clamps are invaluable for holding materials 

steady against a worktop if you haven’t got a vice, or 

for holding two surfaces together when gluing. They’re 

typically made from steel or cast iron, although smaller 

clamps may be made from pot metal.

Drill

Your drill – hand-operated or electric – consists of the drill 

body and the drill bit, held in place by a chuck. There are 

three main points to consider when drilling:

>  Is the drill bit the right size for the screw or bolt that 

you’ll be fastening into the hole? Check the diameters 

– if the bit is too big, your screw or bolt will have no 

purchase; if it’s too small, you risk damaging the head 

or thread as you force it to turn, and also risk splitting 

or damaging the substrate.

>  Using a sharp bit and the appropriate drilling speed 

will mitigate the risk of burning if you’re drilling  

into wood.

>  Minimise chipping on exit by placing a piece of wood 

behind the substrate you’re drilling into.

Pressing the tip of the bit into wood before starting will 

stop the drill from wandering. In metal, mark an accurate 

position with a punch for the same reason.

Saw

According to Greek mythology, Perdix, nephew of the 

great inventor Daedalus, was the bright spark who came 

up with the saw.

tips and tricks words: Rachel Macdonald

things you didn’t know you  
didn’t know about your tools

Did you know? 
Japanese planes are 
pulled towards you, 
rather than being pushed 
away as ours are.

Did you know? 
Screwdrivers are relatively 
new kids on the block, 
originating in the late 
Middle Ages. A European 
concept, they are said  
to be the only major 
mechanical device until 
then not to be invented 
by the Chinese.
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picture: Paul McCredie

Tips for buying tools:

>  Ask the storeperson  
in your hardware shop  
what they consider to  
be quality brands. 

>  If you’re buying power 
tools, look into the terms 
and conditions of the 
warranty. Also check  
how long are the 
batteries likely to last 
under normal use, and 
how available new 
batteries are.

>  If you know someone  
in the trade, have a talk 
to them and see what 
they use. 

>  Go by hand-feel – does 
the tool seem constructed 
from strong materials?  
A screwdriver with a 
blade that will bend on 
first use won’t be much 
use to you.

>  Take a look at joints, 
rivets and other 
fastenings, especially  
if it’s a tool you’ll be 
using to apply torque.

>  Don’t overlook second-
hand tools – well-made 
tools will well outlast 
their original task.

>  Buy the best tool you  
can afford.

Did you know your saw has a:

>  Heel – the end closest to the handle.

>  Toe – the end farthest from the handle.

>  Front – the bit with the teeth.

>  Back – the edge with no teeth.

>  Teeth – the pointy bits.

>  Gullet – the valleys between the teeth.

>  Fleam – the angle of the faces of the teeth relative to a 

line perpendicular to the face of the saw.

>  Rake – the angle of the front face of the tooth relative 

to a line perpendicular to the length of the saw.

Make sure you’re using the right saw for the job. A rip saw, 

designed to cut with the wood grain, will have steeper 

teeth than a cross-cut saw, made to cut across the grain.

Hammer

If you’re into ‘percussive maintenance’, you may like to 

know that the hammer is probably the oldest tool used 

by humans, even outdating the Homo species. Hammers 

are generally designed for specific purposes, hence their 

different designs, but the most common in the home 

toolbox is the everyday workhorse, the claw hammer.

The friction generated as you hammer in a nail causes 

it to heat up. As nails bend more readily when they’re 

warm, the faster you can drive them in, the better.

Try-square or right angle

The traditional try-square has a broad blade made of steel 

or brass, riveted to a wooden handle. Inside the wooden 

handle, there’s generally a steel or brass strip set at precisely 

90 degrees to the blade. These are highly useful in any 

application, such as carpentry, that requires angle accuracy.

Plane

The hand plane is another tool that’s been around for 

thousands of years – and hasn’t changed a lot over the 

millennia. In its most basic form, its a block of wood, with 

a slot cut across the body that holds the cutting blade. It’s 

important to keep your plane blade sharp, so it doesn’t 

dig out lumps of the timber you’re planing. The body of 

the plane should provide a relatively constant angle to the 

cutting edge – so make sure the blade is in straight – and 

the shavings should be relatively uniform, resulting in a 

smooth surface.

Screwdriver

Once upon a time, a simple bladed screwdriver, and 

perhaps a set of Allen keys, were all you needed in your 

tool kit. Today, you’re likely to require screwdrivers for 

a range of screws, including slotted, Phillips, PoziDriv, 

Robertson, SupaDriv (crosspoint), TORX, and Allen or hex 

configurations. Whatever screws you’re using, make sure 

your screwdriver is the right size and type for the job, 

or you run the risk of damaging the screw as you apply 

weight and torque to tighten it.

Stanley knife

The Stanley knife is also known as a box cutter or razor 

blade knife. Stanley was one of the first manufacturers 

to create this kind of tool, which originally featured 

a cast-metal body, and came in both retractable and 

fixed-blade versions.

Chisel

Using a chisel, do you have the beveled side or the flat 

side against the wood? This tool is one of the most often 

incorrectly used in the workshop.

A sharp chisel should slide smoothly across the timber, 

driven by gentle taps and removing very thin curls of 

wood. And it is used beveled side down and going with 

the grain! And don’t hit the chisel too hard – less is more 

with a chisel – this is a gradual process.

Never sharpen the flat side of a chisel blade – you will 

destroy your chisel. Sharpen the beveled side, which 

should be perfectly straight along its leading edge.

Spanner

We call it spanner, the Americans call it a wrench – 

whatever you name it, it offers the most efficient way to 

turn bolts, nuts and other hard-to-turn fasteners.

Pliers

Pliers were first invented around 2000 BC to grip iron 

as it was being forged on an anvil. They are designed 

to provide the user with increased leverage, and feature 

different jaw configurations, allowing them to grip, turn, 

pull, or crimp a variety of items. The basic design of 

pliers has hardly changed over the years, with the pair of 

handles, the pivot (often formed by a rivet), and the head 

section with the gripping jaws or cutting edges forming 

the three parts of the tool. 

Wire cutters

Sometimes called side-cutting pliers or side cutters, these 

diagonal pliers are wire-cutting pliers. Instead of using a 

shearing action, like scissors do, they cut by indenting and 

wedging the wire apart.  

Did you know?  
In Israel, Stanley  
knives are known  
as Japanese knives.

Did you know?  
A Crescent wrench  
is named for its 
manufacturer, the 
Crescent Tool and 
Horseshoe Company.
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from you…

hey, Habitat

Congratulations!  
This letter has won  
its writer this issue’s 
Hey, Habitat best 
letter prize. We’ll  
be in touch.

Are you a ColorShop 
Card holder and 
have you moved?  
Let us know your  
old address and your 
new one, and we’ll 
make sure you keep 
receiving Habitat.

From Helen: I am a homeowner and have been wanting a 

copy of The Range 2007, but don’t want to pay $9.95 for 

it. Is there any way of getting a free copy?

A. If you have a Resene ColorShop Card, you can buy The 

Range 2007 for just $4.95. Then, if you bring your receipt 

back when you buy 500ml or more of Resene paint, you 

can get the cost of The Range 2007 deducted from the 

paint price. The Range 2007 therefore won’t end up 

costing you anything.

If you don’t have a Resene ColorShop Card, you can apply for  

one at your local Resene ColorShop or on the Resene website.

From Sue and Steve: Sometimes we use testpots to try 

out our colours and other times we would like to be able 

to get the A4 cards of colour you have in your stores. 

How can we order these?

A. The A4 cards (drawdowns) can be ordered from any 

Resene-owned ColorShop, or order them online from  

www.resene.co.nz or www.resene.com.au.

From Peter: A wee while ago I saw some postage stamps 

that had Resene on the front of them. Do you know 

where I can get these from?

A. These stamps were produced by NZ Mail and feature 

some of the Resene colours. They have been sold in New 

Zealand over the last year and are available from selected 

garages and dairies. They are not available from postshops 

or from Resene. 

From Margaret: We are trying to get some ideas for 

decorating our new home. We have found Habitat a great 

source of information, but can you suggest some other 

places where we might be able to get some free ideas?

A. Resene has a decorating inspiration gallery, and 

Trendsideas and Habitat story archives on our website, 

which you can access for free. There are hundreds 

of pages of ideas for you to look at. Simply visit  

www.resene.co.nz or www.resene.com.au.

From Bob: I have been wanting to use a clear finish 

outside on timber, but I have been advised not to do it. 

Why is this?

A. Wood is an unstable substrate. Pigments in paint and 

stains help to filter out harmful UV light, giving the timber 

surface some protection against the sun. If you use a clear 

coating in place of a tinted one, the unprotected timber 

will deteriorate much faster. Therefore, we recommend 

using either a pigmented solid finish, such as Resene 

Lumbersider, or if you’re after a transparent stained look, 

use Resene Woodsman (waterborne or solventborne). 

Resene Woodsman is available in a range of colours, so 

you can select the shade closest to that of the timber 

you’re staining. This will help keep your home’s colour 

looking consistent for longer, while protecting the wood.

You can now also get cool colour variants of Resene 

Woodsman. Cool colours will minimise heat retention, 

reducing stress on the coating and timber.

From Raewyn: I thought you might like to see this photo 

of a painting I have just finished for my grandson. I used 

only Resene paints and the colours are so vibrant.

I save all the coupons from the checkout dockets and then 

buy your testpots. The girls at Resene here in Oamaru are 

used to me going in and spending ages just looking at all 

your different colours.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Contact us:

Mail us at: Hey, Habitat, Resene Habitat Magazine 

PO Box 38242, Wellington Mail Centre, New Zealand 

Or email: advice@resene.co.nz  

with Hey, Habitat in the subject line.  

We look forward to 
receiving your letters 
and queries, and 
would particularly 
like to see any weird 
and wonderful  
ways you have used 
Resene paints. The 
best letter will win  
a Get Decorating Kit 
from Resene.

One way to recycle 
paint containers!  
This is Kristen  
(14 months).
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Multi-Finish Range
Ebony Clay™

N34-006-264

Tuna™

N39-008-260

Jimmy Dean™
B45-013-277

Shuttle Grey™
B52-008-257

Raven™

B58-009-256

Iron™

N86-002-236

Bastille™

B29-009-283

Gun Powder™
V42-016-285

Waterloo™

B58-018-281

Santas Grey™
B69-015-278

Freestyling™
B75-010-257

Ghost™

B82-009-280

Nero™

N25-001-046

Revolver™

V34-013-289

Mobster™

V49-015-294

Mamba™

V57-016-295

Grey Suit™

B69-016-281

Greywacke™
N82-007-288

P56

Multi-Finish Range

Cod Grey™
N31-007-245

Mine Shaft™
B37-009-239

Mako™
N46-005-209

Regent Grey™
B62-011-233

Geyser™
N85-004-213

Mystic™
N89-004-208

Black™
N24-000-098

Shark™
N34-007-264

Scarpa Flow™
N55-002-289

Grey Chateau™
N73-006-251

Gull Grey™
N75-008-229

Athens Grey™
N89-004-107

Jaguar™
B27-008-276

Baltic Sea™
N37-002-259

Trojan™
N59-004-237

Mischka™
B76-009-261

Surrender™
N80-002-228

Seashell™
N92-001-292

P55
Multi-Finish Range

Bokara Grey™
N28-005-068

Mondo™
BR43-014-073

Gravel™
N42-005-114

Montoya™
N58-007-117

Friar Grey™
Y62-010-086

Rakaia™
N80-002-054

Armadillo™
N42-004-127

Zeus™
N35-004-121

Chicago™
N49-005-116

Gunsmoke™
N60-005-127

Delta™
N69-004-123

House White™
N90-003-092

Woodsmoke™
N33-006-185

Possessed™
N36-005-147

Condor™
N49-005-149

Stack™
N65-003-154

Silver Chalice™
N76-003-139

Hint Of Grey™
N92-005-100

P54

Multi-Finish Range

Rainee™
G81-014-144

Bel Air™
G77-009-139

Pumice™
G80-011-123

Zumthor™
N88-007-210

Midwinter Mist™ N86-002-223

Designer White™ B90-009-260

Loblolly™
G81-008-181

Cut Glass™
B85-012-208

Pattens Blue™
B91-019-237

Tranquil™
B95-014-211

Solitude™
B94-011-264

Zircon™
N93-005-244

Alaska™
B81-021-266

Shinto™
B79-020-250

Link Water™
B87-014-263

Hawkes Blue™
B89-022-266

Confederate Grey™ B87-017-279

In The Mauve™
N84-005-286

P53

Multi-Finish Range

Aspiring™ G80-023-101

Orinoco™ G86-027-106

Moon Mist™ G85-017-101

Green White™ G90-013-103

Lime White™ G94-017-109

Black White™ N93-005-100

Tusk™ G90-044-104

Corn Field™ G95-040-097

Moon Glow™ G96-033-104

Ying Yang™ G89-025-104

Willow Brook™ G92-014-125

Saltpan™ N96-008-129

Tasman™ N83-007-142

Harp™ G85-009-126

Peppermint™ G90-019-134

Ottoman™ G89-013-129

Apple Green™ G93-011-153

Swans Down™ N91-008-155

P52
Multi-Finish Range

Thistle™

Y79-036-089

Zen™

G82-012-140

White Rock™
G87-023-095

Brie™

G90-034-091

Orchid White™
Y96-015-089

White Linen™
N93-007-073

Fawn Green™
G78-042-095

Mint Julep™
G88-043-093

Arrowroot™

G91-025-097

Bubble White™
Y87-016-090

Rum Swizzle™
G95-019-095

China Ivory™
G95-025-093

Copyrite™

G78-010-098

Tea™

Y81-019-081

Kangaroo™

G83-014-097

Celeste™

G87-012-103

White Pointer™
N89-007-087

Rice Cake™

G94-010-092

P51

1008 more reasons to paint

Multi-Finish Range

West Coast™
Y46-049-083

Planter™
G49-060-092

Grass Hopper™ Y56-083-090

Highball™
G64-082-094

Gingko™
G69-074-092

Iko Iko™
G75-060-093

Woodrush™
Y38-025-087

Camouflage™
Y41-032-088

Go Ben™
Y56-038-088

Bandicoot™
G62-029-097

Eagle™
G75-021-093

Green Mist™
G80-038-104

Karaka™
G31-010-106

Hemlock™
Y51-032-090

Wilderness™
G63-046-098

Avocado™
G67-044-103

Stone Age™
G76-041-095

Coriander™
G78-036-107

P20

Multi-Finish Range
Lucky™

G68-141-092

Alo Alo™

G81-186-095

Billy T™

G78-112-094

Somerset™

G88-090-099

Pale Prim™

G95-074-098

Shalimar™

G95-067-099

La Rioja™

G78-176-099

Bitter Lemon™
G85-156-100

Canary™

G90-130-100

Witch Haze™
G94-108-095

Milan™

G93-083-100

Lemon Twist™
G86-061-095

Neva™

G80-187-101

Las Palmas™
G85-144-103

Mindaro™

G90-106-105

Pine Glade™
G80-064-104

Deco™

G83-073-102

Rice Paper™
G86-049-103

P19

Multi-Finish Range

Hacienda™ Y61-127-083

Wazzup™ Y69-142-082

Hokey Pokey™ Y67-119-079

Dixie Chick™ Y69-144-078

Galliano™ Y75-169-081

Bright Spark™ Y83-168-082

Lemon Ginger™ Y62-115-090

Sahara™ Y70-143-090

Turbo™ Y84-198-087

Golden Dream™ Y85-164-089

Wild Thing™ Y87-145-086

Golden Fizz™ G87-162-094

Bird Flower™ G79-178-093

Gorse™ G90-165-091

Broom™ Y87-185-088

Sunflower™ Y80-181-090

Paris Daisy™ G92-140-093

Manz™ G86-120-095

P18
Multi-Finish Range

Horses Neck™
Y48-059-077

Bullwhip™

Y57-066-074

Muesli™

BR63-059-076

Teak™

Y67-065-075

Putty™

Y78-066-079

Hampton™

Y87-046-085

Tumbleweed™
Y40-031-082

Himalaya™

Y51-065-084

Stinger™

Y58-089-080

Laser™

Y75-084-080

Chenin™

Y82-083-085

Butter™

Y84-069-089

Punga™

Y41-034-083

Ventura™

Y60-078-085

Twister™

Y63-050-084

Gimblet™

G75-076-091

Tacha™

Y78-089-088

Yuma™

Y80-052-088

P17

Multi-Finish Range

Pirate Gold™ Y62-144-071

Coyote™
Y81-066-074

Dairy Cream™ Y87-045-077

Anglaise™
Y90-025-077

Solitaire™
Y90-023-077

Pearl Lusta™
Y94-018-087

Jandal™
Y66-106-071

Calico™
BR79-054-075

Smooth Operator™ Y80-049-076

Sidecar™
Y89-044-085

Barley White™ Y92-044-087

Pipi™
Y93-033-081

Alpine™
Y67-093-080

Bittersweet™ Y71-088-077

Twine™
Y68-078-073

Rob Roy™
Y79-097-077

Marzipan™
Y85-073-079

Oasis™
Y95-035-085

P16

Multi-Finish Range

Rusty Nail™ O54-092-068

Tussock™ Y69-089-073

Essential Cream™ Y80-079-077

Chamois™ Y86-052-079

Haystack™ Y84-041-077

Astra™ Y89-047-080

Hot Toddy™ Y62-116-072

Pizza™ Y69-114-074

Manuka Honey™ Y84-065-079

Splash™ Y89-056-080

Popcorn™ Y88-041-081

Gin Fizz™ Y94-028-083

Buttered Rum™ Y59-100-073

Apache™ Y77-086-077

Chalky™ Y84-066-081

Zombie™ Y83-063-082

Milk Punch™ Y94-033-084

Scotch Mist™ Y94-027-087

P15
Multi-Finish Range

California™
O74-175-067

Fuel Yellow™
Y71-143-074

Saffron™
Y75-119-075

Tulip Tree™
Y78-135-079

Golden Glow™
Y88-084-085

Buttermilk™
Y91-055-084

Buttercup™
Y74-173-075

Supernova™
Y80-171-077

Bardot™
Y84-104-081

Golden Sand™
Y78-113-077

Mellow Yellow™
Y88-063-089

Melting Moment™ Y90-060-085

Lemoncello™
Y76-143-076

Cream Can™
Y83-117-080

Kournikova™
Y85-122-085

Energy Yellow™
Y87-128-087

Sweet Corn™
Y90-097-090

Moonbeam™
G91-080-091

P14

Multi-Finish Range
Pizazz™

O69-171-062

West Side™

O73-180-064

Koromiko™

Y83-124-072

Harvest Gold™
Y80-087-073

Caramel™

Y90-061-074

Sazerac™

O92-029-069

Meteor™

O65-143-066

Golden Bell™
O68-140-067

My Sin™

Y80-148-072

Chardonnay™
Y87-090-075

New Orleans™
Y84-066-078

Cherokee™

Y87-076-078

Carpe Diem™
O73-146-069

Fire Bush™

Y75-123-070

Yellow Sea™
Y72-184-073

Casablanca™
Y82-108-073

Golden Tainoi™
Y85-127-077

Salomie™

Y89-090-080

P13

Multi-Finish Range

Root Beer™
O47-077-054

Chelsea Gem™
O53-095-055

Whiskey Sour™
O71-082-061

Manhattan™
O80-063-064

Flesh™
BR78-049-063

Sandy Beach™
O91-040-067

Bull Shot™
O45-068-053

Bourbon™
O60-096-058

Brandy Punch™
O67-108-065

Deja Vu™
BR79-056-068

Cashmere™
BR78-038-061

Bone™
O83-028-066

Korma ™
O48-077-059

Mai Tai™
O59-113-062

Porsche™
O76-093-066

Corvette™
O83-070-068

Tequila™
Y88-049-070

Frangipani™
Y90-057-073

P12

Multi-Finish Range
Trinidad™

O61-167-048

Chilean Fire™
O63-162-052

Sorbus™

O67-152-054

Crusta™

O74-119-052

Romantic™

O88-055-058

Tuft Bush™

O90-033-053

Tangerine™

O61-153-051

Hyperactive™
O66-167-055

Ecstasy™

O61-139-053

Smoke Tree™
O60-120-053

Tacao™

O81-079-061

Karry™

O92-031-064

Clockwork Orange™ O59-135-056

Gold Drop™

O65-156-058

Hero™

O67-157-064

Sunshade™

O77-145-066

Consuela™

O82-094-067

Negroni™

O86-045-064

P11

Multi-Finish Range

Pravda™ BR62-017-079

Stonehenge™ BR61-012-073

Schooner™ BR63-014-075

Perfect Taupe™ BR73-014-067

Serene™ BR78-015-067

Westar™ N86-007-080

Stonewall™ Y59-023-083

Cargo™ Y67-029-083

Craigieburn™ Y66-023-081

Nomad™ Y72-019-083

Ash™ G79-017-092

Fossil™ Y84-023-085

Clay Creek™ Y62-039-088

Chino™ Y75-038-086

Beachcomber™ Y80-035-085

Caraway™ Y82-022-085

Sugar Loaf™ Y82-023-083

Spanish White™ Y88-024-082

P50

Multi-Finish Range

Zorba™
BR68-016-056

Tide™
BR77-012-056

Swirl™
N86-008-064

Swiss Coffee™
N86-008-051

Pearl Bush™
O86-010-059

Urbane™
N88-005-036

Pale Slate™
N81-004-060

Flotsam™
N84-002-071

Spring Wood™
N92-008-062

Vista White™
N91-004-046

Merino™
Y91-009-076

Island Spice™
Y96-015-073

Moleskin™
BR76-029-058

Navarone™
BR74-035-076

Coral™
BR78-031-078

Alpaca™
Y82-024-071

Raffia™
Y84-040-077

Egg Sour™
Y93-031-074

P49

Multi-Finish Range
Blossom™

R79-028-015

Gelato™

R82-024-009

Cosmos™

R90-028-029

Twilight™

V84-018-339

Pale Rose™

R90-016-359

Blue Chalk™
V90-019-302

Sweet As™

R82-024-031

Dust Storm™
O87-020-041

Vanilla Ice™

R89-016-019

Wafer™

O81-020-048

Cold Turkey™
R80-015-023

Kidman™

R80-012-017

Mercury™

N87-001-005

Gallery™

N90-004-036

Sauvignon™

R94-008-031

Pot Pourri™

O91-014-043

Cest Le Vie™
O90-010-049

Ebb™

R90-008-030

P48

Multi-Finish Range

Bronze™ BR37-024-062

Oilskin™ BR46-016-062

Judge Grey™ BR46-018-071

Sandstone™ BR56-018-073

Cloudy™ BR75-009-070

Cloud™ Y81-011-082

Black Magic™ BR33-015-070

Jacko Bean™ BR36-022-069

Millbrook™ BR50-021-068

Soya Bean™ BR52-029-079

Pale Oyster™ BR67-030-079

Cougar™ Y73-019-081

Creole™ BR34-015-074

Space Shuttle™ BR39-015-069

Lisbon Brown™ Y45-027-086

Dragon™ Y50-022-083

Talisman™ BR50-017-077

Rockbottom™ BR71-014-077

P47Multi-Finish Range

Cafe Royale™
BR45-058-064

Dark Buff™
O57-078-063

Brown Sugar™
O54-063-064

McKenzie™
O56-071-068

Okey Dokey™
BR74-037-067

Soul™
BR76-034-067

Saddle Brown™ BR36-049-065

Shingle Fawn™
BR50-049-070

Authentic™
BR56-057-067

Muddy Waters™
Y66-069-072

Gold Coast™
O68-061-068

Rodeo Dust™
BR75-037-071

Deep Bronze™
BR40-031-071

Cement™
BR58-034-071

Mongoose™
BR66-036-068

Papier Mache™
Y69-066-074

Travis™
Y72-059-080

Blank Canvas™
Y86-033-077

P46

Multi-Finish Range
Mission Brown™

BR33-025-045

Milk Chocolate™
BR34-034-049

Irish Coffee™
BR43-046-058

Spice™

BR47-034-050

Leather™

BR58-043-054

Quasar™

BR62-046-060

Brown Bramble™
BR38-044-054

Cigar™

BR49-055-049

Cinnamon™

O47-079-055

Toffee™

O53-077-055

Kalgoorie Sands™
O68-060-059

Just Right™

O83-029-056

Jambalaya™
BR41-046-056

Palm Sugar™
BR50-051-061

Cape Palliser™
O47-063-054

Potters Clay™
BR53-053-057

Dusty Road™
BR62-033-063

Rickshaw™
BR69-031-063

P45

Multi-Finish Range

Dark Rum™ BR35-026-058

Cioccolato™ BR37-035-052

Brown Derby™ BR42-027-055

Roman Coffee™ BR53-028-056

Almond Frost™ BR65-023-059

Antidote™
BR76-017-065

Wood Bark™ BR30-013-056

Sambuca™
BR32-018-058

Woodburn™ BR35-025-061

Domino™
BR49-024-061

Kabul™
BR52-019-061

Bronco™
BR70-026-074

Bracken™
BR39-036-067

Dallas™
BR45-047-067

Tobacco Brown™ BR49-034-068

Sandal™
BR66-040-068

Sandcastle™ BR73-028-069

Sour Dough™ BR79-030-070

P44

Multi-Finish Range

Rebel™ BR34-020-035

Cedar™ BR36-018-038

Felix™ BR41-016-039

Buffalo™ BR52-023-041

Del Rio™ BR71-025-048

Milestone™ BR79-011-040

Kilamanjaro™ N34-005-036

Coffee Bean™ BR33-011-045

Saddle™ BR45-018-050

Hurricane™ BR62-012-045

Asteroid™ BR71-012-035

Bon Jour™ N89-005-037

Brown Pod™ BR30-029-042

Dakota™ BR50-027-048

Americano™ BR61-016-061

Otter™ BR62-021-052

Martini™ BR75-011-040

Dover White™ N83-006-043

P43

Multi-Finish Range

Rasputin™ V30-017-309

Grape™ V36-029-303

Fedora™ V47-018-310

Rum™ V53-018-308

Amethyst Smoke™ V66-022-308

Effortless™ V71-016-304

Warlord™ V40-019-295

Zulu™ N47-007-327

Salt Box™ V51-008-317

Monsoon™ N59-005-322

Shady Lady™ N71-004-335

Lola™ V77-015-313

Diesel™ N30-006-032

Matterhorn™ N90-003-175

Yasna™ V44-009-336

Innuendo™ V55-012-348

Nobel™ BR72-009-016

Alto™ N84-004-012

P42
Multi-Finish Range

Blackcurrant™ V28-048-308

Plum™
V29-048-323

Scarlet Gum™ V37-050-312

Centaurian™ V52-033-310

High Society™ V52-035-298

Ce Soir™
V64-054-308

Valentino™
V30-022-316

Tarot™
V30-030-315

Honey Flower™ V44-057-311

Harlequin™
V43-062-324

De Janeiro™
V57-040-320

Marionette™ V71-031-312

Blackberry™
V29-049-347

Sassy™
V43-099-337

Belladonna™ V41-091-332

Seance™
V42-081-321

Taffeta™
V62-058-317

Wonderland™ V75-040-318

P41

Multi-Finish Range
Blue Bell™

V38-095-294

Blue Gem™

V45-098-293

Blue Marguerite™
V57-089-289

Moody Blue™
V65-077-289

Lavender™

V72-063-292

Sonique™

V87-017-292

Windsor™

V39-097-300

Daisy Bush™
V47-100-299

Fuchsia™

V58-090-298

True V™

V64-080-297

Biloba Flower™
V76-058-296

Fog™

V87-030-296

Christalle™

V34-085-300

Blue Diamond™
V39-091-303

Kingfisher Daisy™
V44-095-303

Studio™

V53-093-303

Lilac Bush™

V64-080-301

Perfume™

V80-048-300

P40

Multi-Finish Range

Sonic Boom™
V29-043-293

Vortex™

V37-046-286

Dotcom™
B39-034-283

Enigma™

B46-040-283

Rhythm™
V60-034-285

Bauhaus™
B78-035-274

Tolopea™
V31-035-295

Cherry Pie™
V35-046-295

Victoria™

V47-065-293

Scampi™

V56-062-292

Deluge™

V62-049-292

Zappo™

V83-028-285

Violent Violet™
V30-051-297

Jagger™

V34-040-303

Meteorite™
V42-055-296

Butterfly Bush™
V54-057-295

Wistful™

B73-042-284

Heartbreaker™
B82-022-275

P39

Multi-Finish Range
Surfs Up™

B29-058-284

Lucky Point™
B32-055-280

Port Gore™

B41-060-278

Bay Of Many™
B40-052-275

Night Moves™
B45-048-275

Norwegian Blue™
B53-037-267

Bullitt™

V28-034-288

Storm™

B36-058-284

Decadence™
B37-091-284

Jacksons Purple™
V42-096-285

Magik™

B45-066-273

Perano™

B80-045-270

Paua™

V29-064-292

Wave Rider™
V42-060-286

Deep Koamaru™
V36-092-288

Governor Bay™
B50-095-281

Chetwode Blue™
B60-084-279

Portage™

B72-064-275

P38

Multi-Finish Range

Indian Ink™
B26-017-270

Outer Space™ B28-028-267

Licorice™
B35-028-263

Rhino™
B41-020-259

Neutral Bay™ B66-014-259

Oxygen™
B83-017-252

Valhalla™
V30-032-285

True Blue™
B37-037-270

Astronaut™
B44-042-265

Waikawa Grey™ B56-043-263

Ship Cove™
B66-039-263

Smokescreen™ B72-025-256

Haiti™
V28-016-289

Midnight Express™ B31-030-276

Biscay™
B37-033-264

Hammerhead™ B48-023-268

Tiebreaker™
B70-022-264

Echo Blue™
B77-030-264

P37

Multi-Finish Range
Madison™

B38-037-258

Spinnaker™

B41-046-245

Matisse™

B49-059-247

Wedgewood™
B53-043-247

Subzero™

B66-066-246

Oxymoron™

B81-044-248

Cobalt™

B39-058-260

Takaka™

B46-058-268

St Tropaz™

B47-069-266

Azure™

B54-064-262

Kashmir Blue™
B55-041-254

Comfort Zone™
B80-030-248

Black Rock™
B30-023-279

Bunting™

B32-030-265

Jasper™

B53-058-263

Delta Blue™

B71-053-258

Polo Blue™

B74-042-254

Time Out™

B82-036-253

P36

Multi-Finish Range

Wet N Wild™ B49-089-260

Bondi Blue™ B40-077-256

Endeavour™ B48-102-250

Curious Blue™ B62-098-238

Anakiwa™ B83-054-228

French Pass™ B85-035-223

Space Cadet™ B32-079-273

Resolution Blue™ B40-097-275

Mariner™ B53-094-264

Lochmara™ B55-104-244

Picton Blue™ B70-088-235

Malibu™ B76-074-233

Aviator™ B33-064-279

Torea Bay™ B49-093-279

Tory Blue™ B46-093-269

Havelock Blue™ B63-084-258

Jordy Blue™ B75-064-251

Sail™ B84-042-243

P35

Multi-Finish Range

Elephant™
B33-023-236

Prussian Blue™ B31-038-237

Arapawa™
B40-045-235

Blumine™
B46-053-231

Marathon™
B45-038-226

Norwester™
B58-044-223

Blue Charcoal™ B29-008-243

Ivanhoe™
B42-022-240

Escapade™
B61-029-247

Lynch™
B60-023-238

Tsunami™
B62-025-238

Longitude™
B77-012-244

Dark Knight™ B31-014-247

Tangaroa™
B32-025-247

Cello™
B43-028-245

Bermuda Grey™ B64-030-239

Nepal™
B72-023-237

Spindle™
B82-022-246

P34
Multi-Finish Range

Kitsch™

B50-093-205

Allports™

B51-085-212

Eastern Blue™
B59-088-212

Pelorous™

B65-086-212

Scooter™

B63-071-211

Spray™

B82-056-214

Orient™

B47-071-229

Astral™

B54-062-229

Jelly Bean™

B56-051-225

Hippie Blue™
B62-052-217

Toto™

B68-057-214

Charlotte™

B87-041-214

Venice Blue™
B46-066-241

Bahama Blue™
B46-084-237

Optimist™

B53-082-235

Endorphin™

B65-074-222

Shakespeare™
B67-062-229

Seagull™

B76-052-227

P33

Multi-Finish Range
Espirit™

B42-023-206

Casal™

B44-022-220

Streetwise™

B51-024-217

Gothic™

B63-029-222

Botticelli™

B74-022-222

Escape™

B81-028-221

Big Stone™

B38-015-234

Teal Blue™

B39-040-223

Bismark™

B53-034-224

Horizon™

B63-034-224

Moby™

B75-030-221

Onahau™

B91-028-220

Tarawera™

B35-028-231

Warrior™

B34-018-232

San Juan™

B47-022-236

Blue Bayoux™
B57-021-225

Bali Hai™

B70-024-230

Eskimo™

B77-018-230

P32

Multi-Finish Range

Dark Slate™
G46-012-198

Yucca™
G57-017-153

Blue Smoke™ G63-014-149

Pewter™
G70-014-150

Mantle™
G73-018-142

Tiara™
N81-007-165

Swamp™
G30-011-198

Atomic™
B42-016-232

Rolling Stone™ G59-009-202

Inside Back™ G66-009-165

Edward™
G73-013-158

Hermitage™
N79-008-173

Blue Bark™
B29-013-232

Gunmetal ™
B32-011-234

Balderdash™ B45-014-217

Tax Break™
B49-025-216

Bounty™
B70-011-212

Casper™
B77-010-230

P31

Multi-Finish Range

English Holly™
G36-028-166

Plantation™
G45-026-167

Stromboli™
G49-032-171

Cutty Sark™
G58-031-173

Ashanti™
G78-016-180

Nebula™
G83-012-165

Firefly™
G38-020-195

William™
G55-026-190

Juniper™
G65-022-193

Sea Nymph™
G73-026-181

Opal™
G80-021-180

Conch™
G77-013-193

Oracle™
G42-028-199

Green Meets Blue™ G47-020-192

Ming™
G54-043-204

Breaker Bay™
G56-035-195

Destiny™
G71-017-197

Sorrento™
G75-016-193

P30

Multi-Finish Range

Sea Green™ G47-057-197

Blue Stone™ G47-064-191

Surfie Green™ G54-080-191

Java™ G62-082-195

Paradise™ G68-038-188

Gulf Stream™ G73-046-187

Tiber™ G37-037-195

Atoll™ G55-058-200

Paradiso™ G58-045-200

Blue Chill™ G62-057-202

Half Baked™ B62-046-205

Ziggurat™ B71-029-207

Beatnik™ B42-040-206

Retro™ G40-052-203

Blue Lagoon™ G47-078-203

Hullabaloo™ G60-087-202

Fountain Blue™ B72-053-208

Morning Glory™ B84-035-208

P29
Multi-Finish Range

Aquamarine™
G42-049-178

Watercourse™
G49-088-170

Deep Sea™

G56-079-176

Keppel™

G73-068-178

Riptide™

G84-055-184

Mint Tulip™

G92-026-181

Deep Teal™

G35-039-188

Jackpot™

G40-057-180

Observatory™
G59-098-176

Lochinvar™

G62-054-186

Scandal™

G86-031-187

Jet Stream™
G85-015-183

Racing Green™
G30-012-182

Eden™

G47-051-181

Niagara™

G67-091-177

Tradewind™
G72-047-191

Aqua™

G83-045-187

Foam™

G92-017-201

P28

Multi-Finish Range

Burnham™
G37-035-168

Bush™
G35-028-166

Green Pea™
G45-060-159

Spring Green™ G60-047-150

Oxley™
G67-042-153

Paris White™ G84-013-147

Ivy Green™
G31-020-167

Sherwood Green™ G37-041-170

Alfresco™
G49-046-167

Padua™
G73-044-161

Summer Green™ G76-032-159

Edgewater™ G87-019-156

Holly™
G30-014-173

Celtic™
G36-020-170

Roulette™
G41-033-168

Homegrown™ G48-036-177

Patina™
G64-038-176

Envy™
G71-028-149

P27

Multi-Finish Range
Crusoe™

G44-089-153

Tree Frog™

G65-143-134

Wham™

G69-148-130

Groovy™

G66-104-132

Mantis™

G75-102-129

Feijoa™

G83-077-128

Camarone™
G47-094-150

San Felix™

G50-103-140

Japanese Laurel™
G52-109-141

Fruit Salad™
G65-103-142

De York™

G79-074-143

Madang™

G87-056-134

Kaitoke Green™
G38-056-160

Salem™

G53-099-160

Eucalyptus™
G61-094-163

Silver Tree™

G75-070-162

Vista Blue™

G83-050-162

Fringy Flower™
G88-041-149

P26

Multi-Finish Range

Midnight Moss™ G31-010-167

Forest Green™ G37-022-140

Palm Leaf™
G40-029-134

Mangrove™
G42-011-126

Tom Thumb™ G49-032-134

Gum Leaf™
G81-027-150

Gordons Green™ G32-012-152

Middle Earth™ G42-015-147

Cabbage Pont™ G46-019-125

Spanish Green™ G64-021-136

Xanadu™
G62-025-136

Ravine™
G65-012-125

Timber Green™ G37-020-157

Goblin™
G38-037-157

Parsley™
G45-052-147

Killarney™
G54-051-148

Hippie Green™ G61-055-138

Laurel™
G63-034-145

P25

Multi-Finish Range
Green Waterloo™

G31-009-105

Clover™

G43-044-119

Dingley™

G57-056-123

Woodstock™
G87-058-119

Soft Apple™
G83-040-117

Snowy Mint™
G93-032-132

Log Cabin™

G38-017-117

Olive Green™
G35-023-122

Dell™

G47-058-124

Highland™

G65-049-125

Norway™

G77-036-124

Pale Leaf™

G84-028-121

Marshland™
G31-008-123

Green House™
G48-055-134

Glade Green™
G58-052-133

Amulet™

G68-043-134

Spring Rain™
G78-030-137

Surf Crest™

G86-021-137

P24

Multi-Finish Range

El Paso™
G35-015-098

Flax™
G61-033-104

Finch ™
G58-030-104

Bitter™
G64-027-103

Terrain™
G75-016-103

Tana™
G78-019-095

Eternity™
G30-008-118

Waiouru™
G43-033-103

Woodland™
G51-034-107

Siam™
G53-028-105

Castle Rock™
G63-013-098

Bud™
G75-020-108

Black Forest™
G31-011-128

Scrub™
G37-020-109

Raptor™
G46-018-104

Panzano™
G50-020-119

Frontier™
G70-033-106

Green Spring™
G77-019-115

P23

Multi-Finish Range
Sushi™

G65-114-110

Limerick™

G70-137-111

Citrus™

G75-168-102

Bahia™

G77-161-103

Spritzer™

G85-183-105

Sublime™

G88-121-108

Christi™

G68-149-114

Lima™

G70-153-114

Atlantis™

G80-135-114

Happy Hour™
G79-120-111

Sulu™

G88-092-115

Reef™

G91-067-117

Bilbao™

G56-115-131

Limeade™

G62-123-120

Dizzy Lizzy™
G76-163-118

Wellywood™
G82-173-113

Conifer™

G84-124-113

Anise™

G83-084-125

P22

Multi-Finish Range

Saratoga™ G44-055-106

Rain Forest™ G52-095-101

Citron™ G64-120-102

Celery™ G78-108-104

Wild Willow™ G80-097-104

Jonquil™ G93-076-106

Turtle Green™ G39-033-115

Pacifika™ G53-083-102

Wasabi™ G64-096-105

Vermont™ G78-086-104

Hypnotic™ G88-080-108

Chill Out™ G92-038-108

Green Leaf™ G50-068-115

Awol™ G63-065-103

Green Smoke™ G71-064-106

Chelsea Cucumber™ G70-074-120

Caper™ G79-056-115

Geneva™ G89-055-110

P21

Multi-Finish Range

Fire™
O48-140-045

Rock Spray™
O52-125-048

Joie De Vivre™
O64-113-044

Japonica™
O67-095-041

Tonys Pink™
O77-064-040

Wax Flower™
O82-055-047

Vesuvius™
O54-109-052

Tuscany™
O58-086-050

Red Damask™
O65-099-047

Apricot™
O74-084-051

Florentine Pink™ O69-075-049

Beethoven™
O73-067-056

Rose Of Sharon™ O56-129-052

Hazard™
O54-116-055

Moroccan Spice™ O56-111-056

Christine™
O59-130-059

Tango™
O66-147-058

Roxy™
O70-111-059

P10

Multi-Finish Range
Moccaccino™

R36-045-033

Fahrenheit™
R38-068-033

Desperado™
O43-074-043

Prairie Sand™
R47-084-037

Hot August™
O51-086-040

Crail™

R55-079-038

Espresso™

R35-034-035

Hairy Heath™
BR39-056-044

Peanut™

BR46-059-042

Wild West™

O52-076-043

Bonanza™

BR66-051-040

Brandy Rose™
R68-042-037

Cumin™

O44-067-047

Paarl™

O49-069-046

Desert™

O56-079-057

Sante Fe™

O61-066-048

Toast™

BR61-045-045

Birthday Suit™
BR78-038-043

P09

Multi-Finish Range

Sepia™

BR28-011-034

Barista™
BR35-013-026

Woody Brown™
BR42-013-021

Falcon™
BR51-016-020

Spicy Pink™
BR60-014-007

Tonto™

N70-007-003

Cocoa Bean™
R36-024-030

Congo Brown™
BR45-023-034

Van Cleef™
BR38-024-028

Brunette™
R43-030-022

Opium™
BR64-019-019

Tom Tom™
BR64-013-030

Digeridoo™
R31-030-033

Redwood™
R38-041-036

Lumberjack™
R47-039-037

Buccaneer™
R48-025-024

Pharlap™
BR55-023-029

Thatch™
BR71-022-037

P08

Multi-Finish Range
Red Red Red™

R42-114-035

Moulin Rouge™
R53-117-034

Sunset™

R59-119-034

Jive™

R61-111-032

Geraldine™

R72-093-027

Cornflower™
R84-067-033

Lusty™

R40-092-032

Fusion™

R50-092-035

Apple Blossom™
R56-081-034

Mexican Red™
R51-100-031

Sunglo™

R62-098-035

New York Pink™
R71-075-036

Thunderbird™
R47-117-038

Whizz Bang™
R50-124-038

Grenadier™

O58-156-046

Daredevil™

O57-163-043

Oh Behave™
O57-119-040

Flamingo™

O66-143-041

P07

Multi-Finish Range

Avant Garde™
R35-050-023

Tosca™

R43-051-023

Merlot™

R41-061-021

Solid Pink™
R50-052-021

Turkish Rose™
R62-042-014

Careys Pink™
R75-032-013

Persian Plum™
R40-059-030

Ameile™

R51-066-028

Intrigue™
R48-054-031

Warhol™

R57-048-026

Coral Tree™
R62-052-031

Contessa™
R65-067-031

Mocha™

R42-062-037

Zinger™

R45-073-025

Cha Cha™
R47-077-027

Alter Ego™
R55-089-031

Petite Orchid™
R75-050-030

Cavern Pink™
R83-027-030

P06

Multi-Finish Range
Volcano™

R32-041-028

Lonestar™

R34-056-025

Burgundy™

R37-076-031

Hot Chile™

R37-084-027

Paprika™

R41-083-021

Raging Bull™
R42-095-035

Roadster™

R46-145-029

Bombshell™
R49-145-027

Candy Floss™
R46-132-022

Pirate™

R44-106-026

La Bamba™

R50-094-024

Mandy™

R62-111-025

Red Berry™

R37-107-030

Monza™

R41-126-033

Flash Point™
R45-141-035

Bright Red™

R44-148-034

Guardsman Red™
R47-148-036

Havoc™

R49-160-036

P05

Multi-Finish Range
Vanquish™

R35-062-019

Claret™

R38-078-014

Sensual Red™
R43-102-013

Hot Wired™

R38-078-010

Tapestry™

R64-050-002

Floyd™

R77-040-012

Burnt Crimson™
R33-062-027

Pohutukawa™
R36-087-023

Raspberry™

R41-088-016

Erotic™

R50-071-018

Hippie Pink™
R54-079-014

Can Can™

R72-049-007

Dynamite™

R37-085-029

Shiraz™

R40-100-021

Tall Poppy™

R42-092-032

Well Read™

R45-095-029

Afterburner™
R48-100-033

Aphrodisiac™
R54-078-026

P04

Multi-Finish Range
Lip Service™

R35-077-358

Lipstick™

R45-092-001

Disco™

R45-083-002

Rouge™

R54-078-001

Royal Heath™

R57-085-358

Bordello™

R51-068-358

Persian Red™

R30-047-016

Siren™

R38-063-007

Camelot™

R46-061-009

Cadillac™

R51-065-004

Vin Rouge™

R53-054-005

Viola™

R72-038-001

Geronimo™

R40-094-009

Night Shadz™

R51-086-012

Cabaret™

R62-100-011

Deep Blush™

R68-083-009

Illusion™

R77-059-001

Cupid™

R83-043-001

P03

Multi-Finish Range
Spitfire™

R27-030-010

Cab Sav™

R32-028-015

Arthouse™

R31-045-003

Black Rose™
R34-042-010

Wine Berry™
R37-035-008

Vintage™

R66-028-008

Aubergine™
BR28-018-018

Chocolate™
R28-028-016

Bulgarian Rose™
R33-036-020

Zibibbo™

R32-044-016

Bazaar™

BR61-023-024

Anticipation™
BR69-019-015

Pompadour™
V37-070-349

Highlight™

V46-063-354

Hopbush™

V67-072-354

Shocking™

V78-058-342

Classic Rose™
V88-028-347

Pink Lace™

R88-027-359

P02

0800 RESENE

www.resene.co.nz

The ink is drying on our largest colour range ever - the new
Resene Multi-Finish collection. Bursting with 1008 colours
for you to choose from including favourite Resene reds,
blues, greens, neutrals and much much more, it’s like having
a rainbow at your fingertips.

Come in and see the new Resene Multi-Finish collection -
coming to a Resene ColorShop near you!



The V6 Accord has it all and then some. From a potent 3.0 litre, V6 VTEC, 24 valve, 177kW alloy engine to advanced safety features, the Honda V6 

Accord is one refi ned piece of machinery. 5 Speed auto with drive by wire throttle control, Vehicle Stability Assist (VSA) and advanced traction control, 

double wishbone suspension, ABS, EBD and EBA braking technology, alloys, front and side SRS airbags, curtain airbags on L models, 5 star NHTSA 

frontal crash test rating, auto-off headlights, front fog lights, indicators on the wing mirrors, dual-zone climate control with separate temperature settings 

for both driver and front passenger, variable lumbar support for driver, 6-disc CD, steering wheel mounted cruise and audio controls, remote boot and 

window opener, green heat absorbing glass, external temperature display, electric sunroof and rain sensing wipers on L models, LEVII emissions 

standard, 0 to 100 in less than 8 seconds and a miserly fuel consumption of only 10.6l/100km, and you truly have everything but the kitchen sink.

H
O

N
11

27
I/H

A
B Priced from $39,000 plus on road costs or monthly lease from $598 + GST. Full maintenance operating lease for 45 

months/55,000km. Honda Lease Direct credit criteria apply. Model shown is V6 Mugen. Make a truly informed 

decision and call 0800 255 666 for a no obligation test drive or visit www.honda.co.nz/v6accord

IT HAS EVERYTHING
MINUS THE FIXED WATER BASIN 
IN A CHEF’S PROFESSIONAL DOMAIN
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past meets present 
old + new = lifestyle

house: walls/floor/roof
home: see house + colour 
+ texture + detail + design

60 years of kiwi colour
tips for renovation – ladders, 
builders, paint and councils
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